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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Fragmentation of oceanic slabs

Tectonic plates are bounded by plate boundaries, which accommodate plate relative mo-

tions during substantial geological periods (Kearey et al., 2008). The plate tectonic his-

tory of our planet shows however that plate boundaries become inoperative at some point

(Molnar, 1988). For example, the completion of oceanic subduction eventually leaves an

inactive suture between plates that originally were separate (Şengör, 1990). The Mediter-

ranean region represents the plate boundary zone between two major plates, Africa and

Eurasia, which is undergoing final closure (Dewey et al., 1989). A bewildering recognition

was that, in the western Mediterranean region, young oceanic basins were formed by slab

rollback in a land-locked context (Le Pichon, 1982; Jolivet and Faccenna, 2000; Wortel

and Spakman, 2000). Further complexity of the region’s tectonics can partly be under-

stood as the result of fragmentation of the plate boundaries into ephemeral segments,

particularly in the eastern Mediterranean regions of Greece and Anatolia. This thesis is

about these ephemeral plate boundary segments in the eastern Mediterranean.

Why is it relevant to understand a relatively small tectonic region like the Mediterranean?

The motivation lies in the concept of Uniformitarianism that was first developed by James

Hutton in 1788, and made popular in the 19th century by Charles Lyell: “the present is

the key to the past” (Oldroyd, 1996). The processes that take place in the Mediterranean

were potentially also happening in collision zones that today are in a more advanced

stage of closure (e.g., Himalaya’s), or where closure is complete (e.g., Appalachians). The

need for information/analogies from similar regions like the Mediterranean derives from

the fact that closure processes themselves eradicate potential geological observations, like

underthrusting, erosion, and overprinting. So, our understanding of the Mediterranean is

helpful for the interpretation of collision processes from the remaining sparse observations

in historical collision zones.

An important theme in the context of the eastern Mediterranean thus is slab fragmenta-

tion. Fragmentation breaks a slab into two fragments along a more or less vertical plane

(e.g. Rosenbaum et al., 2008; Wortel et al., 2009). In the cases where slab fragmentation

has been documented, it refers to the breaking of the shallowest part of the slab only,
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i.e., the deeper part remains intact. One reason for slab fragmentation is asynchronous

collision or collision of a continental terrane with a continental overriding plate. Frag-

mentation allows the resulting slab fragments to subduct at a reduced dissipation rate,

typically at a substantially lower subduction speed for the colliding segment and a higher

speed with the oceanic segment. Fragmentation creates new free slab edges and results in

continual active tearing of the subducting plate near the trench. The differential subduc-

tion may eventually become apparent as Subduction-Transform-Edge-Propagator (STEP)

Faults in or between the surface plate(s). Govers and Wortel (2005) propose that there

are quite a few STEP Faults in the Mediterranean region: near Gibraltar, Calabria, the

Pannonian basin, and to the west and east of the Hellenic slab.

An active STEP involves tearing of a plate where one part is subducted and an adjacent

part remains at the free surface of the Earth (Govers and Wortel, 2005) (Figure 1.1).

Following subduction, the slab thus has a lateral edge. The part of the plate that remains

at the surface is juxtaposed to the overriding plate by transcurrent motion along the

plate boundary that separates the two plates. As argued by Govers and Wortel (2005),

the relative motion along this plate boundary may differ strongly from transform faults,

which is why Baes et al. (2011) gave it a separate name; “STEP Fault”.

Active STEPSTEP Fault
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Figure 1.1: Schematic illustration of STEP fault.

Another way of forming STEP Faults may result from slab break-off. The Mediterranean

also is the, by now classical, location of progressive slab break-off below central Italy

(Wortel and Spakman, 2000). Slab tearing in this case occurs along a more or less hori-

zontal fault to separate the deeper part of the slab from the shallower slab. Referring to

late Miocene break-off of the western segment of the Apennines-Maghrebides slab beneath

northern Algeria, Wortel et al. (2009) discuss scenarios for how this may have resulted
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in a lateral edge along the southern Ionian slab. The resulting active STEP facilitated

continued subduction and rollback towards the east of the remaining Apennines slab, and

the creation of an east-west oriented STEP Fault along its southern edge between north-

ern Sicily and the Tyrrhenian Sea. The STEP Fault along the Apulia escarpment may

also have derived from break-off, in this case of the central segment of the Apennines slab

beneath central Italy, that transformed into the northern lateral edge along the Ionian

slab.

The role of slab fragmentation (and slab break-off) is to separate parts of the surface plate

that are easily subductable, like old oceanic lithosphere, from parts that resist subduction,

like buoyant continental lithosphere. In this perspective, slab fragmentation facilitates the

removal from the surface of remaining oceanic lithosphere segments. Fragmentation thus

minimizes the amount of oceanic lithosphere that remains in collision zones. It is impor-

tant to note the difference between oceanic crust and oceanic lithosphere; oceanic crust as

partially represented in ophiolites constitutes only a minor part of the oceanic lithosphere

thickness, and may or may not be obducted due to fragmentation. Slab fragmentation

likely is more relevant in a nearly closed oceanic basin than in an open ocean, full sub-

duction, context, as we can conclude from the long trenches of most of the present-day

subduction systems worldwide.

1.2 Imprints of recent plate boundary reorganiza-

tions in the eastern Mediterranean

The tectonic evolution of the Balkan-Anatolia region is the response to the overall clo-

sure of the Neo-Tethys ocean and regional back-arc basins. This closure occurred di-

achronously, starting in the Late Cretaceous in the Dinarides and Albanides, until the

Miocene in eastern Anatolia. Major crustal sutures separate juxtaposed terranes in the

present-day record; 1) the Vardar-Intra Pontides suture between the Istanbul - Rhodope -

Strandja terrane in the north and the Pelagonian- Pontides/Sakarya terranes in the south;

2) the Izmir–Ankara–Erzincan suture between the Pontides terrane in the north and the

Taurides/Central Anatolian Core Complex in the south; 3) The Bitlis suture separates

the Taurides in the north and Arabia in the south.

Three major plate reorganizations occurred after the formation of Anatolian plate. The

first phase is marked by the Bitlis – Zagros collision and slab detachment beneath the
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East Anatolian High Plateau (Şengör et al., 2008) and subsequent slab fragmentation

below central Anatolia in Early Miocene (Bartol and Govers, 2014). The North Ana-

tolian Fault (NAF) initiated in middle-Miocene times (Şengör et al., 2005) and further

developed on the pre-existing İzmir-Ankara-Erzincan Suture zone. Concomitantly, the

central and east Anatolian plateaus uplifted and a surge of volcanism occurred (Keskin,

2003; Şengör et al., 2005; Bartol and Govers, 2014). The deformation intensified during L.

Miocene – Pliocene in response to the migration of the Cyprus slab to its present location

(Govers and Fichtner, 2016) and mid-Pliocene initiation of East Anatolian Fault (Şaroğlu

et al., 1992; Hubert-Ferrari et al., 2007, 2009). With the formation of the East Anatolian

Fault (EAF), Anatolia began its westwards journey (Ketin, 1948), with respect to stable

Eurasia, away from the Arabia collision zone in the eastern Turkey and Zagros, towards

the Hellenic subduction zone to the southwest (McClusky et al., 2000; Reilinger et al.,

2006). This period is also known as the Neotectonic period of Anatolia. Finally during

L. Miocene – E. Pliocene modern Pliny-Strabo STEP fault formed (Özbakır et al., 2013).
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Figure 1.2: Tectonic setting of the eastern Mediterranean region. Abbreviations, DSF: Dead Sea Fault,
EAAC: East Anatolian Accretionary Complex, EAF: East Anatolian Fault, GOC: Gulf of Corinth, IA:
Isparta Angle, IASZ: Izmir Ankara Suture Zone, MM: Menderes Massif, NAF: North Anatolian Fault;
KTF: Kefalonia Transform Fault; Io: Ionian Islands.

Along the Dinarides, subduction was active from Early Cretaceous to Oligocene (Handy

et al., 2015; Le Breton et al., 2017). Continued convergence led to the foreland-propagating
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nappes in the Hellenides (Underhill, 1989). The entry of continental Adriatic lithosphere

in the Western Hellenic Subduction Zone initiated slab detachment under the Dinarides

from the Oligocene onward (Wortel and Spakman, 1992; Schefer et al., 2011; Handy et al.,

2015; Van Unen et al., 2019). In the northern Hellenides, tightening of the orogen contin-

ues today, whereas in southern Hellenides, the thrust front has jumped to the subduction

boundary south of Ionian islands in Pliocene times (Royden and Papanikolaou, 2011).

Currently, only the Hellenic slab is still actively subducting, mostly by rollback. The

overriding plate shows backarc extension in the Aegean region and western Turkey. To

the south of Anatolia, the west Cyprus slab segment is located beneath Antalya basin

and Isparta Angle (Biryol et al., 2011). Separate from that in the uppermost mantle is

the (east) Cyprus slab segment below Cyprus. Both Cyprus slab segments appear to have

largely stalled.

1.3 Methodology

Our understanding of these processes has increased greatly since the 90’s of the previous

century. Improvements in two research fields have particularly driven these innovations,

structural seismology and kinematic geodesy. This thesis heavily uses the results from

these disciplines. Tomographic studies have evolved, and continue to evolve, by using

increasingly larger parts of seismograms to image Earth structure. The most recent stud-

ies have arrived at a resolution where it starts to become possible to connect the seismic

velocities to regional geological features.

Geodetic studies have evolved from pioneering ephemeral GNSS (Global Navigation Satel-

lite System, including the United States’ Global Positioning System (GPS), the European

Union’s Galileo system, and the Russian GLONASS system), Doris and VLBI based sparse

measurement networks to affordable and dense networks of GNSS instruments. The in-

terpretation of both the tomographically imaged structures, and of the GNSS velocity

models is however neither trivial, nor unique.
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1.4 Thesis Outline

In the next chapters of my thesis, I investigate the plate boundary configuration, nature of

the subducting slab and upper-plate deformation along the Hellenic – Cyprus subduction

zones. Each chapter is devoted to a specific and often enigmatic sub-region in the plate

boundary zone: Pliny – Strabo trenches, Anaximander mountains and the Isparta Angle,

and Kefalonia Transform Fault (Figure 1.3).
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Figure 1.3: Roadmap to the thesis

In Chapter 2, published as Özbakır et al. (2013), I investigate the Pliny – Strabo ”trenches”,

which have long been an enigmatic feature of Hellenic trench region. We address the ge-

netic link between this deformation zone and the deeper structure and processes. Tearing

of the subducting and retreating African lithosphere at the eastern end of the Hellenic

trench has been known for some time and it still is an active research topic. The ex-

pression of such a tear at the Earth’s surface above the tear, however, has hardly been

explored. Our work involves an integrative analysis of information from several earth

science disciplines, geological as well as geophysical.

In Chapter 3, published as Özbakır et al. (2017) I investigate the active faults in the
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Anatolia – Aegean region. The Anatolia - Aegean region has been on the fore-front of

geodynamics community. The region has come into existence by the accretion of (semi-

)rigid blocks to the southern margin of the Eurasian plate and has undergone intense

deformation. Furthermore, sub-lithospheric processes have contributed to the overall dy-

namics and thus shaped the style of deformation. The geodynamics involved is complex

within a relatively small geographical scale. Plate boundary region from the Hellenic Arc

to the Cyprus Arc is one of the major gap of knowledge in this realm. My work focuses

on deformation mechanisms in and around the Anatolian – Aegean region with the aim

to constrain the nature and the location of plate boundary in the transition region from

the Hellenic Arc to the Cyprus Arc. To this end we use finite element method to calculate

displacements and derivative fields. In addition, we address the sensitivity of the overrid-

ing plate deformation in response to the plate boundary nature and model slip rates of

major faults.

In Chapter 4, which is a manuscript in preparation for submission, we study slab tears,

which are a common phenomena of irregular active margins and/or convergence with

lateral variation of oceanic or continental lithospheres. Western termination of Hellenic

subduction zone is tentatively proposed to be a STEP, whose surface expression overlap

with the Kefalonia Fault. Although the velocity structure of the western termination of

the Aegean subduction zone has been focus of many seismological studies, evidences of

tearing are ambiguous for the uppermost mantle due to poor volumetric resolution of the

top 150 km. We use a Full Waveform Tomographic model of Fichtner et al. (2013) to

study the earth structure and plate boundary segmentation in this region.
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Chapter 2

Pliny – Strabo trench region: a large

shear zone resulting from slab tear-

ing1

Abstract

The eastern part of the Hellenic subduction zone is composed of the Pliny and Strabo

“trenches” that have been regarded as a zone of convergence between the subducting

African lithosphere and the overriding Anatolian–Aegean plate. In the Pliny and Strabo

“trenches”, the oblique relative plate motion is generally thought to be accommodated

by a typical strain partitioning consisting of strike–slip and convergence components.

Notwithstanding the occurrence of strike–slip motion parallel with the Pliny – Strabo

“trenches”, trench-normal thrusting is not observed so far. Therefore, we conducted a

detailed analysis to investigate the deformation mechanisms of the eastern part of the

Hellenic Trench system. Our analyses of offshore faulting and mechanisms of earth-

quakes in the overriding Aegean lithosphere show that the region of the Pliny and Strabo

“trenches” obeys the mechanics of the sinistral shear zone model of Tchalenko (1970). We

propose that the trench perpendicular convergence is taken up by the Rhodes fold and

thrust belt, which has been postulated off the southeast coast of Rhodes. Several regional

P-wave tomography results give indications of a slow seismic anomaly under this zone,

which is interpreted as a tear between the Hellenic and Cyprus subduction zones. The

primary reason for such tear and its propagation is the ongoing rollback of the subducted

part of the African lithosphere, also referred to as “the Aegean slab”. Our work elucidates

the surface expression of this tearing process in the form of the development of a shear

zone between the Aegean lithosphere in the NW and the African lithosphere in the SE,

the Pliny – Strabo Shear Zone.

1This chapter published as:
Ali D. Özbakır, A.M.C. Şengör, M.J.R. Wortel, R. Govers (2013). Pliny – Strabo trench region: a large
shear zone resulting from slab tearing. Earth and Planetary Science Letters 375:188-195.
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2.1 Introduction

The Hellenic subduction zone accommodates the convergence between the African plate

and an internally deforming Anatolian–Aegean block (or Scholle) in the eastern Mediter-

ranean (McKenzie, 1970; Dewey and Şengor, 1979) (Fig. 2.1). The plate boundary is

well-defined between the Kephalonia Fault and eastern Crete (Fig. 2.1). Farther to the

east, however, it is wider and deformation is distributed along multiple complex structures

(Shaw and Jackson, 2010). It is the purpose of this paper to investigate the nature of the

deformation of this eastern plate boundary zone and to place it into the context of the

plate tectonic evolution of the region.

Key elements of the plate boundary region considered are the Pliny and Strabo “trenches”

(Emery et al., 1966) and the Ptolemy “trench”, which are organized in an en-echelon fash-

ion with an average strike of N60E (Le Pichon et al., 1979; Leite and Mascle, 1982; Mascle

et al., 1982) (Fig. 2.1). Whereas the Ptolemy and Pliny “trenches” are more pronounced

in the southwest, the Strabo “trench” is more continuous and better developed in the

northeast (Le Pichon et al., 1979; Jongsma, 1977).

The relative motion between the Hellenic (fore-) arc and the African plate is calculated by

combining GPS velocities and MORVEL (Reilinger et al., 2006; DeMets et al., 2010) for

the GPS stations near the eastern Hellenic Trench region (Fig. 2.1). The relative motion

vectors have an azimuth of ∼ N196E, i.e., at an angle of ∼ 45◦ with the strike of the

“trenches”. Various authors therefore proposed that the Pliny - Strabo plate boundary

zone shows strain partitioning (e.g. Huchon et al., 1982; Le Pichon et al., 1995). Consis-

tency of slip vectors from thrust earthquakes (Shaw and Jackson, 2010) and the direction

of relative motion implies that the Pliny - Strabo “trenches” are accommodating the

oblique Africa–Aegean convergence. Left-lateral strike–slip motion on both “trenches”

has been well documented by marine geophysical studies (Le Pichon et al., 1979; Leite

and Mascle, 1982; Mascle et al., 1982) and focal mechanism solutions (Bohnhoff et al.,

2005, Fig.3a; Shaw and Jackson, 2010). Thrust faults with slip vectors perpendicular to

the Pliny - Strabo “trenches”, however, have not been observed so far (Shaw and Jack-

son, 2010) and that raises the question as to how and where the trench-perpendicular

convergence is accommodated. We explore this dilemma by studying the nature of the

strain associated with the plate boundary zone, using published seismic and seismicity

data. Despite the Ptolemy “trench” being part of the eastern Hellenic fore-arc, lack of

focal mechanism solutions belonging to the Aegean lithosphere in the vicinity of Ptolemy

“trench” limits our analysis to the Pliny - Strabo “trenches” area.
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Tearing of the subducting and retreating African lithosphere, somewhat confusingly often

referred to as “the Aegean slab”, at the eastern end of the Hellenic trench has been known

for some time and it still is an active research topic (Barka and Reilinger, 1997; de Bo-

order et al., 1998; Govers and Wortel, 2005; Biryol et al., 2011). The surface expression

of such a tearing process, however, has hardly been explored, Russo’s (2012) study being

one of the exceptions. The tear is the first-order evidence for the link between the surface

deformation and the slab at depth and most of the attempts to relate surface deformation

to a slab tear comes from the eastern Hellenic Arc (e.g. seismic anisotropy studies, Brun

and Sokoutis, 2010; Endrun et al., 2011; Hatzfeld et al., 2001; Özeren, 2012). Zachariasse

et al. (2008) relate the evolution of vertical motions on Crete and Karpathos to a slab tear

below the eastern Hellenic fore-arc. Dilek and Altunkaynak (2009) studied the evolution
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and southward migration of the alkaline volcanism in western Turkey and associated this

volcanism with the tearing along the cusp between Cyprus and Hellenic trenches, which is

a well-resolved feature in tomograms (Biryol et al., 2011; Spakman et al., 1993; Piromallo

and Morelli, 2003). However, so far, the surface faulting has not been related to the large

scale picture. In this respect, Govers and Wortel (2005) drew attention to the role of

the regional geodynamical setting, which largely controls whether the overriding plate

responds to roll-back and slab tearing by extension or by advection in a (quasi-) rigid

mode. From the overriding plate’s response and the nature of the plate interaction in the

region, a variety of surface expressions may arise. Because its lithospheric scale regional

context, with oblique convergence, is relatively well-known, the Pliny - Strabo “trenches”

region provides favorable conditions for an analysis of one of the possible expressions.

The results of our work position the Pliny - Strabo Shear Zone as one of the best docu-

mented expressions so far of the surface deformation associated with a Subduction Trans-

form Edge Propagator (a STEP, a tear fault or a hinge fault; a proper definition will

be given in Section 2.3). It involves an integrative analysis of information from several

earth science disciplines, geological as well as geophysical. We present it as a novel con-

tribution to the understanding of the relation between deep processes and (near-) surface

deformation, a key topic in geodynamic research.

2.2 Data and analysis

Distributed and localized strike slip phenomena are ubiquitous in the region. We base

our analysis on the correspondence of model shear zone structures to observations. Ori-

entations and sense of motion of the model shear zone according to Tchalenko (1970)

and Naylor et al. (1986) are shown in Fig. 2.2C. En-echelon shears (Riedels or R) and

their conjugates (anti-Riedels or R′) develop in the early stages of deformation. The

maximum shortening (ε3) and extensional axes (ε1) are determined by the bisector of the

acute and obtuse angles between R and R′ shears, respectively. Shortening structures

(S) develop perpendicularly to the ε3-axis and extensional structures (E) such as normal

faults, tension gashes and possibly dykes develop perpendicularly to the ε1-axis. After

the deformation is distributed within the grid formed by R and R′ shears, secondary P

and X shears form in the later stages of deformation. P shears connect pairs of R shears,

while R′ shears become passive. Finally, X shears form as antithetic faults to P shears.

If the shear zone is also shortened across its strike, all R′, R and E structures will have

higher angles and all X, P and S structures flatter angles to the main strike of the shear
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zone (see, for example, Ramsay and Huber (1983)).

2.2.1 Shallow marine seismic reflection data

Fig. 2.2A shows mapped faults between western Crete and Rhodes including the area of

the Pliny - Strabo “trenches” (south and southeast Crete: Mascle et al. (1982); south of

Karpathos: Mascle et al. (1986); Rhodes basin: Woodside et al. (2000)). Blue, green and

red identify thrust, strike–slip and normal faulting, respectively. Faults generally strike

NNE to ESE and regional datasets show only slight variations about this trend; orange

and gray distributions are calculated from maps by Ten Veen et al. (2004) and Mascle

et al. (1986), respectively (Fig. 2.2A (all)).

Strike-slip faults in this region are mostly sinistral (Leite and Mascle, 1982; Woodside

et al., 2000) and strike in well-defined NE to ENE directions (Fig. 2.2B). Furthermore,

the HEAT-4 site (Fig. 2.2A) displays evidence that these sinistral faults are connected

with N10W (Le Pichon et al., 1979) or N40W (Peters and Huson, 1985) orientated dextral

strike-slip faults. Normal faults are the most common faults in the region (Fig. 2.2B).

They are not concentrated in a narrow azimuth interval but strike in a broad directional

spread from NNE to ESE. Thrusts are the least common type of faulting and they strike

mainly in an ESE direction (Fig. 2.2B). Folds are more common than thrusts and their

strikes are compatible with that of the thrusts.

Model predicted elements of a N60E trending sinistral shear zone are drawn in Fig. 2.2C

(Tchalenko, 1970; Naylor et al., 1986). The strike–slip fault orientations of our analysis

are compatible with Riedel Shears (R) and/or P shears. Furthermore, N10W or N40W

dextral strike–slip faults are closely associated with Anti-Riedel shears (R′) and/or X

shears (Fig. 2.2C). NNE to NE striking normal faults are compatible with theoretical

extension directions (E), while fold and thrust orientations agree with the direction of

shortening structures (Fig. 2.2C). We could not associate ENE to ESE striking normal

faults to elements of the Tchalenko shear zone model but these directions better agree

with those of faults as observed in the fore-arc to the west. Also they may be related

to the formation of pull-apart basins formed by coupled X and R shears. Overall, the

offshore faulting data fit closely with an ideal sinistral shear zone parallel to the trend of

Pliny–Strabo “trenches”.
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Figure 2.2: Analysis of faulting and folding. (A) Mapped offshore faults. Colored line segments indicate
sinistral strike–slip (green), normal faulting (red), and folding–thrusting (blue) (Mascle et al., 1982, 1986;
Woodside et al., 2000). Faults with reliable strikes and unclear sense of motion are colored in gray and
orange, respectively (data from Mascle et al. (1986) and Ten Veen et al. (2004), respectively). HEAT
project site 4 shown within purple frame. (B) Polar histograms of the observed faults and folds. First
histogram shows all types faulting by Mascle et al. (1982) (black), Mascle et al. (1986) (gray) and Ten Veen
et al. (2004) (orange). Other histograms show direction of faulting for identified faults. (C) Faulting with
sense of motions and strain directions according to the Tchalenko (1970) and Naylor et al. (1986) shear
zone model

2.2.2 Focal Mechanism Solutions

We use focal mechanisms of significant earthquakes (Mw≥ 5.0) within the Aegean litho-

sphere (<42 km depth) as compiled by Shaw and Jackson (2010). Seismic faulting occurs

predominantly by strike–slip and thrusting (Fig. 2.3). Here, no thrust faults with strikes

parallel to the Pliny–Strabo “trenches” exist (Shaw and Jackson, 2010). This inference

agrees with our shear zone interpretation of the offshore faulting data (Fig. 2.2B (thrusts))

with the possible exception of a major fault southeast of Rhodes that has been interpreted

as a large, but aseismic thrust (Woodside et al., 2000, Fig. 6a). In Fig. 2.3B, we consider

the correlation between focal mechanisms and the Tchalenko shear zone model. Fig. 2.3B

clearly shows that one or both of the focal planes correspond to an element of the model
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sinistral shear zone (Fig. 2.3A, bottom right).

The correspondence between mechanisms 2, 8, and 9 and the sinistral shear zone is not

immediately obvious and these mechanisms are indicated with an asterisk in Fig. 2.3.

Mechanism 2 is probably a rotated and shortened R′. The R′ fractures are early locked

and rotate into a position that favors shortening on them (Tchalenko, 1970). Mechanisms

8 and 9 are here interpreted as products of an X-shear coupled with two R shears, one at

the top and one at the bottom. X-shears start opening up as a pull apart with a slight

right-lateral shear along its bounding normal faults. This is precisely what is seen on the

fault-plane solutions corroborating an old truism: not all earthquakes are nucleated on

pristine rock. Often they employ pre-existing structures. When many faults work close to

each other, they move not necessarily following the ideal stress orientations. Mechanism

14 is either a very steep normal fault or a low-angle extensional detachment fault. Overall,

we find that focal mechanisms are in agreement with our interpretation of a wide, sinistral,

Pliny–Strabo plate boundary zone.

2.2.3 How our findings fit the conclusions of previous work

For Crete, Ten Veen and Kleinspehn (2003) showed sinistral movements on ENE–WSW

faults and an overall NW–SE extension, which they referred to as wrench tectonics, and

which are compatible with our findings for the broad shear zone on the Hellenic fore-arc.

This wrench tectonics is dated as post-medial Pliocene to early Pleistocene (Peterek and

Schwarze, 2004). Wrench tectonics has been proposed for the Hellenic fore-arc region but

without any clear evidence and a detailed analysis (e.g. Chaumillon and Mascle, 1997).

Active normal faults in Karpathos and Rhodes document NW–SE extension (Mascle et al.,

1986), yet the extensional deformation is not significant for the Rhodes Basin, except for

the superficial normal faulting (Hall et al., 2009). These observations are consistent with

our interpretation of the Pliny–Strabo shear zone (Fig. 2.2C).

2.3 Results

2.3.1 Subduction–Transform–Edge–Propagator (STEP) fault zone

From the previous analysis, we conclude that the relative velocity component parallel to

the Pliny–Strabo “trenches” is accommodated in the Pliny–Strabo plate boundary region.

To appreciate the significance of this observation, it is imperative to consider the evolution

of the retreating African slab (“the Aegean slab”) in the regional context. Specifically
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Figure 2.3: Analysis of the seismicity. (A) Locations of earthquakes analyzed. Elements of the
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important is the observation from seismic tomography that the slab has an edge here

(Wortel and Spakman, 2000; Biryol et al., 2011). Following Wilson (1965), Isacks et al.

(1968) and Şengör (1983), Govers and Wortel (2005) argue that continued subduction

requires tearing of the subducting plate. The region of active tearing is referred to as a

Subduction-Transform-Edge-Propagator or STEP. The (typically wide) deformation zone

that remains at the surface in the wake of the active STEP is referred to as the “STEP

fault” (Fig. 2.4) (see also Baes et al. (2011)). We propose that the Pliny–Strabo plate
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boundary zone is part of the STEP fault surface expression associated with STEP activity

at the edge of the retreating African slab. As a result of its immaturity, strain has not

localized onto a single fault, i.e., it is probably a wide deformation zone at all depths

(Şengör, 1983). Hence, the Pliny– Strabo “trenches” do likely correspond to linked Riedel

and P shears in the context of a wider plate boundary zone.

Plate boundaries that have been stable for a long time are narrower than plate boundaries

that have been subject to recent change, as can be observed in the results of Kreemer

et al. (2003). We therefore infer that new plate boundaries largely develop to become

more localized with increasing strain.

Becker et al. (2010) observed low microseismic activity in between the Ptolemy and Pliny

“trenches”. This observation indicates that the STEP fault is localized on the Ptolemy

“trench” only near the active STEP, i.e. here the deformation zone is not broad as in the

Pliny–Strabo “trenches”.

2.3.2 Where is the convergence accommodated?

As we already pointed out, the African and the Anatolian–Aegean plates are juxtaposed

along the PSSZ and the observed deformation mainly occurs in the overriding Aegean

lithosphere. Our analysis shows that the surface deformation and the seismicity pertain

only to the strike–slip motion to the SE of Rhodes. The component of the relative mo-

tion between Africa and the Anatolia–Aegean plate perpendicular to the PSSZ (Fig. 2.1)

implies the convergence to be accommodated somewhere. Nevertheless, no shortening

directions are reported from earthquakes located within a possible plate interface (Shaw

and Jackson, 2010).

Sodoudi et al. (2006) imaged a NW dipping lithosphere–asthenophere boundary at the

eastern Hellenic arc on a NW–SE cross-section near Rhodes by using receiver functions.

However, this interface may correspond to the curved section of the amphitheater shaped

Hellenic slab (Hatzfeld and Martin, 1992). Shaw and Jackson (2010) anticipate a rela-

tively shallow north-dipping interface as a possible candidate. It is possible that such a

north-dipping slab belongs to the northward dipping subducting African lithosphere to

the west of the tear.

We propose that shortening and/or thrusting occurs along a NW dipping deformation

zone that is located in the NE continuation of the PSSZ. There, i.e., in the Rhodes basin,
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Hall et al. (2009) found evidence in the bathymetry and shallow seismics for folding and

thrusting (Fig. 2.5). A NW dipping thrust fault has been tentatively identified in reflec-

tion profiles off the SE coast of Rhodes (Woodside et al., 2000, Fig.6a; Ocakoğlu, 2012),

which may be linked to vertical motions observed in Rhodes (Kontogianni et al., 2002).

Furthermore, mud volcanoes, which are associated with compression and subduction zones

(Kopf, 2002) are mapped in the whole outer arc (Huguen et al., 2001, 2006), including

the Pliny–Strabo trenches and the southern margin of the Rhodes basin –although the

existence of mud volcanoes might be due to the thin-skinned tectonics. We believe that

it is as yet unclear whether convergence here is localized along a discrete interface or

distributed over a wider shear zone. Given sufficient convergence, this deformation zone

may develop into subduction initiation of the African lithosphere (SE) under the Aegean

(NW). The inherited damage zone formed during STEP propagation is a key element

in assisting the process of subduction initiation (Baes et al., 2011). Further to the SW,

available shallow seismic sections perpendicular to PSSZ show no evidence for shortening

accommodated by NW dipping thrust faults (e.g Jongsma, 1977; Leite and Mascle, 1982;
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Chaumillon and Mascle, 1997; Huguen et al., 2001). One explanation would be that here

the evidence would be invisible due to the coverage by the Mediterranean Ridge. We pre-

fer the alternative interpretation that, due to the progressive development of the STEP

fault, more convergence has occurred perpendicular to the STEP fault in the (older) NE

than in the (more recently developed) SW.

Strain can be partitioned in most diverse ways depending on the convergence angle,

thermal regime of the arc/forearc systems, the behavior of the mantle below arcs and

inherited structures from old convergence or tearing. Our conclusion rests mainly on the

last, markedly different from a typical strain-partitioning hypothesis (e.g. Fitch, 1972,

sensu Sumatra), as applied to the eastern Hellenic Arc by Le Pichon et al. (1995) and

Shaw and Jackson (2010).

2.4 Discussion

The recent study by Baes et al. (2011) indicates that subduction initiation is a likely re-

sponse to (a component of) convergence perpendicular to a recently formed STEP fault.

Such a STEP fault will possibly allow for the down-bending of the free edge of the surface

part of the African lithosphere under the Aegean. Rhodes basin is an enigmatically deep

basin (∼4 km depth) possibly foundered in post-Miocene times (Woodside et al., 2000),

where the convergence might involve under-thrusting of the oceanic Rhodes basin beneath

the Aegean lithosphere.

Rhodes Basin consists of a broad NE–SW trending strike–slip zone with predominant

compression inferred from kilometer scale thrust relief (Hall et al., 2009) and superficial

extension (Ten Veen et al., 2004). A positive flower structure found near the Pliny trench

(Woodside et al., 2000) also supports the transpressional regime (see also Ocakoğlu (2012)

for the evidences of transtensional and transpressional regime in between Rhodes and the

Turkish mainland). Furthermore, high quality shallow seismic sections presented by Hall

et al. (2009) allow for a pre-Pliocene (Messinian) thrust origin and later Plio-Quaternary

sinistral transpression. Moreover the same work shows that the majority of the present-

day deformation is accommodated by thrusting, whose strike is compatible with the strike

of thrusting required by our model.

Ocakoğlu (2012) used shallow seismic reflection profiles and detailed bathymetry to study

the area between the Turkish mainland and the Rhodes Basin. She concluded that trans-
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Figure 2.5: Summary figure showing the deformation agents near the PSSZ and Rhodes. The green
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pression and transtensional faults evolved independently, and that they belong to different

fault zones. Such an interpretation ignores the fact that this area is a broad deformation

zone.

2.4.1 Age of the shear zone and evidences for the propagation

of STEP

The deformation related to PSSZ has been active since the Pliocene, according to basin

analyses, structural interpretations in Crete (Ten Veen and Kleinspehn, 2003; Peterek

and Schwarze, 2004; Zachariasse et al., 2008) and vertical motions pattern in Karpathos.

Moreover, vertical motions of Pliocene age from Crete, Karpathos (Zachariasse et al.,
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2008) and Rhodes (Kontogianni et al., 2002) corroborate the mode of propagation of

vertical motions as a result of STEP activity (Govers and Wortel, 2005). That uplift of

Karpathos occurred simultaneous with that in eastern Crete (within the resolution of the

observations) suggests that the STEP propagated fast here. Considering the evolution of

the Rhodes basin (after Hall et al. (2009)): if indeed the (active) STEP was near Rhodes

basin in the Pliocene, then the pre-Pliocene compression is unrelated to STEP activity.
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The Rhodes segment has predominantly a fault-perpendicular degree of freedom, whereas

PSSZ has a fault-parallel degree of freedom. Different degrees of freedom on the segments

which accommodate the Africa–Aegean relative motion facilitates the rotation of the

eastern Hellenic Arc. Palaeomagnetic studies document average rates of Plio/Pleistocene

anti-clockwise rotations on the islands of Kassos, Karpathos and Rhodes (Duermeijer

et al., 2000). However, the resolution of this data is quite low and error margins are high

to evaluate whether there is progression in the rates of rotations due to STEP propagation.

2.4.2 Trends in focal mechanisms?

Our analysis of focal mechanisms and regional faults supports an overall interpretation of

the Pliny–Strabo trench system as a STEP fault. One consequence of the STEP scenario

is that the STEP fault system is expected to be younger in the SW than in the NE. The

seismicity pattern in Fig. 2.3 shows no evidence of strain localization from SW to the

NE. Fig. 2.6 shows focal mechanisms color-coded as a function of the distance from the

active tip of the STEP. The ternary plot (Frohlich, 1992, 2001) illustrates that there is no

correlation of focal mechanism type with distance along the STEP fault. Thus, although

available seismicity data show significant variations in strain along the Pliny–Strabo sys-

tem, they do not allow us to recognize sub-regions with transtension or transpression, or

systematic variations with the (local) age of the STEP fault.

This is noteworthy, but not surprising. Direct evidence for propagating tear faulting

through normal faulting focal mechanisms is rare, the STEP at the northern edge of the

Tonga slab being a prominent exception (Millen and Hamburger, 1998). The uniquely

high convergence rate (of approximately 20 cm/yr Bevis et al., 1995) at the northern part

of the Tonga trench–almost an order of magnitude higher than at the Hellenic trench–and

the correspondingly high propagation rate of this STEP may well account for this special

situation. The lack of expression of a migration aspect in the STEP-fault can further be

understood by taking into account the role of the overriding plate, in this case the Aegean

lithosphere. STEP faults are the near-surface expressions of the tearing process in the

(partially) subducting lithosphere. The nature of the fault, or rather deformation zone, is

strongly controlled by the setting of the overriding plate. If the overriding lithosphere can

“follow the retreating trench” in a coherent manner, as is the case in the Pliny–Strabo

region, the STEP fault will be active along its full length and to first order the fault zone

may resemble a transform type of fault zone, without a clear trace of fault propagation.

If, however, the overriding lithosphere cannot follow the trench coherently, internal exten-

sional deformation occurs. The locus of extensional deformation may migrate along with
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the trench migration and the recent activity along the STEP fault will be concentrated or

even limited to the segment above the tip of the migrating STEP tear. The latter scenario

can be identified in the Tyrrhenian Sea region, with evidence for highly episodic extension

and SE migration of extensional activity from the Vavilov Basin (Early Pliocene) in the

central Tyrrhenian Sea to the Marsili Basin (Early Pleistocene) in the southeastern part

(Nicolosi et al., 2006; Guillaume et al., 2010).

Since the publication of Özbakır et al. (2013), several studies contributed to the

understanding of slab geometry in the eastern termination of the Hellenic/Aegean

subduction zone (e.g. Sodoudi et al., 2015; Howell et al., 2017; Portner et al., 2018;

Bocchini et al., 2018). Here I discuss the consequences of the new observations and

insights for our paper.

Sodoudi et al. (2015) analyze well-constrained Wadati-Benioff zones dipping into

northwesterly directions that outline uninterrupted seismicity from the Pliny-Strabo

plate contact to <180 km depth. They are correct by pointing out that existing

travel-time tomographic studies have limited resolution in this depth range. Bocchini

et al. (2018) further refine the Wadati-Benioff zone beneath the Karpathos-Rhodes

segment from 40 km down to 180 km depth. They conclude that active subduction

occurs beneath the Pliny-Strabo trenches, i.e., they argue against a free edge in the

down-going Hellenic/Nubian slab and the interpretation by Özbakır et al. (2013) of

the Pliny-Strabo shear zone as the corresponding STEP fault.

These new constraints on the Wadati-Benioff zones significantly improve our under-

standing of the shallow upper mantle below the eastern Aegean region. I believe that

these new observations do not contradict the essence of our STEP fault model, but

that it will require some modification to account for these new constraints. First

about the essence; our 2013 study was based on two pillars, the imaged edge of

the Hellenic slab which was resolved in tomographic studies >200 km depth (Biryol

et al., 2011; Bijwaard and Spakman, 2000; Piromallo and Morelli, 2003), and the

kinematic indicators of surface faulting and mechanisms of near-surface earthquakes.

The study of Portner et al. (2018) confirms the existence of a slab edge deeper than

200 km. Our kinematic analysis demonstrated a predominant strike-slip component

in the relative motion that is accommodated along the Pliny-Strabo trenches, i.e.,

approximately parallel to the direction relative motion of the Aegean with respect

to Nubia (Reilinger et al., 2006; Howell et al., 2017). I therefore still think that the
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Pliny-Strabo trenches represent a STEP fault as the surface expression of lithospheric

tearing at depth.

The modification of our model derives from the realization that we assumed that

the development of the slab edge occurred by efficient tearing at the active STEP

(which presently would be located to the south of eastern Crete). The new obser-

vations suggest however that the tearing process is relatively slow. Consequence is

that the lateral edge of the Hellenic slab is being stretched while sinking below the

Pliny-Strabo region. Meanwhile, the overriding Aegean plate continues to track the

SSW rollback of the Hellenic trench, resulting in mostly strike-slip motions along

the Pliny-Strabo trenches. This interpretation is consistent with both the imaged

slab-like Wadati-Benioff zones (Sodoudi et al., 2015; Bocchini et al., 2018), and with

down-dip extension (Howell et al., 2017). This modified interpretation of our STEP

fault hypothesis is well amendable to further testing.

2.5 Conclusions

We show that the offshore shallow seismic reflection and earthquake mechanisms data

from the Pliny–Strabo “trenches” region are in excellent agreement with the directions

and sense of faulting, and the strain ellipse predicted by the Tchalenko (1970) shear zone

model. The “trenches” are part of a shear zone in the Hellenic subduction fore-arc, in-

tensely deformed by STEP fault activity. The Pliny and Strabo “trenches” themselves

most likely correspond to linked Riedel shears. The Pliny–Strabo Shear Zone is one of the

best-documented deformation zones above a subduction tear so far. The eastern Hellenic

arc accommodates the Aegean–Africa convergence in a unique way, which is controlled

by the propagating STEP fault, by a shear zone in the PSSZ and a fold and thrust belt

in Rhodes basin.
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Chapter 3

Active faults in the Anatolian–Aegean

plate boundary region with Nubia1

Abstract

Convergence of the Africa, Arabia, and Eurasia plates and the westward escape of Anatolia

have resulted in an evolving plate boundary zone in the Eastern Mediterranean. The

current location and nature of the plate boundary between the Anatolian and the African

plate is difficult to trace due to the scattered crustal earthquakes and the absence of

deep ones. We examine various types and locations for the plate boundary as constrained

by seismicity, seismic reflection studies, tomographic studies, and geodetic measurements

and we use a spherical plane stress finite element model to test these possibilities. In

our regional model, we impose the convergence of Africa, Arabia, and stable Eurasia by

applying GPS-derived velocities in the far-field, as well as the roll-back of the Hellenic

trench to solve for regional deformation. Model velocity and stress fields are compared

with GPS-derived velocities and stress directions from focal mechanism solutions. We find

that the plate boundary via the Pliny and Strabo trenches, the Anaximander Mountains,

the Eratosthenes Seamount collisional segment, and the Latakia-Larnaka ridges gives the

best fit to the data. The Anaximander Mountains plate boundary has both down-dip and

strike-slip motions, and the Latakia segment is pure strike-slip. The Cyprus subduction

contact is 42% locked. From a combined analysis of indicators for long-term deformation

(predominantly slip-rates on major faults) and model results we infer that this southern

plate boundary configuration may have existed since the Late Pliocene.

Keywords: Space geodetic surveys, kinematics of crustal deformation, finite element

modeling, stress and velocity field of the Anatolia– Aegean region, NAF slip-rates

3.1 Introduction

The Anatolian-Aegean region is located in the zone of convergence between the Africa,

Arabia, and Eurasia plates (McKenzie, 1972) (Figure3.1). Essentially, the Anatolian -

1This chapter is published in Turkish Journal of Earth Sciences as:
Ali D. Özbakır, R. Govers, R. Wortel (2017). Active faults in the Anatolian–Aegean plate boundary
region with Nubia. 26, 30-56. DOI:10.3906yer-1603-4
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Aegean region has come into existence by the accretion of (semi-)rigid blocks to the south-

ern margin of the Eurasian plate and it has undergone intense deformation. Presently,

Anatolia moves westwards with respect to stable Eurasia (Ketin, 1948), from the Arabia

collision zone in eastern Turkey and the Zagros region towards the Hellenic subduction

zone to the southwest. Some of the regional plate boundaries are well defined: the North

Anatolian Fault (NAF) accommodates the motion of Anatolia relative to Eurasia, and

the East Anatolian Fault (EAF) accommodates the motion relative to Arabia (McKenzie,

1976; McClusky et al., 2000). The plate boundary along the Hellenic arc is well defined

in western Greece, south of the Peloponnese and Crete (Taymaz et al., 1990; Baker et al.,

1997; Shaw and Jackson, 2010).
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Figure 3.1: Tectonic setting of the Eastern Mediterranean. We mainly focus on the location and nature
of (possible) plate boundaries (red line segments) in the boxed region. Triangles on faults with black and
white filling indicate collision and subduction zones, respectively. Conjugate arrows indicate the strike-
slip character of faults; normal faults have no additional labels. Seismicity in the box is shown for the
period of 1973–2009 (NEIC, https://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/search/, Last Accessed:02-
07-2019). The distinction between crustal and subcrustal earthquakes is based on the Moho depth map of
Grad et al. (2009). Loci of subcrustal and deep seismicity are Hellenic and Cyprus trenches. Blue triangles
indicate active volcanism. Abbreviations: AB, Antalya Basin; AEG, Aegean Sea; ANX, Anaximander
Mountains; AT, Aksu Thrust; BFFZ, Burdur Fethiye Fault Zone; BS, Black Sea; CT, Cyprus Trench;
DSF, Dead Sea Fault; EAF, East Anatolian Fault; ESM, Eratosthenes Seamount; FR, Florence Rise; GC,
Gulf of Corinth; HT, Hellenic Trench; IA, Isparta Angle; KF, Kephalonia Fault; KTJ, Karlıova Triple
Junction; Kyr, Kyrenia Ridge; LrT, Larnaka Ridge; LtB, Latakia Basin; LtR, Latakia Ridge; MED,
Mediterranean Sea; MEN, Menderes Massif; MF, Marmara Fault; NAF, North Anatolian Fault; NAT,
North Aegean Through; PT, Pliny trench; SM, Sea of Marmara; SMF, Southern Marmara Fault; ST,
Strabo Trench; ZF, Zagros Fault (Main Recent Fault).

https://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/search/
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Özbakır et al. (2013) recently proposed that the Pliny and Strabo trenches in the eastern

part of the Hellenic arc represent the surface expression of a STEP type of plate boundary

(Govers and Wortel, 2005), as such referred to as a STEP fault (Baes et al., 2011), which

is the boundary zone between the nonsubducted African lithosphere and the Aegean litho-

sphere that overrides the subducted Aegean slab. Continual tear faulting of the African

lithosphere at the active STEP separates the subducting lithosphere from the lithosphere

at the surface. It was shown that the surface geology documents both strike-slip and

convergent tectonics in accordance with a Tchalenko (1970) sinistral shear zone model.

The Africa-Aegean velocity component perpendicular to the Pliny-Strabo shear zone was

proposed to be accommodated by the Rhodes fold and thrust belt: the outboard part of

the Rhodes Basin consists of a broad NE–SW trending strike-slip zone with predominant

compression inferred from kilometer scale thrust relief (Hall et al., 2009) and superficial

extension (Ten Veen et al., 2004). Although the Pliny-Strabo trenches thus have a small

component of convergence on them, most of the relative motion since the Pliocene has

been strike-slip (Reilinger et al., 2006; Vernant et al., 2014).

Farther to the east, between Rhodes and Cyprus, the plate boundary is obscure. The

broad geographical distribution of earthquakes, lack of deep earthquakes, and discontinu-

ous arc volcanism belonging to the subducting African lithosphere (Figure 3.1) contribute

to this uncertainty. In addition, the large separation of GPS stations at opposite sides of

the possible plate boundary zone precludes the delineation of this boundary (Figure 3.2A).

In short, the location and nature of the plate boundary between Rhodes and Cyprus is

unknown. This is the main topic of this paper.

Earthquake epicenters between the longitudes of Rhodes and Cyprus are distributed along

bathymetrical highs, basins, and faults, both offshore and onshore, which present poten-

tial features to be associated with a plate boundary (red lines in Figure 3.1). These

features are the Burdur–Fethiye fault zone (BFFZ), Aksu Thrust (AT), Rhodes basin

(RB), Anaximander Mountains (AM), and Florence Rise, which define the margins of a

complex tectonic zone known as the Isparta Angle (IA) (Figure 3.1).

The BFFZ constitutes the western limb of the Isparta Angle and it was interpreted as a

left-lateral strike-slip fault zone by Price and Scott (1994), Eyidoğan and Barka (1996),

and, more recently, Hall et al. (2014). Alternatively, the BFFZ is interpreted as a nor-

mal fault zone (Koçyiğit et al., 2000; Alçiçek et al., 2006) without significant strike-slip

motion. Earthquake focal mechanisms do indeed not support a strike-slip interpretation

(Taymaz and Price, 1992), but this may still agree with a STEP fault: relative motions
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further away from the active STEP can be zero – this is an aspect that is particular

to this type of plate boundary and distinguishes it from a transform fault (Govers and

Wortel, 2005). Barka and Reilinger (1997) considered the BFFZ as the on-land extension

of the Pliny-Strabo trenches on the basis of the coherence of earthquake slip and GPS-

derived velocity vectors. Hall et al. (2009, 2014) interpreted offshore seismic reflection

data in combination with on-land geology as supporting the connection of the Pliny-

Strabo trenches to the BFFZ. Basin and fault analyses near the fault zone indicate that

the sinistral motion of the Pliny-Strabo trenches penetrates the southwestern tip of the

BFFZ (Alçiçek et al., 2006). The eastern boundary of the Isparta Angle is defined by the

Sultan Dağ Thrust (Boray et al., 1985), but the majority of seismic activity is under the

Aksu Thrust. Zitter et al. (2003) inferred the continuity of the western limb of the Cyprus

arc with the Isparta Angle from imaging similar fault types and trends. The first pos-

sible plate boundary thus follows the northern perimeter of the Isparta Angle (Figure 3.1).

Another possible location for the plate boundary follows from considering the region south

of the Turkish mainland, where bathymetric trends and faults of the Pliny trench have

strikes similar to that of the Turkish continental slope (Ten Veen et al., 2004). Further-

more, the post-Miocene deformation age of the Pliny trench also correlates well with the

Finike basin, which is located between the Anaximander Mountains and the Turkish con-

tinental slope (Ten Veen et al., 2004). This led Ten Veen et al. (2004) to propose that

the Pliny trench connects with the faults to the north of the Anaximander Mountains.

Consistent with this interpretation, Ocakoğlu (2012) found evidence in swath bathymetry

and seismic data that the BFFZ and the Pliny-Strabo “trench” system represent different

fault systems. Ten Veen et al. (2004) interpreted the Anaximander Mountains as a broad

sinistral shear zone. The Florence Rise is the broad bathymetrical high to the southeast

of the Anaximander Mountains and it separates the Antalya Basin from the region of

convergence to the south and southwest (Woodside et al., 2002). Shallow marine seismics

(Aksu et al., 2009) show NW-SE trending thrust faults with similar vergences in the re-

gion between the Anaximander Mountains and the Florence Rise. This suggests that the

present-day plate boundary between Rhodes and Cyprus is located offshore, to the south

of Anatolia (Wdowinski et al., 2006).

P-wave tomography under the Isparta Angle region outlines the subducted African plate

and the Anatolian lithosphere (Biryol et al., 2011). However, tomographic resolution is

insufficient at shallow levels to identify which of the two above alternatives is the plate

boundary: near the surface, the boundary zone closely follows the trend of the Strabo

“trench”, Anaximander Mountains, and Florence Rise. The boundary of the “Western
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Cyprus Slab” seismic velocity anomaly roughly corresponds to near-surface features such

as the Antalya Bay, Aksu Thrust, BFFZ, and Pliny trench (figures 9 and 10 in Biryol

et al., 2011), which may also be the plate boundary.

Thus, for the Rhodes-Cyprus segment two possible plate boundaries can be hypothesized

(Figure 3.1): one follows the Aksu Thrust and the BFFZ, forming the outer Isparta Angle,

and the other follows the Anaximander Mountains and Antalya Bay. Hereafter, we refer

to the boundary along the outer Isparta Angle as NORTH and to the one following the

Anaximander Mountains as SOUTH. Our aim is to constrain the location and nature of

the plate boundary that is shown with thick red lines in Figure 3.1, and to evaluate for

how long approximately this plate boundary has been active.

The two plate boundary configurations have a common segment from the south of Cyprus

towards the east. Here, the Eratosthenes Seamount (ESM), a continental fragment on

the African plate, is in the process of colliding with the Cyprus arc (Ben-Avraham et al.,

1988; Robertson, 1998; Mascle et al., 2000). The degree of coupling between the African

plate and Anatolia along the ESM plate boundary segment, however, is not known.

The easternmost segment of the Cyprus arc is composed of a linked fault-and-thrust belt

with intervening basins extending to the Levant coast: the Troodos Larnaka culmination

in the south and the Kyrenia belt to the north, with the intervening Latakia basin con-

stituting the foreland of the Tauride system (Aksu et al., 2005; Calon et al., 2005). The

transition from the Eratosthenes collision zone to a transtensional regime in the Latakia-

Larnaka segment was inferred from shallow seismic reflection studies (Vidal et al., 2000).

Although the location of this part of the plate boundary between Africa and Anatolia is

well constrained, its nature is not.

Our approach is based on the understanding that forces exerted at plate boundaries shape

the stress field and, in combination with the rheology, the deformation of the lithosphere

(e.g., Warners-Ruckstuhl et al., 2012, 2013) with the plate boundaries’ location naturally

giving the distribution of the forces involved, the plate boundaries’ nature determines their

direction and magnitude. We therefore step back and consider Anatolia to be part of a de-

formation zone with finite discontinuities (plate boundaries and faults) and a north-south

extent of hundreds of kilometers. We use mechanical models with either the NORTH or

the SOUTH plate boundary geometry to predict the velocity field in Anatolia for compar-

ison with available GPS velocity data. Active faults within Anatolia have been mapped

based on their morphological and seismic expressions (Bozkurt, 2001; Emre et al., 2013).
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Significant fault slip is possible only on the major fault zones. We therefore will evaluate

the improvement in the model compatibility with the GPS-derived velocities when we

incorporate these major faults (or shear zones).

The first part of this study deals with the present day and the aim is to determine the

preferred southern plate boundary configuration for the present. In the second part we

use indicators for the long-term deformation (slip-rates on major faults over many seismic

cycles and paleomagnetic rotations) to study the stability of this plate boundary in recent

geological time.

3.2 Modeling approach

For modeling the Anatolian-Aegean deformation two end-members for the rheology can

be assumed. One considers a strong continental lithosphere and assumes the motion

of crustal/lithospheric blocks to be coupled through narrow shear zones (e.g., Nyst and

Thatcher, 2004; Reilinger et al., 2006; Floyd et al., 2010). The other considers the conti-

nental lithosphere to be weak and models it as a thin viscous sheet (e.g., Cianetti et al.,

2001; Jimenez-Munt et al., 2003; Özeren and Holt, 2010) or an elastic-plastic crust with

a viscous mantle (Fischer, 2006). The former method is known as the block modeling

approach, whereas the latter is collectively known as the continuum approach.

Block models are based on rigid crustal blocks that are fully enclosed by faults. They

have been successful in describing the surface velocity field with high accuracy and enable

calculation of slip-rates on active block bounding faults. However, neither the assumption

of an undeforming block nor that of complete closure of the bounding faults appears to

be realistic. In most regions that are studied using block models, some parts of the block

boundaries are not expressed in the geology, meaning that they have little meaning on

time scales of multiple earthquake cycles.

Continuum models are based on the assumption that crustal/lithospheric regions between

faults are mechanically weaker than the faults themselves, e.g., thin viscous sheet models

(England and McKenzie, 1982). Continuum models relate driving forces (e.g., ridge push,

slab pull, gravitational body forces, trench suction) to deformation by varying rheology

(Thatcher, 2009). Offsets along plate boundaries and major faults in Anatolia show a

significant fraction of the faults and shear zones are as weak as, or weaker than, the rocks

separating them. We therefore think that continuum models are not geologically realistic.
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Loveless and Meade (2011) presented an elegant methodology that seeks to combine the

two perspectives/approaches. They inverted GPS observations to find slip on (predefined)

block boundaries and block deformation. Our approach is similar in that we combine the

strengths of both modeling approaches. It is different because we do not work with

blocks that are fully enclosed by faults because geological observations do not support the

existence of these in Anatolia. We only incorporate finite length faults that have been

observed from the geology and active tectonics. We solve for stresses and deformation and

try to find the minimum number of geologically inferred faults that is required by a given

GPS dataset. We use an elastic rheology to capture the continuum deformation, which is

consistent with the time scale of a few or more earthquake cycles (henceforth referred to

as the geodetic time scale). Implicit in this approach is that deformation associated with

small faults is represented by the continuum deformation. Similar to what is observed,

e.g., near the eastern end of the Altyn Tagh fault in the Tibetan plateau, distributed

deformation is expected here particularly.

3.3 Observations

3.3.1 GPS-derived velocity field

GPS-derived velocities are the main observational constraint in this study, primarily be-

cause of their (very high) accuracy and therefore their sensitivity to the location and na-

ture of the plate boundary. Horizontal velocities have an accuracy of around 1 mm/year

on average on a benchmark network with good coverage of the model domain.

In addition to the data from Reilinger et al. (2006), we use available GPS-derived velocity

data for western Anatolia (Aktuğ et al., 2009), northwestern Arabia (Alchalbi et al., 2010),

the western Hellenic Arc (Hollenstein et al., 2008), Greece (Floyd et al., 2010), northern

Iran (Masson et al., 2006), Zagros (Hessami et al., 2006), and Macedonia and western

Bulgaria (Burchfiel et al., 2006; Kotzev et al., 2006) (see Figure 3.2a) for comparison with

the modeled velocity. Reilinger et al. (2006) used measurements from before the 1999

İzmit (Mw = 7.4) earthquake, which are not affected by postseismic or coseismic effects.

The measurements of Aktuğ et al. (2009), however, were collected after the 1999 İzmit

and 1999 Düzce (Mw = 7.2) earthquakes. Aktuğ et al. (2009) identified the sites that were

affected by postseismic and coseismic motions by comparing his velocity results with those

of Reilinger et al. (2006). Hollenstein et al. (2008) used measurements before the Lefkada

2003 (Ms = 6.2), Skyros 2001 (Mw = 6.4), and Strofades 1997 (Ms = 6.4) earthquakes

for the velocity calculations. Floyd et al. (2010) excluded sites that were affected by Mw
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Figure 3.2: a) Compilation of GPS velocities (Burchfiel et al., 2006; Hessami et al., 2006; Kotzev et al.,
2006; Masson et al., 2006; Reilinger et al., 2006; Hollenstein et al., 2008; Aktuğ et al., 2009; Alchalbi
et al., 2010; Floyd et al., 2010). b) “Observed” horizontal stress directions. Bars indicate the direction
of maximum compression. Thin bars are taken from the World Stress Map project (Heidbach et al.,
2008). Color indicates the stress regime: dark blue for thrusting, light blue for oblique thrusting, green
for strike-slip, orange for oblique tension, and red for tension. Wide bars represent spatial averages of
the maximum horizontal stress axis, computed with the method of Mardia (1972).

≥ 6 earthquakes during the observation period. Kotzev et al. (2006) corrected for the

İzmit earthquake coseismic slip at the affected stations. Alchalbi et al. (2010), Masson

et al. (2006), and Hessami et al. (2006) did not report of any earthquakes that affected

their velocity determinations. Hence, we consider our combined dataset to be unaffected

by coseismic and postseismic motions. The GPS velocities likely do reflect the impact

of long-term locking of faults. All velocities are specified in an ITRF2000 Eurasia-fixed

reference frame. We did not correct the published velocities for relative network rotations.

Discrepancies due to different network representations are a few millimeters per year in

overlapping stations in the datasets, all of which are within the error ellipses. We removed

data with larger standard deviations from the database for overlapping stations.
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3.3.2 World Stress Map data

World Stress Map (WSM) data provide the direction of the largest horizontal compressive

principal stress axis and the stress regime (Heidbach et al., 2008) (Figure 3.2b). Data from

various sources and quality are compiled in the WSM. In our domain, 90% of the data

were derived from focal mechanism solutions. On average, these are of C-grade quality,

corresponding to a 25◦ angular error for the maximum compressive horizontal stress axis

(SHmax). Therefore, WSM data are less accurate than the GPS data. We smoothed the

WSM data using the method of Mardia (1972) for comparison with model stresses (see

Heidbach et al. (2010) and Warners-Ruckstuhl et al. (2013) for a detailed explanation of

the method). This method finds a smooth and continuous field of stress directions whose

difference from observed stress directions is minimized. The choice of search radius does

not significantly change the smoothed output field, but it results in lower uncertainties.

The directions of maximum compressive stress thus obtained are shown with large bars

in Figure 3.2b. A detailed plot for stress observations, smoothed stress field, and stress

variances is given in Appendix A.

3.4 Model setup

We model the present-day secular velocity field of the Eastern Mediterranean with em-

phasis on the Anatolia-Aegean region. Since the horizontal extent of the domain is much

larger than the vertical (model) dimensions, and because the data have little depth in-

formation, the 3D mechanical equilibrium equations can be simplified to 2D by assuming

plane stress. We solve these equations with plane stress spherical finite element code

GTECTON (Govers and Meijer, 2001).

3.4.1 Domain and rheology

The model domain, boundary conditions, and faults for the plate boundary configurations

NORTH and SOUTH are shown in Figure 3.3. The lithosphere responds to stresses by

elastic, brittle, or viscous deformation. Viscous deformation occurs on many time scales,

but mostly on geological time scales. Within our study area significant lateral variations

exist in the surface height and topology of the Moho (and other density interfaces). Grav-

ity leads to horizontal forces acting where there are gradients in topography and/or Moho

depth, i.e. the forces act in a distributed way rather than as a line force like we assumed
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in our (boundary-driven) models so far. As our analysis is based on the fit to surface

deformation data, this difference between distributed and line forcing could potentially

affect our conclusions significantly. We investigate to what extent our (simple) velocity-

driven models correspond to (more realistic yet complicated) models driven by gradients

in gravitational potential energy (GPE) in Appendix D.

For the first part of the paper we compare model results with geodetic velocities (acquired

on time scales of years to decades). We therefore take the lithosphere to be elastic with

faults. Our model domain encompasses both oceanic and continental lithosphere, which

have different Young’s moduli. In studies focusing on continental areas, Young’s modulus

values of 70–75 GPa (e.g., Meijer and Wortel, 1996, 1997; Lundgren et al., 1998; Plattner

et al., 2009) and for oceanic areas 100–130 GPa (Watts and Zhong, 2000; Got et al., 2008)

have been used. Therefore, we assign 75 GPa to continental Arabia, Africa, and Eurasia

and use 100 GPa for the Black Sea and the Mediterranean. The Anatolian-Aegean region

formed in a context of Cretaceous-Recent subduction of branches of the Neo-Tethys and

accretion of intervening ribbon continents (Şengör and Yılmaz, 1981). The entire region is

therefore mechanically weak and prone to large deformation. We conducted a priori sensi-

tivity analysis using reference models (Section 3.5) with several different Young’s moduli,

and we select 25 GPa for the Anatolian-Aegean region. Poisson’s ratio is assumed to be

0.3. We used convergence tests to verify that all results shown in this paper are insensitive

to further refinement of the finite element grid.

3.4.2 Boundary conditions

The northern edge and the northwestern part of the model domain are located in stable

Eurasia. As we take stable Eurasia as our reference frame, nodes along these domain

edges are fixed in both horizontal directions. The eastern margin of the domain can move

in a N-S direction, consistent with ongoing N-S strain in the Zagros and Caucasus (Allen

et al., 2004). We force the system by applying GPS-derived velocities in the far-field, i.e.

along domain edges in the African and Arabian plates (vARA) (Reilinger et al., 2006). We

also impose the relative velocity at the Hellenic trench vRB using the split node technique

(Melosh and Raefsky, 1981): since observed relative velocities at the Hellenic trench rep-

resent the response to forces due to GPE, trench suction, slab pull, sublithospheric mantle

flow, and plate contact resistance, the imposed relative velocity at the trench implicitly

accounts for the contribution of GPE forces (and other forces) to the regional kinematics.

To avoid double forcing, we do not include body forces in these models.
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Figure 3.3: Model domain, boundary conditions, and known and unknown faults for (a) NORTH and
(b) SOUTH model. Known faults are colored black with their sense of slip. Unknown faults are shown
in red. The shaded region indicates oceanic lithosphere. GPS-derived velocities are imposed along the
African and Arabian margins of the model (thick gray line along the plot frame): vAFR and vARA. vRB

is the imposed differential velocity on the plate contact of the Hellenic subduction zone. Rollers on the
east boundary correspond to the observation that GPS velocities are oriented approximately north-south
here. Solid triangles along the north and NW boundary of the model indicate that here the model is
fixed. Abbreviations are the same as in Figure 3.1.

In Section 3.6 we will present models with an alternate choice for the forcing. By their

very nature, body forces (and GPE) act on volumes rather than at plate boundaries.

In Section 3.6 we therefore will investigate to what extent our (simple) velocity-driven
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models correspond to (more complicated) GPE-driven models.

3.4.3 Plate boundaries and faults

Plate boundaries and principal (larger) faults are shown in Figure 3.1. The Dead Sea

Fault (DSF) takes up the relative motion between the African and the Arabian Plates.

The dextral NAF and the sinistral EAF accommodate westward extrusion of Anatolia.

Coming from the east, the NAF bifurcates into two branches east of the Sea of Marmara

(see Şengör et al., 2005, for a review). The main northern branch continues along the Sea

of Marmara and enters the Aegean Sea. Across the North Aegean, the continuation of

the NAF manifests itself as a broader shear zone and connects with central Greece via the

North Aegean Trough (NAT) and the Sporades (Dewey and Şengor, 1979; Lyberis, 1984).

The southern branch of the NAF in the Marmara region has a SW–NE strike and is com-

posed of a set of discrete faults (Şengör et al., 2005). We represent these discrete faults

in the model by a single, continuous fault zone. In the west, the Hellenic Arc terminates

at the 150-km-wide dextral strike-slip zone including the Kephalonia Fault (KF), which

marks the transition from oceanic subduction to continental collision (Baker et al., 1997;

Shaw and Jackson, 2010). Following Özbakır et al. (2013), we implement the Pliny and

Strabo trenches as a single shear zone. The Rhodes Basin consists of a broad NE–SW

trending transpressive zone that has the characteristics of a fold and thrust belt (Hall

et al., 2009). Therefore, we implement the fold and thrust belt as possibly accommodat-

ing both dip-slip and strike-slip motions. Further to the northeast, the Rhodes Fault links

the Pliny and Strabo trenches to the Anaximander Mountains.

The selection of active faults in western Anatolia is based on two criteria: the scale of

faults and the seismic activity on them. The argument of scale, more specifically, is the

condition that the length of a fault is comparable to the crustal thickness in the region.

Thus, faults shorter than the crustal thickness or aseismic mapped faults are not incor-

porated in our analysis. In the course of model development, we implemented some long

fault traces such as the Simav fault and Gökova faults. Importantly, some of the fault

strands in Western Anatolia are represented in our models as part of a longer fault sys-

tem rather than by their individual segments. An example is the Bakırçay graben. This

graben or the Balıkesir and Havran fault zones are in fact long fault zones, which are

included in our model as the southern branch of the NAF. Another example is Alaşehir

graben, which is incorporated within the Burdur–Fethiye fault zone.

In our model, we control the nature of faults by a priori imposing whether slip is allowed
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in a fault parallel and/or fault normal direction. The “slippery node” formalism (Melosh

and Williams, 1989) that we employ has the important property that dynamic stresses

in the model determine whether or not such fault slip occurs. Strike-slip faults in the

model are assumed to be vertical and frictionless, and fault motion is constrained to be

fault-parallel; we do not impose the sense of relative motion. Thrust faults are assumed to

be subhorizontal (∼30 degrees) with both fault-normal and fault-parallel motion allowed.

In the collision process, horizontal convergence causes an increase of topography. This

uplift is controlled by the fault dip and by Airy isostasy: as the height of the orogen

increases, the resistance to further growth of the topography increases. To represent this

fault-normal resistance in our model, we adopt the formulation of Van Benthem and Gov-

ers (2010). Fault-parallel motion on thrust faults is taken to be frictionless. Extensional

faults are implemented by only allowing fault-normal motion. Triple junctions are repre-

sented by triple overlapping nodes (Plattner et al., 2009).

3.4.4 Model evaluation

To quantify the misfit between modeled and observed velocity fields we use the reduced

chi-square statistic defined here as:

χ2 def
=

1

N − nT − 1

N∑
i=1

(
(vo,xi − vm,x

i )2

(σx
i )2

+
(vo,yi − vm,y

i )2

(σy
i )2

)

voi and vmi are observed and modeled horizontal velocities at GPS station number i and

superscripts x, y denote easting and northing components of the velocity vector. N is the

number of observations, nT is the number of model elements, and σi is the error in the

GPS velocity. The number of model elements is the total number of degrees of freedom on

model faults, determined as follows. When a fault segment is locked, it has zero degrees

of freedom. When a fault segment is allowed to move in one direction (strike-slip, pure

normal, or dip-slip), it has one degree of freedom. When a fault segment can move in

both strike-slip and dip-slip directions, it has two degrees of freedom. In principle, a large

χ2
R represents a poor fit. Scaling by one over N − nT − 1 has the consequence that, when

two models have the same sum of squares, χ2
R will be smaller for the model with fewer

constraints nT , i.e. the simpler model. The reduced chi-square statistic thus has the de-

sired property of favoring the simpler over the more complex model when looking for the

lowest value. Degrees of freedom (DOFs) of model faults are represented by open/filled

triangles and strike-slip symbols in Figures 3.4 and 3.5. Open triangles show the case

where both strike-slip and normal motion is allowed. Filled triangles indicate that only
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motion perpendicular to the fault strike is allowed, and strike-slip symbols indicate that

fault parallel motion is allowed; here, the sense of motion indicated by the strike-slip

symbols is meaningless, because this is a model result, not a priori imposed.

3.5 Model results and analysis

3.5.1 NORTH or SOUTH

In this section, we present model results for the NORTH and SOUTH plate bound-

ary scenarios. We first present two “reference models” based on accepted regional plate

boundaries and the two plate boundary scenarios (Figure 3.3). As discussed below, the

difference between modeled and observed velocities is larger than the data error in these

models. Therefore, we will proceed with more complex models to study how the introduc-

tion of additional faults affects the fit to the observations. Importantly, we only introduce

faults with clear geological expressions.

Reference models NORTH and SOUTH

The NNW-directed motion of Africa towards Anatolia decomposes into plate boundary

parallel and normal components. As a starting point, we therefore define reference mod-

els where both down-dip and fault parallel motions are allowed along plate boundaries

NORTH and SOUTH. Model velocity fields of the reference models are shown in Figures

3.4a and 3.4b. The overall pattern is similar to the GPS observations shown in Figure

3.2a: an increase in the velocity from east to west in a counter-clockwise pattern around a

pivot in Cyprus. The difference between the observed and modeled velocity vectors, here-

after referred to as the “residual velocity” vectors or “misfits”, gives a better indication of

the sensitivity of the velocity field to changes in the unknown faults’ nature and geometry.

These residual velocities are plotted with black vectors on the misfit maps (Figures 3.4c

and 3.4d). The other useful quantity is the fault slip-rate, which shows the direction and

magnitude of fault motion in the model. Slip-rates are calculated with respect to the

Anatolian-Aegean region and are shown by blue vectors for each of the scenarios.
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Both reference models explain the observations in the Arabian plate within confidence

limits. Other parts of the eastern model domain show significant misfits, notably in

easternmost Turkey, Armenia, and Azerbaijan. A likely reason for this is the uniform free-

slip boundary condition on the eastern boundary of the model domain and the absence

in the model of fundamental faults in the Caucasus and the Iranian Plateau. However,

for our goal of identifying the plate boundary south of Anatolia these are unimportant

details; model improvements would lead to a better fit to the GPS observations in the east

only. Vice versa, surface deformation in the easternmost part of the domain is practically

the same for the NORTH and SOUTH scenarios, indicating that GPS velocities in the

easternmost part of our domain are not sensitive to the details of the southern plate

boundary of Anatolia. We will therefore not attempt to improve the model fit in the

easternmost domain in the rest of this paper.

Models with additional forcing on the Pliny-Strabo segment

For both reference models, velocity misfits in western Anatolia and the southeastern

Aegean region are large (Figures 3.4c and 3.4d). We therefore need to consider the need

for additional drivers of surface deformation (e.g., forces related to the sinking of the

Aegean slab, or gravitational collapse of the Aegean lithosphere). In the reference models

we imposed the relative velocity along the Hellenic plate contact. In models SOUTH-1

and NORTH-1 we extend the forcing to include the Pliny-Strabo trenches by imposing

the GPS-derived relative velocities here as well.

The results (Figures 3.4e and 3.4f) show that residual velocities have decreased in SE

Anatolia and its surroundings. We therefore retain the extended forcing in subsequent

models. We next investigate changes to the SOUTH and NORTH models individually in

an attempt to further improve their fit with the GPS observations.

SOUTH plate boundary with additional Menderes faults

For the SOUTH plate boundary, the result in Figure 3.4e shows that the velocity residues

are notably reduced in the Aegean Sea and western Turkey. However, near Rhodes and

the SW edge of Turkey, misfits are still significant and SSW and S directed. In the vicinity

of the Menderes extensional province misfits are oriented E-W. To further improve upon

this model we add another important geological element to the model: western Anatolia

shows NNE directed extension and the Menderes massif horst-graben system takes up

most of the deformation (Şengör, 1987). Thus, we add the Menderes faults as two parallel
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dip-slip faults to model SOUTH-2 corresponding to the Menderes and Gediz grabens, to

loosen the coupling of NW Turkey from the SW. This modification yields smaller misfits

(Figure 3.4f). Below we will seek to further improve the model fit by adding more faults,

but the model SOUTH-2 already yields an acceptable fit to the observations in SE Turkey

and surroundings.

NORTH plate boundary with friction

In the NORTH plate boundary configuration, the Isparta Angle moves with the Africa

plate. Misfits in the Isparta Angle are significant in model NORTH-1 (Figure 3.4g). In

model NORTH-2 we impose friction on the Aksu fault (E boundary of Isparta Angle) to

allow westward push by Anatolia to penetrate into the Isparta Angle (Figure 3.4h). Irre-

spective of the frictional coupling we impose, the decrease in misfit is insufficient. Unless

the Isparta Angle is detached from Africa, we cannot reproduce the GPS observations in

the Isparta Angle. That is, there should exist another interface to the south of the Isparta

Angle that accommodates the southwestward motion of the Isparta Angle.

Plate boundary configuration near southwest Anatolia

In the region closest to the NORTH and SOUTH plate boundaries, misfits for the NORTH

model are significantly larger than for the SOUTH model. Geologically relevant possibil-

ities for improvement of the NORTH model come to an end. We therefore conclude that

the GPS velocities refute a NORTH plate boundary location. As the GPS observations

are made onshore, this does not automatically prove our SOUTH plate boundary con-

figuration to be correct. Below, we therefore seek to further improve the data fit of the

SOUTH model to show that it at least is a very likely candidate for the plate boundary

configuration.

3.5.2 SOUTH models: other regional faults

Adding friction on the Cyprus subduction contact: model SOUTH-3

The residual velocity of the Cyprus station is parallel to the direction of model slip vectors

in model SOUTH-2 and its magnitude is similar to that of the slip vectors (Figure 3.4f).

This residual velocity indicates that the Cyprus trench should have mechanical resistance

to underthrusting – thus far we assumed a frictionless interface. Stronger coupling is
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likely related to the collision of the ESM at the Cyprus trench (Ben-Avraham et al., 1988;

Robertson, 1998; Mascle et al., 2000). In model SOUTH-3 (Appendix B, Figure B.1a),

we therefore seek to find the friction value that yields the minimum misfit at the Cyprus

trench. In this model, we also restrict relative motion to be trench-perpendicular/down-

dip only. The misfit at the Cyprus station and at Turkish stations along the coast facing

Cyprus is within the limits of observational error when we select a shear stress of 3 MPa,

equivalent to 42% coupling between opposite sides of the fault.

Varying the nature of the Rhodes fault: model SOUTH-4

The NNE striking fault bounding the Rhodes basin (RB in Figures 3.1 and 3.3) was thus

far taken to accommodate both strike-slip and thrusting. In model SOUTH-4 we allow

strike-slip only. The result (Figure B.1b) shows an improved fit to the GPS velocity field.

We conclude that this fault is strike-slip only.

Pure strike-slip Latakia segment: model SOUTH-5

Thus far, motion on the Latakia Fault segment could be both strike-slip and dip-slip, and

it was found to be small and mostly strike-parallel. In model SOUTH-5, we only allow

strike-slip to occur on the fault. The result (Figure B.1c) shows that model velocities at

nearby GPS stations are practically unaffected by this change (c.f. Figure B.1b). Thus,

although we cannot discriminate the two options based on the fit to the data, we prefer

a strike-slip interpretation of the Latakia Fault as it is the simpler (fewer DOFs) model,

but also because it agrees better with the seismotectonics of the region (Wdowinski et al.,

2006).

Adding the south branch of the NAF in the west: model SOUTH-6

Inclusion of the southern branch of the NAF as a strike-slip fault into model SOUTH-6

leads to a decrease in chi-square norm from 7.75 to 7.55. The improvement of misfits

can be seen in NE Turkey (Figure 3.5). Although, from a statistical point of view, the

improvement is not very significant, the slip-rate predictions for the northern branch of

the NAF give a better agreement with the geological slip-rate data if we include the

southern branch. We will come back to this in Section 3.7.3 below.
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Figure 3.5: Velocity misfits (observed minus calculated) for model SOUTH-6. Symbols show the
assumed nature of the faults; filled triangles indicate that only fault-perpendicular motion is allowed,
strike-slip symbols indicate that only fault parallel motion is allowed. Open triangles indicate that both
strike-slip and fault normal motions are allowed in the model. Blue arrows indicate the resulting fault
slip-rate and direction.

Nature of the Burdur-Fethiye fault: models SOUTH-7 and SOUTH-8

With models SOUTH-7 and SOUTH-8 we investigate the imprint of the Burdur-Fethiye

fault zone (BFFZ) on the surface velocity field. We implement the BFFZ as a strike-slip

(one DOF) fault in both SOUTH-7 and SOUTH-8. In SOUTH-7, the BFFZ is discon-

nected from the plate boundary; in model SOUTH-8 it is connected to the Rhodes fault.

Neither of the models (Figures B.1d and B.1e) results in slip on the BFFZ, so that the

match to the GPS observations does not change. We conclude that the BFFZ is effectively

locked or inactive at present.

Different from what we find, the block models of Tiryakioğlu et al. (2013) and Reilinger

et al. (2006) require a slip-rate on the BFFZ of up to 11 mm/year to reproduce the regional

GPS observations. This illustrates a very important point: model results (including ours)

are particularly sensitive to which faults to include or not, and whether the continuum

between the faults is allowed to deform. As argued before, we think it is more realistic

to add faults step-by-step to our deformation model and verify whether this results in a

significant variance reduction. Crustal seismicity is too dispersed around the BFFZ to

refute our conclusion that the fault is currently not active.
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Independent Isparta block: model SOUTH-9

At this stage, testing the combination of the NORTH and SOUTH models, i.e. a model

that contains the Isparta Angle crustal block, is the logical final step (SOUTH-9). The

Isparta Block is bounded by the BFFZ and the Aksu faults. As such, the number of

DOFs is the largest in the totality of the models. The misfit map (Figure 3.6) shows that

the overall model agreement is more or less the same as in SOUTH-6 and the following

models; however, the misfit statistics are slightly unfavorable. Most notable is the fact

that inclusion of the Aksu fault does not significantly improve the velocity vectors in its

vicinity. We therefore conclude that an independent Isparta block is a less viable option

in view of the geodetic observations.

Figure 3.6: Velocity misfits (observed minus calculated) for model SOUTH-9, i.e. independent Isparta
Block. The symbol explanations are the same as in Figure 3.5 .

Significance of other regional faults

We further tested models with additional faults with regional significance that may affect

the fit to the geodetic data, such as the Simav fault and Gökova faults. The slip-rate on

these faults was found to be small and the corresponding improvement negligible. We

therefore do not show these results.

Performance statistics of all models

In Appendix C, Figure C.3 shows the χR statistic as a function of model number for GPS

stations in the whole model domain (black circles) and for the box in Figure 3.1 (empty
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circles) – this is where the plate boundary configuration has the clearest impact. Model

SOUTH-6 (Figure 3.5) is our “best” model from a statistical point of view, although it

does not match observations within error in Greece and W Turkey, north of the EAF,

and in the eastern part of the model. However, we refrain from trying to further improve

this model fit by introducing smaller scale faults because the fit is acceptable near the

SOUTH plate boundary. A notable exception is the Dodecanese, where additional, albeit

minor, forces result in a more local change in velocity directions.

Conclusions

Model SOUTH-6 fits the GPS velocities best. We conclude that: (1) the plate boundary

is located to the south of Anatolia. As part of this southern plate boundary (2) the

prolongation of the Pliny-Strabo trenches to the NNE is strike-slip; (3) the ∼W-E striking

fault from the north of the Rhodes basin, to the Anaximander Mountains, to the W end

of Cyprus, is predominantly a thrust contact; and (4) the Cyprus subduction contact is

42% locked. About other regional faults we conclude that: (5) the Burdur-Fethiye fault

zone is locked or inactive, (5) the Menderes faults are active, and (6) the observations

require the southern strand of the North Anatolia Fault to be active.

3.5.3 Match of best fitting model SOUTH-6 to stress observa-

tions

WSM stress observations in our region of interest are largely based on focal mechanism

data, i.e. they are as representative of the same (short) time scale as the geodetic data

that we used to select model SOUTH-6. The stress concentrations shown in Figure 3.7

are the potential areas where intrablock seismic events can be expected. However, these

stress concentrations are mainly controlled by geometry because we are not considering a

single seismic cycle. That means the model cannot resolve intrablock seismicity in terms

of loading history; it can only account for the secular deformation. It is noted that high

stresses may result in distributed failure or flow. Such flow phenomena are not modeled

in our approach. Here we test the extent to which the stress observations are consistent

with the predictions of this model.

Figure 3.7 shows horizontal stress directions as predicted by the model and average di-

rections of maximum compression from the WSM (Figure 3.2b). The fit is remarkably

good in Anatolia and Eurasia. Misfits are exclusively clustered along the Hellenic trench

and around the Sea of Marmara. For the Hellenic trench, the model does not reproduce
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Figure 3.7: Stress field for model SOUTH-6. Black and white arrows indicate principal axis directions
of horizontal compression and tension, respectively. Color contours indicate effective shear stresses (nor-
malized by the average effective shear stress). Wide bars represent average WSM directions of maximum
horizontal compression, with their color indicating the stress regime: dark blue for thrusting, light blue
for oblique thrusting, green for strike-slip, orange for oblique tension, and red for tension (Figure 3.2).

trench-normal compression in the accretionary wedge, most likely due to lack of fault

friction in our model. It is interesting to note that in the model the Arabian plate interior

and central Anatolia display low stress magnitudes; these regions are relatively aseismic.

We conclude that available stress direction observations agree with the results of model

SOUTH-6.

3.5.4 Comparison of model slip-rates with geodetic modeling

results from previous studies

Slip-rate is the rate of motion of the fault within a few or many earthquake cycles and thus

reflects the short-term rates. Slip-rates can be determined from geodetic methods, such

as GPS or InSAR (e.g., McClusky et al., 2000; Wright et al., 2004; Cavalie and Jonsson,

2014), but they always require a model: block-models, elastic or viscoelastic dislocation

models, or combined fault/continuum models.

Figure 3.8 shows the compilation of previous slip-rate determinations with upper panel

(Figure 3.8a) points to locations where these studies were conducted. The block model

study of Meade et al. (2002) resulted in a slip-rate of 25.6 mm/year for the western NAF.
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Nyst and Thatcher (2004) found 24 mm/year for the Sea of Marmara region with their

block model. The Reilinger et al. (2006) block model (Figure 3.8b, orange error bars

showing the range of values on the y-axis and segment range on the x-axis) has an aver-

age of 27.5 mm/year to the west and 25 mm/year to the east of Düzce. McClusky et al.

(2000) derived a constant value of 24 mm/year for the whole NAF from the GPS data

(Figure 3.8b, brown dashed line). In the Sea of Marmara region, the difference between

block models and our results (Figure 3.8b, banded graphs for model space and red line

for best model SOUTH-6) exceeds ∼5 mm/year. This discrepancy mainly results from

the approach in block models to map geodetic velocities onto slip at block boundaries,

and to consider residues to result from continuum deformation (e.g., Nyst and Thatcher,

2004): this tends to maximize the fault slip-rate (fault potency rate) and explains why

studies that make different choices regarding the partitioning of fault slip and continuum

deformation (e.g., Provost et al., 2003; Flerit et al., 2004; Langstaff and Meade, 2013, and

this study) consistently find lower fault slip-rates.
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Figure 3.8: Comparison of present-day slip-rates on the North Anatolian Fault (NAF) zone with fault
slip-rates from our models. a) Shaded relief map of the NAF region locations of geological slip-rate
studies (red stars). b) Model slip-rates of SOUTH (orange shaded band) and NORTH (blue hachured
band), with individual model slip-rate results shown by red and blue lines, respectively. Thick red line
represents our best model (SOUTH-6). Model slip-rates are calculated for the northern branch of the
NAF, whose geometry is given nearly parallel to the plot axis shown in panel (a). Brown colored line
with label ‘M’ indicates the rate determined from the Eurasia-Anatolia Euler pole (McClusky et al.,
2000). Discrete orange boxes with label ‘R’ represent the slip-rates from Reilinger et al. (2006) block
model, where computation error is defined by the height of each box. Light green discrete lines with
label ‘F’ represent Flerit et al. (2004) model slip-rates. Purple error bars with label ‘P’ indicate slip-rates
determined from Provost et al. (2003). The seismic slip-rate estimates (Table 3.3, light blue bar at the
right end of plot area) span a range of 16-24 mm/year for the NAF and represent the slip-rate value for
the whole fault zone.

As an alternative to block modeling, Flerit et al. (2004) utilized a fracture mechanics

approach for the Anatolia deformation, where slip-rates for the NAF (Figure 3.8b, green
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error bars showing the range of values on the y-axis and segment range on the x-axis)

agree with our results for slip-rate estimates in the Sea of Marmara region, but to the

east they predict higher slip-rates. Thus, although in or study we do not constrain a

priori where continuum deformation will be taking place as they do, differences appear

to be too small to answer which of the methods is superior. Provost et al. (2003) applied

far-field velocity conditions and the effect of the topography forcing in a 3D model with

rheological complexities. Their slip-rate estimates (thick red error bars in Figure 3.8b,

purple error bars representing point values) agree with our model results, albeit with

much larger uncertainties.

Studies involving seismic moment tensor summation from earthquake catalogues also yield

slip-rate estimates for the NAF (Figure 3.8b, light blue error bar at the right end of the

plot, indicating range of values: Jackson and McKenzie (1988); Kiratzi (1993); Westaway

(1994); Ambraseys (2006), agreeing well with our model results, partly because the range

of seismic strain rates is very broad. In Appendix C (Figures C.1 and C.2) we compare

modeled slip-rates with results from previous studies for the EAF and DSF. Our model

slip-rates for both the EAF and DSF are lower than what previous studies showed, with

the exception of seismic slip-rate results. Our results agree well with the range of seismic

slip-rates. As explained in Section 3.5.1, we do not attempt to improve the model fit in

the easternmost domain in this paper; therefore, slip-rates within this part of the domain

may be lower than what elastic block model studies indicate.

In conclusion, our slip-rate results for the NAF thus largely agree with previous work

conducted in the region, with the exception of block-model estimates. Considering the

1 mm/year accuracy of the GPS-derived velocity data, variations in model slip-rates are

large. This indicates that the overriding plate is sensitive to the southern boundary

configuration, although this configuration’s role is still subordinate to Hellenic trench and

Arabian collisional boundary conditions.

3.6 “Geodetic” versus “geological” deformation

3.6.1 Context

Deformation after many earthquake cycles usually leaves an expression on the land surface,

where the geomorphological features or sediments may be markedly displaced. Determi-

nation and dating of such offset markers or sediments yield the geologically determined

slip-rates, although the definition of geological slip-rate is vague as long as the time span
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Figure 3.9: Comparison of geological slip-rates on the North Anatolian Fault (NAF) zone with fault
slip-rates from our models. For location see shaded relief map in Figure 3.8a. Model slip-rates of SOUTH
(orange shaded band) and NORTH (blue hachured band), with individual model slip-rate results shown
by red and blue lines, respectively. Thick red line represents our best model (SOUTH-6). Model slip-rates
are calculated for the northern branch of the NAF, whose geometry is given nearly parallel to the plot
axis shown in Figure 3.8a. Observed slip-rates with error bars are labeled by numbers (Table 3.1)

of “many earthquake cycles” is variable; usually a time interval of 1 to 1000 thousand

years is implied (e.g., Tapponnier et al., 2001; Thatcher, 2009). Here we compare model

slip-rates on the NAF and EAF with respect to geologically determined rates and, as such,

discuss the validity of our model results on the scale of geological time. Furthermore, the

agreement between geological and geodetic slip-rate is certainly important, because the

difference between them is an indication of elastic strain accumulation, which may be

released by earthquakes. We present results from the NAF here and leave the discussion
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for the DSF and EAF for Appendix C.

3.6.2 Slip-rate observations

Geological slip-rate observations represent average displacements divided by time from the

early Pliocene-Quaternary until present. For the NAF the majority of the data average

many seismic cycles and have a good coverage of the fault zone (Table 3.1 and black error

bars in Figure 3.9). The geological slip-rate data have too sparse of a distribution to aid

our analysis for the EAF (segments of the fault are indicated in Figure 3.10a). Therefore,

we compiled published fault offsets (Table 3.2) and computed first-order estimates for the

average slip-rate on the fault by dividing these offsets (Figure 3.10b) by the fault initiation

time (2.9 Ma (Hubert-Ferrari et al., 2009) and 1.9 Ma (Herece, 2008)). Resultant slip-

rates are shown in Figure 3.10c. This way of calculating slip-rates may underestimate

the slip-rate values because faults usually evolve with time and fault segments do not

accumulate displacements after the inception of the fault.

3.6.3 Comparison of data and models

In Figure 3.9, superimposed on all NORTH and SOUTH model bundles, geological slip-

rates of NAF are shown with error bars (see Figure 3.8a for the location map). For the

NAF, the best model, SOUTH-6 (thick red line), has a good fit to the data, except in

the intervals of 700–900 km and 1000–1200 km. The model overall exhibits higher rates

than the geological data. Previous model studies also found that geological rates were too

low. The uncertainty in the data is so large that alternative configurations would have

been possible. For example, whereas NORTH models show a better fit in the eastern part

of the NAF (from 700 km onwards), SOUTH model fits are better in the west. Overall

our model results are within the error bars of geologically determined slip-rates along the

NAF and we estimate an average slip-rate of 22 mm/year for the fault.

Figure 3.10d shows that model results for the EAF largely agree with the slip-rate data

presented in Figure 3.10c, including the northernmost DSF, and if extrapolated further

southwest, until Antakya (Seyrek et al., 2007) – the furthermost data point of Figure

3.10c lies outside of the panel. On the other hand, Çetin et al.’s (2003) paleoseismological

slip-rates between Lake Hazar and Palu are underestimated by all models. The seismic

slip-rate estimates (Table 3.3; Figure C.1) span a range of 6–10 mm/year and agree

with our slip-rate. Figure 3.11 summarizes the correlation between average geological

fault slip-rates and model results for major faults in our domain. Geological estimates
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Figure 3.10: a) East Anatolian Fault from Karlıova to Antakya (Herece, 2008). Line segments in
red show the EAF and green shows Bitlis suture zone. Major rivers in the region are shown in gray.
Numbers indicate fault segments: 1. Karlıova - Bingöl, 2. Palu - Lake Hazar, 3. Sincik - Çelikhan , 4.
Çelikhan - Gölbaşı, 5. Gölbaşı - Türkoğlu, 6. Türkoğlu - Antakya. b) Measured offsets on the fault,
which are tabulated in Table 3.2. Boxes indicate the minimum and maximum estimates. c) Black points
with error bars refer to slip-rates obtained from paleoseismology studies listed in Table 3.2. C: (Çetin
et al., 2003); S: Seyrek et al. (2007) and Karabacak et al. (2010). Red points with error bars are the
long-term slip-rates of the EAF, calculated from Table 3.2. Light green box indicates the rate determined
from the Eurasia-Anatolia Euler pole (McClusky et al., 2000). Discrete line segments are fault parallel
slip-rates determined by mechanical models. Dark blue denotes Flerit et al. (2004), whereas Reilinger
et al. (2006) slightly overlies the central segment of Flerit et al. (2004) for the whole EAF. Continuous
red line with blue circles shows our slip-rate model results. d) Comparison of geological slip-rates on the
East Anatolian Fault (EAF) zone with fault slip-rates from our models. For location see Figure 3.10(a).
Model slip rates of SOUTH (orange shaded band) and NORTH (blue hachured band), with individual
model slip rate results shown in red and blue lines, respectively. Thick red line represents our best model
(SOUTH-6).

predominantly reflect average slip-rates from the latest Pliocene-Quaternary until Present.

Similar to Reilinger et al. (2006), we find good correlation between our model results and

geological observations.

3.6.4 Vertical axis rotations

Vertical axis rotations are useful for comparison with paleomagnetic observations. Anato-

lia rotates counter-clockwise with variable rotation rates (Figure 3.12; Piper et al., 2010).

Four data points on the Arabian plate show similar rotations coherent with Anatolia

(Van Dongen et al., 1967; Nur and Helsley, 1971). The Isparta Angle shows either no

rotation or counter-clockwise rotations since the early Miocene (Meijers et al., 2011).

Clockwise rotations in western and central Greece pervade to the Peloponnese (Van Hins-

bergen et al., 2005) and the westernmost Hellenic trench region. The eastern Hellenic
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trench displays counter-clockwise rotations, similar to Anatolia (Duermeijer et al., 2000).

Vertical axis rotations are computed for our preferred SOUTH-6 model, which is elastic.

Hence, they are not finite rotations but indicate the potential for rotation to occur on

geological time scales. We therefore only compare relative rotations. Our model results

show good agreement with the sense of rotation of the data in central Anatolia and the

Isparta Angle, mainland Greece, and the Hellenic trench region. Misfits are found in

the northwest of Anatolia where the model produces counter-clockwise rotations, whereas

data indicate the contrary. This may be due to the nonhomogeneous nature of rotations

caused by the active tectonic movements. Furthermore, errors due to the nature of the

paleomagnetic data (weak paleomagnetic signal, remagnetization, errors in age determi-

nation) result in a scatter of rotations. Overall, model rotations agree with the first-order

features of the paleomagnetic data, although the data have large magnitude uncertainties.
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3.7 Discussion

3.7.1 Comparison with block models

Several studies inverted for a block model description of the GPS velocity field (Nyst

and Thatcher, 2004; Reilinger et al., 2006; Floyd et al., 2010), whereas we treated the

Anatolia–Aegean to be part of a deformation zone, allowing nonrigid behavior. The Ana-

tolia–Aegean region exhibits varying deformation styles and we explain these complex

deformation patterns with the least number of faults and blocks. Comparison of RMS

error between previous block models and our study is shown in Table 3.4. Our RMS error

magnitudes are very similar to the errors of block model studies.

Reilinger et al. (2006) argued from their kinematic study that the westward motion and

counter-clockwise rotation of Anatolia do not comply with the extrusion process, while

the increasing velocities of Anatolia towards the Hellenic trench suggest that slab rollback

and accompanying overriding plate motion is a better dynamic explanation. Our model

results are at odds with their conclusion. The combined effect of the Arabian push and

Hellenic trench pull constitutes the main driving boundary conditions for this deforma-

tion zone, as shown by Meijer and Wortel (1996, 1997), and justified by our own model.
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Furthermore, Reilinger et al. (2006) identified a mismatch between geological and GPS-

derived slip-rates for the NAF. The authors attributed the difference to geological surface

offsets that do not reflect the full rate at depth due to off-fault shallow deformation.

This is a likely explanation. Another contribution to differences between geological and

geodetic slip-rates may result from their block approach, which is based on rigid blocks.

Hergert and Heidbach (2010) showed that a more appropriate model, which allows inter-

nal deformation, accounts for slip-rates in the Marmara segment of the NAF, which are

considerably smaller than the block model results and also compatible with the geological

rates. In our approach we generalized this finding to the whole of the NAF. We find that

the slip-rate estimates are within the error margins of geologically derived slip-rate data.

African and Arabian motion from plate tectonic estimates differed insignificantly from

the GPS rate for the past 11 and 22 Myrs, respectively (ArRajehi et al., 2010), although,

prior to the Pliocene, active deformation of Anatolia was influenced by different fault

geometries. Moreover, the relative motion at the Hellenic trench might have been different

(Meijer and Wortel, 1996; Royden and Papanikolaou, 2011). The agreement of our slip-

rate model results and the geological data indicates that the mechanical model describes

the deformation of this region from the early Pleistocene onwards. Unfortunately, the

slip-rate data do not constrain the effect of a variation in the relative plate motion on

the Hellenic trench and fault geometries. Using primarily the Aegean dataset Reilinger

et al. (2010) arrived at the same conclusion concerning the coherence of geological and

present-day deformation rates. Our results improve their findings, especially for the NAF

and EAF slip-rate estimates.

3.7.2 How long has the present-day plate boundary configura-

tion existed?

We consider fault slip-rates as important recorders of changes in the plate boundary con-

figuration. Geological slip-rate data on major regional faults span a variety of ages, from

several million years to tens of thousands and even a few hundred years. The compatibil-

ity of model results with slip-rates (Figure 3.11) obtained from such a large age spectrum

is intriguing. Geological slip-rates are sensitive to two factors: the geometry of the faults

and the far-field (plate tectonic) velocities, and both have varied in the recent geological

past. First, the NAF is a relatively young feature. The NAF entered the Sea of Marmara

at around 200 ka (Le Pichon et al., 2001), implying that the whole strike-slip system

acquired its overall geometry after 200 ka. However, deformation related to the NAF

predecessor (the wider North Anatolian Shear Zone from which the NAF localized) was
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evident in the Sea of Marmara since the late Miocene (Şengör et al., 2005). In fact, prior

to 200 ka, the NAF had accumulated more than 90% of its total offset (Şengör et al.,

2005) here. Thus, the geometry of the NAF used in this study has been more or less

mature for the comparison between the geological and model (geodetic) time scale to be

valid. For the EAF, after the initiation of the EAF at around 2.9 (Hubert-Ferrari et al.,

2009) or 1.9 Ma (Herece, 2008), the geometry of major faults in the east did not change

much.

Geological slip-rates are also sensitive to the plate tectonic velocities and changes therein.

According to ArRajehi et al. (2010) the present-day Arabia motion with respect to Eurasia

obtained from GPS and plate tectonic estimates since the Miocene are consistent within

uncertainties. The migration rate of the Hellenic trench has increased since the Oligocene

(Royden and Papanikolaou, 2011; Van Hinsbergen and Schmid, 2012), with significant

lateral variations from west to east. Slip-rates along the NAF increased also since the

middle Miocene (Hubert-Ferrari et al., 2002). The nature and location of the southern

plate boundary may thus have existed since a few Myrs, and possibly longer.

3.8 Conclusions

Observations of near-surface deformation in and near the Anatolian-Aegean region agree

best with an Aegean-Anatolian southern plate boundary via the Pliny-Strabo trench -

Anaximander Mountains - ESM collision south of the Cyprus - Latakia ridge. The sense

of motion along this boundary is defined by (1) an Anaximander Mountains fault with

both strike-slip and dip-slip components and (2) predominant strike-slip along the Latakia

segment. The southern plate boundary as preferred for the present day (SOUTH config-

uration) may have existed since the Late Pliocene.

In addition to well-established faults in Anatolia, the surface deformation requires an

inactive Burdur–Fethiye fault zone, active Menderes faults, and an active southern strand

of the NAF in NW Turkey
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Table 3.1: Compilation of geological slip-rate (slip-rate averaged over a few or more seismic cycles)
determinations for the North Anatolian Fault. Ages of structures are reported in thousand years (ka).
Numbers in the references column refer to: 1. Armijo et al. (1999); 2. Aksoy et al. (2010); 3. Meghraoui
et al. (2012); 4. Schindler (1997); 5. Polonia et al. (2004); 6. Dolan (2009); 7. Dikbaş et al. (2009); 8.
Pucci et al. (2008); 9. Kondo et al. (2010); 10. Kozacı et al. (2007); 11. Kozacı et al. (2009); 12.Hubert-
Ferrari et al. (2002); 13. Zabcı (2012); Gray and white bands separate individual studies in the table.
Letter Notes refer to: a: Stratigraphical age and the validity of the correlatable offset markers are disputed
by Yaltırak et al. (2000) and Şengör et al. (2005); b: This measurement is corrected and reinterpreted by
Meghraoui et al. (2012), which is listed below; c: Dolan (2009) discusses this measurement and reports a
faster slip rate for the same location; d: According to Cowgill (2007) and Zabcı (2012), the higher rates
of 21±2 reported by Hubert-Ferrari et al. (2002) are more reliable for this segment

Age (ka) Slip-rate (mm/yr) Location References

5000 14±1a Ganos 1

0.7 22.3±0.5b Güzelköy 2
0.781 26.9±0.6
2.8 17.0±0.3 Yeniköy
17.5 17.7 - 18.9 Ganos
20 17.9

1 17±5 Güzelköy 3

3000-4000 15 - 22 S. of Marmara 4

10 10±1.5c S. of Marmara 5

- 16 - 17 S. of Marmara 6

1 21.9±3.0 Nehirkent/Adapazarı 7

21.7±1.9 14.0±2.1 Düzce 8
60.1±6.3 15.2±3.5
60 15.0±3.2

1 17 - 20 Gerede 9

2 - 2.5 20.5±5.5 Eksik 10
20.5±8.5

2 - 3 18.6±3.4 Tahtaköprü 11
16.4+6.4/−4.5

10 - 12 18.5±3.5 Eksik&Berçin 12
10 - 12 18.5±3.5 Gerede
10 - 12 18.5±3.5 Destek
10 - 12 18.5±3.5 Mihar

1.640±0.06 18±5d Üçoluk/Tosya

2.5±0.3 18.7+3.3/−2.8 Elmalı 13
2.7±0.5 19.9+4.2/−3.1
3.3±0.3 20.2+3.2/−2.8 Yedisu
1.6±0.1 17.7+5.4/−5.1 Mihar
1.3±0.3 21.0+7.3/−4.6 Kelkit V
4.4±0.5 18.8+4.0/−3.4 Kargı
1.6+0.1/−0.2 18.8+6.6/−6.0 Tosya
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Table 3.2: Compilation of geological slip-rate (slip-rate averaged over a few or more seismic cycles)
determinations for the East Anatolian Fault (EAF). The age of the fault is taken to be bracketed between
1.9 (Herece, 2008) and 2.9 Ma (Hubert-Ferrari et al., 2009). Ages of structures are reported in million
years (Ma). Slip-rates are determined by dividing the measured offsets into fault age (1.9–2.9 Ma).
Numbers in the references column refer to: 1. Herece (2008); 2. Seymen and Aydin (1972); 3. Dewey
et al. (1986); 4. Şaroğlu et al. (1992); 5. Hubert-Ferrari et al. (2009); 6. Arpat and Şaroğlu (1972);
7. Herece and Akay (1992); 8. Turan (1993); 9. Çetin et al. (2003); 10. Arpat and Şaroğlu (1975);
11. Hempton (1985); 12. Şaroğlu et al. (1987); 13. Parlak (2004); 14. Westaway and Arger (1996); 15.
Yönlü et al. (2013); 16. Seyrek et al. (2007); 17. Karabacak et al. (2010). Gray and white bands separate
each segment of the EAF system. Numbers in parentheses in the location column are used in Figure
3.10. Letter notes refer to a:cited by Çetin et al. (2003); b:Westaway and Arger (1996) measured 17km
offset from Hempton (1985)’s map; c:cited by Parlak (2004); d:near Erkenek; e:near Gölbaşı; f:Göksu
river offset cited by Westaway and Arger (1996)

Age (Ma) Offset (km) Slip-rate (mm/yr) Location References

1.9 14.5±1 6.0±1.7 Karlıova - Bingöl (1) 1
15 6.3±1.3 2
22 9.2±1.9 3

2.88 20±5 8.3±3.8 4,5

1.9 16.1±1 6.7±1.8 Palu - L Hazar (2) 1
1.9 15 -23 7.9±3.3 2

27a 11.3±2.3 6
9 3.8±0.8 7
11 4.6±0.9 8

0.014-0.015 0.16-0.175 11±0.9 9

1.9 16 6.7±1.4 Hazar - Sincik (3a) 1
10 4.2±0.9 7
15 6.3±1.3 10
21(17)b 7.9±2.5 11
13c 5.4±1.1 12

15 6.3±1.3 Sincik - Çelikhan (3b) 6

1.9 22.5-26d 10.1±2.8 Çelikhan - Gölbaşı (4) 1
4.2±0.9 13

1.9 19-25 9.2±3.2 Gölbaşı - Türkoğlu (5) 1
1.9 22.5-26e 10.1±2.8 1
1.9 12 5.0±1.0 1

13f 5.4±1.1 4
1.9 16 6.7±1.4 14

16.5±1 6.9±1.8 15

Türkoğlu - Antakya (6)

5.6±0.5 Northern DSF (7) 16
7.9±0.3 4.9±0.1 17
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Table 3.3: Slip-rate estimates from moment tensor summation. Numbers in the references column refer
to: 1. Jackson and McKenzie (1988); 2. Kiratzi (1993); 3. Westaway (1994); 4. Ambraseys (2006); 5.
Kuran (1980); 6.Kiratzi and Papazachos (1995). Gray and white bands separate the estimates of NAF
from EAF system.

Year Slip-rate (mm/yr) Note Location References

1900-1988 25-30 NAF 1
1850-1988 23 NAF 2
1900-1992 30 30◦-40◦E 3
1900-1992 8 Ignoring 1939-

1967
1668-1967 14.7 Ignoring 1939-

1967
1668-1967 16.8 including Mar-

mara
26◦-40◦E

1668-1967 15-17 Most likely rates 26◦-40◦E
0-2000 20±4 26◦-31◦E 4

1850-1988 6 EAF 2
4.4 EAF 6

1500-1988 6 EAF 3
995-1980 10 EAF 5

Table 3.4: Comparison of RMS error between previous block models and this study.

Number of Blocks RMS (mm/yr)

Nyst and Thatcher (2004) 4 3.9
Reilinger et al. (2006) 6 3.9
Floyd et al. (2010) 10 2.8

15 2.6
This Study - 4.1
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Appendix A WSM 2008 data (gray), smoothed stress

field (black) and stress variances (or-

ange).

Figure A.1: World stress map data, smoothed stress field, and stress variances.
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Appendix B Additional SOUTH model results.
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Appendix C Geodetic slip-rate model results for EAF

and DSF.

Slip-rates for the NORTH and SOUTH model bundles for the EAF and DSF are shown

in Figures C.1 and C.2, respectively, with results from previous model studies. For the

EAF, model rates span an average of 7 ± 1 mm/year in the east and 6 ± 3 mm/year in

the eastern part.

The block model of Reilinger et al. (2006), InSAR observations from Cavalie and Jonsson

(2014), and the fracture mechanics model of Flerit et al. (2004) predict much higher

fault slip-rates; none of them, however, agree with the long-term (geological) slip-rate

data (Figure 3.10c), which are overestimated by ∼5 mm/year. The seismic slip-rate

estimates (Table 3.3, light blue bar at the right end of plot area) span a range of 6–10

mm/year for the EAF and represent a slip-rate value for the whole fault zone, which

agrees with our results and with the geological estimates. For the DSF, we predict model

slip-rates ranging from 2 mm/year to the south to 5.5 mm/year to the north of the fault

system (Figure C.2). The NORTH and SOUTH model bundles have much smaller spread,

indicating low sensitivity of the DSF to changing DOFs of southern boundary segments

under consideration. Our model rates are smaller than those of other short-time scale

studies (Flerit et al., 2004; Reilinger et al., 2006) covering this fault, but they agree with

the seismic slip-rate estimates.
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Figure C.1: Comparison of geodetic slip-rates with model results for the EAF for SOUTH (orange
shaded band) and NORTH (blue hachured band) models, with individual model slip-rate results shown
with red and blue lines, respectively. The thick red line represents our best model (SOUTH-6). Error
bars indicate previous studies: W: Westaway (1994), M: McClusky et al. (2000); F: Flerit et al. (2004);
R: Reilinger et al. (2006); C: Cavalie and Jonsson (2014).
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Figure C.2: Model slip-rates of the DSF for both SOUTH (orange shaded band) and NORTH (blue
hachured band), with individual model slip-rate results shown with red and blue lines, respectively. The
thick red line represents the best model (SOUTH-6). Model slip-rates are calculated for the northern
branch of the NAF, whose geometry is given nearly parallel to the plot axis shown in the upper panel.
Error bars indicate previous studies: W: Westaway (1994), M: McClusky et al. (2000); F: Flerit et al.
(2004); R: Reilinger et al. (2006); C: Cavalie and Jonsson (2014).
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b) model velocity predictions vs. GPS-derived velocity data.
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Appendix D Sensitivity of model results to bound-

ary conditions.

In previous models of continental deformation of the Anatolia-Aegean region, GPE is

included in some (Cianetti et al., 2001; Jimenez-Munt and Sabadini, 2002; Jimenez-Munt

et al., 2003; Fischer, 2006; Özeren and Holt, 2010) and not in others (Meijer and Wortel,

1997; Lundgren et al., 1998; Flerit et al., 2004). All studies match model predictions

to (subsets of) available data, but model results (specifically, forces and rheology) differ

substantially. For instance, Özeren and Holt (2010) determined pull forces along the

Hellenic trench that are about half the magnitude of those obtained by Cianetti et al.

(2001). Viscosities for the Anatolia region of Fischer (2006) are two orders of magnitude

lower than those of Özeren and Holt (2010). Moreover, Jimenez-Munt and Sabadini (2002)

inferred that GPE-derived forces are not important for the regional kinematics, which

seems at odds with Cianetti et al. (2001); Fischer (2006); Özeren and Holt (2010). Such

inconsistencies arise from the fact that GPE-based calculations require information about

the density layering and mechanical properties of the lithosphere, and this information has

significant uncertainties or is even absent in parts of our region of study. Uncertainties in

crustal thickness and surface heat flow both contribute to significant uncertainties in the

thermal structure of the lithosphere, which translates into significant uncertainties in both

the forcing (via density structure) and mechanical properties (via temperature activated

viscosity). Another factor contributing to uncertainties in mechanical properties is the

(poorly known) composition of the crust. The last unknown is the contribution to the

GPE by dynamic topography (e.g., Warners-Ruckstuhl et al., 2012, 2013).

D.1 Average viscosity

We estimate the vertically averaged viscosity η of a lithospheric column by assuming that

it behaves as a Newtonian fluid:

η =

∫
L

(σ1 − σ3) dz∫
L

(ε̇1 − ε̇3) dz
(3.1)

Here, (σ1 − σ3) is differential stress and (ε̇1 − ε̇3) is differential strain rate (difference

between maximum and minimum eigenvalues of the corresponding tensors), and L is the

lithosphere thickness (Ranalli, 1987). A common assumption is that surface strain rates

are uniform throughout the lithosphere, such that lithospheric averages follow directly
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from differentiating (surface) geodetic velocities:

η =
1
L

∫
L

(σ1 − σ3) dz

(ε̇1 − ε̇3)
(3.2)

We use surface differential strain rates for our region from Kreemer et al. (2003). Rock

strength constitutes an upper limit to the differential stress it may support. An upper

limit to average viscosities (and viscosity contrasts) can therefore be derived from the

average lithospheric strength map of Tesauro et al. (2009) – this defines the numerator.

A lower limit to average viscosities can be estimated by assuming that the average differ-

ential stress in the domain is small; we assume 1 MPa.

We use a range of viscosities of 3−5×1021 Pa s for the Anatolian-Aegean lithosphere in our

sensitivity analysis to assess the dependence of model velocity results on the rheology. The

Maxwell relaxation time (τM) for the highest viscosity domain is 330 kyr. Steady state

is generally achieved after 5τM (Plattner et al., 2009). Our viscoelastic model reached

steady state around 5τM and we output the velocities at that time.

10˚E

20˚E
30˚E 40˚E

50˚E

60˚E

30˚N

40˚N

50˚N

21 22 23

η

Pa.s

10 mm/yr

4x1016 N

Figure D.1: Model domain and boundary conditions (blue arrows) of GPE-driven models. The specific
model shown here is for relatively low Aegean-Anatolian viscosity, and for horizontal forces (black ar-
rows) computed with the assumption that the lithosphere is not isostatically compensated. Logarithmic
viscosity contours are draped over shaded relief.
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D.2 GPE-derived horizontal forces

GPE forces are applied inside the computational domain. We use the crustal thickness

and densities from the CRUST2.0 model (Bassin et al., 2000) and topographical height

from the ETOPO2 dataset (2-Minute Gridded Global Relief Data, http://www.ngdc.

noaa.gov/mgg/fliers/06mgg01.html). The oceanic lithosphere of the Mediterranean is

older than 180 Ma (Muller et al., 2008), and hence we assume that the conductive cooling

produced a linear geotherm (Stein and Stein, 1992). Mantle lithospheric density profiles

are constructed as a function of a linear geotherm for the continental lithosphere. Two

different GPE values can be calculated from two end-member density interface topologies:

1) a compensated mantle lithosphere density profile with equalized pressure at the base

of the lithosphere and 2) uncompensated pressures at the base. The latter assumption in-

duces about 30%–50% larger forces for this region due to lateral density variations. Ghosh

et al. (2009) inferred 10%–20% larger forces from their uncompensated global model with

respect to the compensated one. Lithospheric thickness is assumed to be 100 km, since

there are no cratonic areas in the model domain where the buoyancy from such cratonic

roots would affect the GPE calculations.

Given these uncertainties, we investigate end-members for both the GPE-derived forces

and for the viscosities in our region of interest. We adopt the plate boundaries and faults

of our preferred model (SOUTH-6) from the previous section with one important excep-

tion; the Hellenic trench and Pliny-Strabo faults are represented as frictionless faults that

can slip in response to model stresses.

Global plate tectonics is driven by body forces, which are manifested within the plates

by GPE-derived forces. In a regional model like ours (Figure D.1), boundary conditions

ideally would be an accurate representation of GPE-derived forces that surrounding re-

gions exert on the model domain. To determine such boundary conditions is a formidable

problem in itself, mostly because the continuity of stresses (and thus forces) across plate

boundaries and major faults is strongly modulated by relative details at these disconti-

nuities (e.g., De Franco et al., 2008a,b). Assuming that GPE within the model domain

does not significantly affect the velocities of major plates, we impose boundary forces

proportional to observed plate velocities along the Africa, Arabia, and Europe margins.

Motivated by the results of a recent stress modeling study (Warners-Ruckstuhl et al.,

2013) that indicated that GPE forces generated beyond our E and NW domain bound-

aries are not transmitted into our region of interest, we do not impose forces along these

boundaries. A significant difference from the previous models is thus that we do not

http://www.ngdc.noaa. gov/mgg/fliers/06mgg01.html
http://www.ngdc.noaa. gov/mgg/fliers/06mgg01.html
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impose differential velocities/forces at the Hellenic trench.

D.3 Results of GPE forcing models

Figure D.2 summarizes the results of our end-member GPE-models. Figure D.2a demon-

strates that the misfit is particularly large in the eastern portion of the trench. Here,

model SOUTH-6 yields a better (albeit not perfect) match to the observations as a re-

sult of additional (subduction-related?) forcing along the Hellenic trench in this model.

For the region east of 31◦E, Figure D.2b shows an acceptable fit to the GPS velocity

magnitudes of the GPE-driven models with low-end viscosities. Importantly, the fit of

model SOUTH-6 is equally good, indicating that the representation by edge forces of

(distributed) GPE forces does not affect the result. To the west of 31◦E, i.e. closer to the

Hellenic trench, the misfit between the GPE-driven models and observations is significant.

Our conclusion of the previous section, that model SOUTH-6 matches the geodetic obser-

vations best, is thus not affected by our choice of boundary conditions in boundary-driven

models.
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Figure D.2: Comparison of observed velocity magnitudes with results of a range of GPE-driven models.
Solid lines result from GPE forces derived from isostatically compensated lithosphere, dashed lines from
uncompensated lithosphere (see Appendix D for details). Red and blue lines are results of models for
relatively low and high viscosities of the Aegean-Anatolian region, respectively. Black dashed lines show
velocity magnitudes from model SOUTH-6. a) Velocities in a swath (inset) along the Hellenic trench. b)
Velocities along a swath (inset) that is approximately parallel to the relative motion direction of Anatolia
with respect to Europe.
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Chapter 4

The Kefalonia Transform Fault: a STEP

in the making1

4.1 Introduction

Vertical discontinuities have been recognized in various subducted slabs (Figure 4.1;

present-day, unless indicated otherwise); including the north Kuriles-Kamchatka slab (Yo-

godzinski et al., 2001; Levin et al., 2002), Nazca slab (Gutscher et al., 1999; Pesicek et al.,

2012; Lynner et al., 2017; Portner et al., 2017), Juan de Fuca/Farallon slab (30 Ma Sever-

inghaus and Atwater, 1990; Sigloch et al., 2008; James et al., 2011), Cocos slab beneath

the Trans-Mexican volcanic belt (Dougherty et al., 2012; Dougherty and Clayton, 2014),

Izu-Bonin slab (Fryer et al., 2003; Gong et al., 2018; Gvirtzman and Stern, 2004; Miller

et al., 2004, 2005, 2006a,b), Japan slab (Obayashi et al., 2009), south Lesser Antilles slab

(Russo et al., 1993; Clark et al., 2008; Van Benthem et al., 2013), various Mediterranean

slabs (Biryol et al., 2011; Carminati et al., 1998; Jolivet et al., 2013; Spakman et al., 1988;

Wortel and Spakman, 2000; de Lis Mancilla et al., 2018), Zagros/Makran slab (Agard

et al., 2011), Philippine Sea slab near Taiwan (Lallemand et al., 1997), northern Scotia

slab (Forsyth, 1975), eastern Sunda slab (Spakman and Hall, 2010; Widiyantoro et al.,

2011), north Tonga slab (Isacks et al., 1969; Millen and Hamburger, 1998), Solomon

slab (Neely and Furlong, 2018). Surprisingly, the slab tears evolved into Subduction-

Transform-Edge-Propagators (STEPs; Govers and Wortel, 2005) in only very few regions,

i.e., the conditions under which STEPs form require other conditions in addition to slab

fragmentation. Understanding these conditions is particularly relevant because a vertical

tear in a slab seldom leaves a clear tectonic imprint in the crust of the overriding plate.

This is different for STEP faults (sensu Baes et al., 2011); their footprint in the tectonic

evolution of basins (such as vertical axis rotations, topography build-up, fast trench roll-

back) attests to the relevance of STEP activity (e.g., Mediterranean subduction zones,

Tonga trench, South Sandwich trench, southern edge of the Lesser Antilles trench, and

the western edge of north Sulawesi trench; Govers and Wortel (2005)). We therefore seek

to constrain the conditions that facilitate STEP fault initiation in a region where the

process may have recently started. Govers and Wortel (2005) suggested that the offshore

1A.D. Özbakır, R. Govers, A. Fichtner. The Kefalonia Transform Fault: a STEP in the making,
manuscript in preparation
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Figure 4.1: Global overview of slabs with a vertical tear or a lateral edge that are associated with a
STEP fault in the overriding plate (“STEPs”), or not (“Tears”). Slab depth contours (Hayes et al., 2018)
are shown in colors, along with plate boundaries from (Bird, 2003) and the intermediate – deep focus
earthquake epicenters from the ISC Catalogue (2019) (Weston et al., 2018; Lentas et al., 2019)

Kefalonia Transform Fault (KTF; Figure 4.2) and its on-land continuation constitute a

STEP fault. Available geological constraints, discussed below, suggest that the system

would be in an infant stage. We study this candidate region for STEP fault initiation in

the western Hellenic Subduction Zone.

Here, the active deformation pattern of the overriding Eurasian lithosphere is complex,

and its interpretation in terms of the primary drivers non-unique. Likely contributors are

rollback of the Hellenic slab and backarc extension, westward motion of Anatolia facili-

tated by the North Anatolian Fault/North Aegean Trough, strain localization in the Gulf

of Corinth, collision in the Dinarides/Albanides, Nubia convergence, mantle convective

tractions including dynamic topography, gravitational collapse, and potentially STEP

fault activity. In this chapter we do not aim to quantify their relative contributions to the

deformation of the overriding plate. Rather, our focus is primarily on the structure of the

Hellenic slab near the KTF. The reason is that the interpretation of the deformation of

the overriding plate in terms of a STEP fault hinges on the lateral continuity of the slab

(Chapter 1, Figure 1.1). In section 4.2 we discuss recent studies of the lateral continuity of

the shallow (50-200 km depth) slab and conclude that none of these were conclusive. We

present and interpret the results of the regional S-velocity volume of Fichtner et al. (2013).

As it is based on a tomographic imaging technique that employs complete seismograms
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Figure 4.2: Topography/bathymetry of the Hellenic subduction zone. The extent of the Ionian oceanic
crust is marked by red dashed lines (Chamot-Rooke et al., 2005), thick black lines represent the approxi-
mate location of plate contacts and major faults, and the trench physiography is shown with thin barbed
black lines. Abbreviations refer to: AM: Amvrakikos Gulf; AFZ: Achaia Fault Zone; Ep: Epirus; GoC:
Gulf of Corinth; GoE: Gulf of Evia; GoP: Gulf of Patras; K: Kefalonia; L: Levkas; PE: Peloponnesus; Z:
Zakynthos; KTF: Kefalonia Transform Fault; NAT: North Aegean Trough; Inset map shows central and
eastern Mediterranean subduction/collision zones. A: Albanides, Ad: Adria, Ap: Apulia, D: Dinarides,
H: Hellenides, NAF: North Anatolian Fault, SP: Scutari-Pec.

from regional broadband stations, this model captures relevant details in both the crustal

and upper-mantle structure between 10 and 200 km depth, where lithosphere–mantle in-

teractions forge tectonic expressions.

The regional context of our study area is typically Mediterranean, of slow Africa-Eurasia

convergence and ongoing closure of this land-locked basin (Le Pichon, 1982). Some seg-

ments of mostly ephemeral plate boundary segments undergo soft collision (Royden, 1993),

while adjacent segments accommodate oceanic subduction with a significant component
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Figure 4.3: GNSS-derived horizontal velocity field and seismicity. The velocities are relative to stable
Europe, and are compiled from Jouanne et al. (2012), Nocquet (2012), and Metois et al. (2015). Please
note that velocity vectors are 4 times larger for sites north of 40◦N to allow better evaluation. Relocated
earthquakes for the upper-crust (top 20 km) marked with black circles –symbol size is scaled with the
magnitude (Halpaap et al., 2018), while earthquakes deeper than 20 km are colored according to their
depth.

of trench rollback. Slab rollback and backarc extension occur at relatively fast rates,

and these processes have had a large imprint on the evolution of the Mediterranean

region during the last 20 Myr (Wortel and Spakman, 2000). In the eastern Mediter-

ranean, Mio-Pliocene shortening in the external Dinarides in response to the collision of

the Adria promontory (of Africa) was limited in southern Montenegro and north Albania

(Bega, 2015; Van Unen et al., 2019), and moderate in central Albania (Ustaszewski et al.,

2008). The northern Hellenides thrust belt also continues to tighten today. Further to

the southeast along the plate boundary, the influence of rollback of the Hellenic slab is

noticeable leading to foreland-propagating nappes in the southern Hellenides (Underhill,

1989), where the thrust front has jumped to the subduction boundary south of Ionian is-
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lands (Royden and Papanikolaou, 2011). The KTF represents the approximate boundary

between these collisional and extensional parts of the Hellenides (Figure 4.3).

This chapter is organized as follows. In section 4.2 we discuss previous studies on the

structure and continuity of the Hellenic slab in our study area. We also outline the main

results from seismicity studies. In section 4.3 we discuss the data and methods that

were used in the tomographic inversion, and for constraining the hypcenters of important

earthquakes. Section 4.4 presents the tomographic results and their interpretation. In

section 4.5 we connect the tomographically imaged structures to kinematic observations,

in particular seismicity, geodetic velocities and vertical motions. Here we conclude that

the slab has fragmented and that a proto-STEP fault is active in the overriding plate. The

Late Miocene-Pliocene geological history as recorded in the overriding plate is the topic

of section 4.6; here we aim to constrain the evolution of the Hellenic slab given what we

learned about its structure today. This scenario for the slab fragmentation history and its

corresponding imprint on the overriding plate is used in section 4.7 to distill the tectonic

conditions that resulted in the formation of the KTF STEP fault, and to globally compare

these conditions with those of regions where STEP faults did, and did not, develop.

4.1.1 Summary of previous studies

Tomographic studies

The velocity structure of the western Hellenic subduction zone was outlined from earlier

body-wave tomography studies, which resolved the Hellenic slab in the mantle (Spakman

et al., 1988, 1993; Papazachos and Nolet, 1997; Bijwaard and Spakman, 2000; Piromallo

and Morelli, 2003). The slab is laterally continuous from Crete to the southern Pelopon-

nesus, extending to lower mantle depths (Spakman et al., 1993; Bijwaard and Spakman,

2000; Piromallo and Morelli, 2003; Zhu et al., 2015). However, the continuity of the slab

anomalies for the north-striking segment of the subduction zone is ambiguous, particu-

larly below 150 km. One option is that the slab is horizontally discontinuous between

200 km to 400 km depth beneath the southern Dinarides and Albanides, as far south as

the Scutari-Pec fault zone (Spakman et al., 1988; Bijwaard and Spakman, 2000; Amaru,

2007; Koulakov et al., 2009; Zhu et al., 2015). Alternatively, the slab gap is confined

to a volume beneath only the northern Dinarides between 150 km and 350 km depth

(Piromallo and Morelli, 2003). The absence of high-speed anomalies below the northern

Dinarides and its southward progression with depth led Wortel and Spakman (1992) and
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Ionian (oceanic) lithosphere
Adriatic (continental) lithosphere

Figure 4.4: Previous interpretations of the geometry of the western Hellenic subduction zone. A. Slab
detachment (horizontal tear) model (Wortel and Spakman, 2000); B. STEP (vertical slab tear) model
(Govers and Wortel, 2005); C. Smooth ramp model (Pearce et al., 2012).

Spakman et al. (1993) to propose that here the slab is detached (Figure 4.4A - Lateral

tear model). The slab gap below the Dinarides further indicates that there was no recent

subduction to the NNE of the Scutari-Pec fault zone in the overriding plate. From this

perspective it is surprising that the Scutari-Pec is less tectonically active than the KTF.

Regional scale surface-wave tomography studies beneath east central Greece, illustrated a

low-velocity zone at ∼160 km – 200 km depths, whose map projections coincide with the

North Aegean Trough and the Central Hellenic Shear Zone, interpreted to be thermally

induced (Bourova et al., 2005; Salaün et al., 2012). More recently, for the depth level be-

tween 150 km – 250 km depth, Hansen et al. (2019) suggested that there is no subducting

slab to the north of the Gulf of Patras; the slab is partially disrupted and thinned from

the Gulf of Corinth to as far south as the southern shore of the Peloponnesus, while the

slab is continuous between the Peloponnesus to Crete. Their model agrees with lateral

slab detachment, which migrated as far south as the southern Peloponnesus. Further-

more, beneath the Epirus region, Hansen et al. (2019) observed a lithospheric fragment.

Whether it is connected to the detached plate or the surface could not be resolved.

Structural seismology studies

Much research in recent years has focused on investigating the detailed velocity structure

of the Hellenic slab at shallow (0 km to ∼150 km) depths to compare with the lithosphere

scale faults or tears (e.g., Suckale et al., 2009; Pearce et al., 2012; Sachpazi et al., 2016;

Halpaap et al., 2018). Suckale et al. (2009) observed the subducted crust using coda waves

of teleseismic earthquakes along a N60E-oriented seismic section below the Peloponnesus.
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Based on distortion of images from individual scattering modes, they suggest tearing of

the Hellenic slab below the large transtensional shear zone in central Greece, called the

Central Hellenic Shear Zone (CHSZ), as proposed by Royden and Papanikolaou (2011)

(Figure 4.4B – STEP model). Pearce et al. (2012) deployed a dense array parallel to and

300 km north of the Peloponnesus seismic line and reanalyzed Suckale et al. (2009) data.

They distinguished between northern continental and southern oceanic crustal sections.

Pearce et al. (2012) interpreted the structure between two profiles as a smooth ramp

rather than a vertical tear (Figure 4.4C – Ramp model) based on 10 km vertical offset

between the profiles over a much larger trench-parallel distance.

Sachpazi et al. (2016) calculated receiver functions from a dense seismic network covering

the whole Peloponnesus and central Greece. They obtained high-resolution images in

which a highly segmented Hellenic slab beneath the Peloponnesus is offset vertically within

a relatively short length scale, supporting the STEP model. In contrast, in another

receiver functions study, Sodoudi et al. (2006) concluded that the slab is continuous

beneath northern and southern Greece, down to ∼200 km depth, principally in agreement

with the ramp model.

Seismicity studies

Halpaap et al. (2018) conducted a local earthquake tomography focusing on the area be-

tween the two seismic cross sections mentioned above. They relocated earthquakes using

the double difference algorithm and combined local earthquake tomography images with

published images based on scattered teleseismic waves. Earthquake and slab top depths

give an indication of continental and oceanic subducting crusts align at depth, suggesting

a smooth transition. However, ray density for the volume beneath the KTF and its on-

land extension does not illuminate below 80 km depth, concealing the largest part of the

puzzle. According to Bocchini et al. (2018), intermediate-depth earthquakes extending

to the north of the Gulf of Corinth rules out the horizontal tear hypothesis beneath that

region. Nonetheless, Bocchini et al. (2018) calls for detailed tomographic work to further

illuminate the slab architecture beneath the region.

The suggestion by Govers and Wortel (2005) that the KTF is a STEP can thus far not be

tested with existing seismological images as a result of insufficient resolution in the area

of interest. We aim to improve this using full-waveform tomography.
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4.2 Data and Methods

4.2.1 Tomographic inversion method

We use the S-velocity model from the full-waveform inversion of Fichtner et al. (2013)

(see also Govers and Fichtner, 2016). In contrast to the more widely used and computa-

tionally less expensive travel time tomography, full-waveform inversion naturally exploits

all three-component body and surface waves in seismic recordings. Furthermore, the

complete wave propagation physics in the 3D heterogeneous, attenuating and anisotropic

Earth is correctly simulated numerically, thereby largely avoiding forward-modelling ar-

tifacts. The combined effect of using full waveforms and accurate modelling is improved

resolution of Earth structure, especially in the 0-200 km depth range, where the majority

of lithosphere-mantle interactions occur. The waveform data used to construct the model

comprise 16,837 three-component seismograms, obtained from 113 earthquakes with mag-

nitudes from 5.0 - 6.8 that occurred between 2005 and 2011 along the tectonically active

margins of the Eurasian plate. Within the eastern Mediterranean region, complete seis-

mograms were modeled and inverted in the period range from 8–200 s, ensuring that both

crustal and upper-mantle structures are jointly constrained.

Quantitative analyses of tomographic resolution (Fichtner et al., 2013) indicate that S-

velocity heterogeneities with a lateral extent of around 25 km or more are resolved from

the surface to approximately 50 km depth. While a quantitative analysis of resolution

length in vertical direction is technically more difficult, the comparison with receiver

function studies suggests that vertical resolution within the upper 50 km is around 10 km

(Govers and Fichtner, 2016). Below 50 km depth, where the sensitivity of surface waves

decays notably, both the lateral and vertical resolution length increases gradually.

4.2.2 Identification of intraslab earthquakes

We use M≥4.5 earthquakes from the ISC Catalogue (2019) (Weston et al., 2018; Lentas

et al., 2019) with the aim of constraining active deformation. The travel-time difference

between direct P arrivals and the surface-reflected depth phase pP is particularly sen-

sitive to the earthquake source depth (Lay and Wallace, 1995). For verification of the

hypocentral depth relative to the regional Moho, we extracted six events with magnitude

above 4.5 within a 2◦ radial distance from the KTF. For teleseismic distances, events

with at least four pP and P readings and azimuths falling into two different quadrants
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are used to determine differential times per station distance. We compute characteristic

distance-time curves using the TauP toolkit (Crotwell et al., 1999). The associated focal

mechanism solutions are extracted from the ISC Catalogue and discussed in Section 4.4

(see also Figure 4.7).

4.3 Results

4.3.1 Tomographic images

Our tomographic model consists of anisotropic S-velocities ranging between 2500 and

4900 m s−1. We focus on the upper 200 km of the model because here is where the most

significant improvement relative to previous models may be expected. We first compute

the isotropic S-velocity vS from the velocities of horizontally (vSH) and vertically (vSV )

polarized S waves, following Babuska and Cara (1991):

vs =

√
2

3
v2SH +

1

3
v2SV

We then compute relative velocity perturbations by selecting a reference mantle velocity

that results in a slab structure that agrees best with the images of Bijwaard and Spakman

(2000) at 150 km depth (Figure 4.5F). Our motivation for using their model to compare

our results is that it captures many of the features of other tomographic models with

a regional focus (e.g., Koulakov et al., 2009; Zhu et al., 2015). This reference mantle

velocity is 4600 m s−1, which is slightly higher than the ak135-F average S velocity of

4500 m s−1 (Kennett et al., 1995). However, it falls well within the range of average

uppermost mantle velocities for the Tethyan collision zone (Govers and Fichtner, 2016).

Figure 4.5D shows the S-wave perturbations at 150 km depth with the same color scale as

Bijwaard and Spakman (2000). Focusing on the structures, the northeastern limit of the

interface between the Hellenic slab and the mantle wedge (0% velocity anomaly) agree

largely in both results. Arc-perpendicular slab widths compare well, too. The topologies

of the southwestern limit of fast anomalies below the Ionian basin differ. This is likely

caused by better imaging of the thick oceanic lithosphere by surface waves in our model.

A significant difference —and the focus of our study— is that the northeastern part of

the Hellenic slab is fragmented, whereas it was imaged as a continuous feature by BS2000

(Figure 4.5F). It should be emphasized, however, that apart from using different data

and techniques, we also analyze different physical quantities, i.e., P and S velocity. For

this reason, tomographic images can deviate significantly from each other. A low-velocity
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Figure 4.5: (A-E) Horizontal section at 50, 75, 100, 150 and 200 km through the isotropic S-wave
velocity (vS) volume. The color scale indicates perturbations from 4600 m s−1 in percent (below). Above
the color scale there are the corresponding absolute S-wave velocities (F) Relative P-wave velocities vP
from Bijwaard and Spakman (2000) for the same region. Please refer to Figure 4.A.1 for the same cross
sections with an unsaturated color scale.

gap below continental central Greece near Kefalonia suggests a discontinuity in the slab

structure. Another discontinuity is imaged to the north of 40◦N. Our tomographic model

at 150 km depth thus suggests the existence of a separate slab fragment below Epirus.

We use the same scaling and color scale for the other depth sections. At 100 km depth

(Figure 4.5C), the boundary between the slab and the mantle wedge (0% velocity anomaly)

is located closer to the Hellenic trench than at 150 km depth, as is expected for a slab

dipping to the northeast. The main high-speed anomaly extends to the southwest into the

Ionian basin. The oceanic lithosphere of the Ionian basin is of Mesozoic age, and possibly

∼225 Myr old (Speranza et al., 2012). It therefore likely is thicker than 100 km, which

is why we interpret high-speed anomalies below the Ionian basin as oceanic lithosphere.
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In the NW part of the Ionian basin we image a sharp transition to low-speed velocity

anomalies that aligns with the strike of the KTF. The location of the transition coincides

with a gradient in free-air anomalies (Supplementary Figure 4.A.4), suggesting that this

represents a lithospheric property contrast. The transition is oriented roughly parallel

to the KTF, and parallel to the present-day rollback direction of the trench (Nocquet,

2012). Interestingly, there is no velocity contrast across the Apulian Escarpment at this

depth. A low-velocity gap below continental central Greece suggests a discontinuity in

the slab structure. A slab fragment below Epirus that is separate from the Hellenic slab

also appears to exist at 100 km depth.

The section at 75 km depth cuts horizontally through the surface lithospheres. The con-

tact between the Ionian/Adriatic lithosphere and the Aegean lithosphere coincides with

the slab/wedge contact at 100 km depth. The velocity contrast in the NW Ionian basin

is seen at this depth also. The low-velocity gap below continental central Greece is wider

than at 100 km, suggesting that the Ionian lithosphere is fragmented up-dip of the slab

at 75 km depth.

The 50 km depth section cuts into continental crust at various locations (Figure 4.5A).

This panel also is based on the mantle reference velocity. Both crustal regions and high-

temperature mantle regions therefore show up as low-velocity regions. High-speed anoma-

lies are absent below Epirus and the Peloponnesus. Given that oceanic lithosphere is being

subducted here, our interpretation for the Peloponnesus is that the section samples the

crust of the overriding plate. This interpretation is also in agreement with the receiver

functions (Sachpazi et al., 2016). The crustal thickness of the overriding plate is about 50

km here. The surface Adriatic lithosphere has been inferred to be continental (de Voogd

et al., 1992; Finetti and Del Ben, 2005), which is why we interpret low velocities in the

Epirus section at 50 km depth to represent subducted continental crust, in line with

Pearce et al. (2012). So, the contrast in our velocity anomalies is indicative of composi-

tional variations, and we think that the Epirus is connected all the way up to the surface

plate. Velocity anomalies at 50 km depth do not help to prove or disprove the existence

of a lateral discontinuity related to the Epirus fragment.

At 200 km depth (Figure 4.5E), we interpret the fast velocity anomaly as the imprint of a

single Hellenic slab. The wide cross-sectional dimension of the Hellenic slab gives a false

impression of the actual slab thickness, given the low slab dip at 200 km depth (Bijwaard

et al., 1998). The slab-wedge interface is oriented NW-SE, and the edge of the Hellenic

slab correlates with the Pliny-Strabo STEP Fault in the east (Özbakır et al., 2013; Gov-
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Figure 4.6: Vertical cross-sections through our S-velocity volume A. Ionian lithosphere and astheno-
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25 km of the cross section. Please refer to Figure 4.A.2 for the same cross sections with an unsaturated
color scale.

ers and Fichtner, 2016). There is no evidence for subducted lithosphere beneath Albania.

The Hellenic slab appears to be absent below the Ionian Islands and east central Greece.

It is unclear whether the Epirus fragment is connected to the Hellenic slab at this depth.

Figure 4.6A shows a cross section of the Ionian lithosphere and asthenosphere. The color

scale that we use for the mantle in vertical sections is identical to that for the mantle in

the horizontal sections. We extended the color scale with tones of green to include low

S-velocities in the crust. The thickness of the shallow low-velocity layer of ∼35 km is

remarkably constant. This layer consists of both sediments of the Mediterranean Ridge

(order 10 km thick, Fruehn et al., 2002), and of the underlying crust. The black dashed

line represents the crustal thickness from Laske et al. (2013), the red dashed line is the

crustal thickness from (Karabulut et al., 2019). The contrast that we noted in the hor-

izontal slices at 75 and 100 km depth is clearly visible in the sub-crustal mantle in the

northwestern part of the cross section. The lithospheric contrast dips to the southeast over

a horizontal distance of 300 km. A simple interpretation would be that the lithospheric

thickness is surprisingly small (∼50 km) in the northwest, and substantially thicker (∼150

km), which is more in line with what may be expected for Mesozoic oceanic lithosphere

(Burgos et al., 2014).
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Figure 4.6B is a cross section across the Apulian Escarpment. The crustal thickness varies

little and is about 30 km. There is a significant contrast in the lithospheric mantle struc-

ture. One interpretation of the anomalies would be that the lithosphere is thin on the

Ionian side (∼50 km) and relatively thick (∼140 km) on the Tyrrhenian/Apulian side of

the Apulian Escarpment. The lateral variability of this thickness contrast can be appreci-

ated from the horizontal slice at 100 km, which shows that the contrast is absent further

to the WNW; Below easternmost Apulia we find a lithospheric thickness of ∼80 km, which

agrees with the result from receiver functions below onshore seismological station SCTE

by Miller and Piana Agostinetti (2011).

Cross sections 4.7A-D are taken parallel to the present-day rollback direction of the trench

(Nocquet, 2012). In the SSW, section 4.7A cuts into the thin surface lithosphere (c.f.

Figure 4.5 at 75 km). The high velocity anomaly in the NNE (375-550 km) extends to

∼150 km depth. This anomaly represents the northwesternmost part of the Epirus frag-

ment.

Vertical section 4.7B shows the thick lithosphere of the Ionian basin in the SSW. This

lithosphere ends near the trench. Slightly slower velocities at a horizontal distance of

300 km are visible between 50 and 120 km depth. This is part of the low velocity anomaly

that separates the Hellenic slab from the Epirus fragment that is visible further to the

NNE between 350 and 450 km distance. The Hellenic slab as imaged previous tomographic

studies at greater depths is not visibly connected to the Ionian surface plate in this section.

Cross section 4.7C shows a more pronounced separation between the Ionian lithosphere

and the Epirus fragment above 130 km depth. The thick Ionian lithosphere is not contin-

uous with the Hellenic slab at deeper levels. The NNE end of the Ionian lithosphere dips

are in agreement with the Sachpazi et al. (2016) results.

Cross section 4.7D shows a continuous Hellenic slab. The horizontal cross sections show

that subduction presently occurs between Messenia and western Crete.

Figure 4.7E is a cross section along the Hellenic trench. In the NW, it shows continen-

tal lithosphere (0-200 km distance) adjacent to the Epirus fragment (200-400 km) in the

depth range 0-130 km. The NW edge of the Epirus fragments coincides with the Scutari-

Pec fault zone in the overriding plate. The low-velocity region between the KTF (400 km)

and the continuous part of the Hellenic slab (beyond 600 km) indicates that the Epirus

fragment is a separate feature.
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Figure 4.7: Vertical cross sections along the present-day rollback direction of the trench (Sections A-
D), and in a direction that is approximately parallel to the Western Hellenic Subduction Zone (Sections
E-F). The map panel shows where the cross sections are taken, and red and white circles on the cross
section lines indicate 250 km intervals. On cross sections (A-F), red inverted triangles are used to indicate
surface locations of the KTF and the Gulf of Corinth. Letters on top of the vertical cross sections refer
to the labels of intersecting profiles. White open circles represent M>4 events, taken from the ISC, that
have hypocenter errors (both vertical and horizontal) ≤10 km. Hypocenters within a swath of 50 km
are projected onto the profiles. Red and black dashed lines show the crustal thickness variations from
CRUST1.0 (Laske et al., 2013) and (Karabulut et al., 2019) respectively. Please refer to Figure 4.A.3 for
the same cross sections with an unsaturated color scale.

The separation between the Epirus fragment and the Hellenic slab is even more pro-

nounced in cross section 4.6F. It is not entirely clear whether the fast velocity anomalies

merge below 150 km depth.
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4.4 Connection between structure and kinematics

4.4.1 Seismicity in the slab

Focal mechanism solutions for earthquakes within the Hellenic slab (Figure 4.8) show

down-dip extension (Taymaz et al., 1990; Benetatos et al., 2004; Shaw and Jackson, 2010).

It is reasonable to assume that the extension results from slab pull that is supported by

the surface lithosphere (e.g., Isacks and Molnar, 1971). The hypocenter and focal mech-

anism of the Mw 6.4 Leonidio earthquake (ISC Event #13328769) were constrained by

Zahradnik et al. (2008) and Kiratzi and Benetatos (2008). Sachpazi et al. (2016) report a

hypocentral depth of 70 km, which agrees with the pP-P travel time differences in Figure

4.8. The earthquake is located within the high-velocity region and it occurred ∼ 30 km

below slab-top (Figure 4.5B and Figure 4.7D-F; The event is marked with “L”), which

indicates a clear intraslab origin. One of the nodal planes in the vertically projected focal

sphere (Figure 4.7D) is parallel to the slab dip, which corresponds to the NW dipping

nodal plane in lower hemisphere projection. The strike of this nodal plane is also in agree-

ment with the trend of intraslab seismicity (open circles, and in Halpaap et al. (2018)),

and that of other focal mechanisms. Moreover, a NW-dipping fault plane corresponds

with a slip vector with an azimuth that is approximately parallel to the direction of rel-

ative motion between Africa (Nubia) and Eurasia (Zahradnik et al., 2008). We therefore

suspect that the NW-dipping plane represents the fault plane. Our interpretation agrees

with that of Sachpazi et al. (2016), which they interpret as an intraslab fault as part of

fragmentation of the Hellenic slab.

The hypocenter (depth = 70±10 km) and focal mechanism of the 2008/06/18 Mw 5.0

Argos earthquake (ISC Event #11377877) were constrained by Mediterranean-Regional

Moment-Tensors (Pondrelli et al., 2011) and “Thales Was Right” network (Sachpazi et al.,

2016), and discussed by Durand et al. (2014) and Sachpazi et al. (2016). In our struc-

tural interpretation, the event is located within the slab (Figure 4.5B and Figure 4.7D-F;

The event is marked with “A”), but it appears in the shallower part of the slab. The

focal mechanism solution of the Argos earthquake reflects a predominantly reverse mech-

anism with a minor strike-slip component. One of the nodal planes (corresponding to

NW-dipping nodal plane in lower hemisphere projection) lines up with the trend of local

seismicity, similar to the Leonidio event. For both the Argos and Leonidio earthquakes,

Sachpazi et al. (2016) select the NW dipping nodal planes as the intraslab fault and inter-

pret it as a left-lateral transpressive event as part of fragmentation of the Hellenic slab.

Their interpretation is based on imaging using receiver functions. Considering the high
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data quality and good station distribution of Sachpazi et al. (2016), the Aegean Moho and

the slab Moho are well-resolved. Crustal thicknesses obtained for Peloponnesus therein

are consistent with previous RF study of Sodoudi et al. (2006). Furthermore, similar RF

patterns show up also in western Anatolia (e.g., Karabulut et al., 2019). The resolution of

our tomographic model is not enough to confidently image slab fragmentation because po-

tential fault offsets are close to the resolution limit. However, we can tentatively identify

trends in the intraplate seismicity, together will waveform-modelled focal mechanisms in

Figure 4.7E, which support Sachpazi et al.’s (2016)’s interpretation of slab fragmentation.
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ISC Event #13378954 corresponding to the 2008/06/30 Mw 4.6 Epirus 2 earthquake

(Pondrelli et al., 2011) occurred below the Epirus region. Our plot of pP-P differential

times versus epicentral distance (Figure 4.8) suggests a hypocentral depth of 60 km. This

means that the event was located 20 km below the Moho of the overriding plate, along

the edge between the Epirus fragment in the north, and the low-velocity anomaly in the

south (Figures 4.5A-B, 7B). We suspect that the horizontal nodal plane represents the

fault plane. The reason is that the vertical nodal plane aligns roughly with the seismic

velocity contrast which probably also represents a strength contrast. This we consider

an unlikely candidate fault plane because it is difficult to accumulate shear stresses when

one block alongside a fault is weak. Our interpretation implies that this event represents

westward thrusting over the Epirus fragment of the crust of the overriding plate.

ISC Event #7201105 corresponding to the 2003/12/07 Mw 4.5 Epirus 1 earthquake (Pon-

drelli et al., 2007) occurred below the Epirus region. Our plot of pP-P differential times

versus epicentral distance (Figure 4.8) suggests a hypocentral depth of 60 km. This means

that the event was located well within the Epirus fragment. It corresponds to horizontal

NE-SW oriented horizontal tension, or vertical compression. These principal stress di-

rections diverge strongly from orientations for other events in the region. This suggests

that the Epirus fragment experiences little slab pull, possibly indicating that it is not

connected to the deeper Hellenic slab.

The June 11 1999 Mw 5.2 strike-slip earthquake occurred offshore northwestern Pelopon-

nesus (ISC Event #1665492, denoted by Katakolon in Figure 4.8 and with letter “K”

on the tomographic sections). pP-P travel time differences indicate a depth of ∼50 km

(Figure 4.8). The event is therefore located in the topmost part of the underthrust Ionian

lithosphere (Figures 4.5A, 4.7C). For intraplate events, the majority of the deformation

is accommodated by strike-slip earthquakes. If we interpret the NE-striking nodal plane

as the fault plane, the mechanism indicates left-lateral shear. This interpretation is in

agreement with the mechanisms of Leonidio and Argos events, both of which exhibit

sinistral slip but with a larger oblique component. Furthermore, the NE-striking nodal

plane is in agreement with dominant NE-SW trending intraplate events for the western

Peloponnesus (Figure 4.5; relocated seismicity from Halpaap et al. (2018)). Therefore,

the fault plane responsible for the Katakolon earthquake should be one of the intraslab

faults (F2 of Sachpazi et al. (2016)) as part of fragmentation of the Hellenic slab.
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4.4.2 Seismicity along the Kefalonia Transform Fault

The KTF is commonly interpreted as bounding two segments of the Hellenic belt in

the overriding plate. However, the vast majority of the strike-slip seismic activity along

the KTF (Baker et al., 1997) corresponds to dextral slip between the Ionian lithosphere

and the forearc (Kassaras et al., 2016). To the NW of the KTF, the Ionian lithosphere

subducts at a substantially slower rate than the Ionian lithosphere in the SW. This inter-

pretation agrees with an active STEP (Govers and Wortel, 2005). Near the active STEP

(to the SW of the KTF) the Hellenic side would be expected to sink vertically, but the

absence of vertical tearing events likely is a consequence of the predominance of rollback

of the Hellenic slab. Based on the seismicity, it is uncertain whether the tear in the slab

also has an expression in the overriding lithosphere. The accretionary wedge and foreland

are clearly offset, but particularly the land ward continuation of the STEP fault into the

overriding plate is debated. We will return to this topic in our discussion of the geological

evolution of the overriding plate.

4.4.3 Plate boundary seismicity

Thrust faulting earthquakes occur on the subduction interface to the south and west of

the Peloponnesus (Hirn et al., 1996; Clément et al., 2000) with slip vectors that are par-

allel to the relative motion direction (Figure 4.5; Shaw and Jackson, 2010). Here, the

imaged top of the slab correlates with the Wadati-Benioff zone (Figure 4.6D; Hatzfeld

and Martin, 1992; Papazachos et al., 2000). Beneath the Ionian Islands the thrust fault-

ing earthquakes strike oblique to the plate boundary, in a N–S direction, and their slip

vectors are almost perpendicular to that of GNSS velocities (Shaw and Jackson, 2010).

The October 5 2010 Mw 4.7 earthquake in the Ionian basin, SW of Zakynthos island (ISC

Event #7415293) occurred at ∼45 km depth according to pP-P travel time differences

in Figure 4.8. With reference to the tomographic profiles, this event is located along

the interface between the Hellenic slab and the overriding plate (Figure 4.7C, denoted

by letter “I”). A swarm of seismicity delineates the plate interface, which indicates that

the NE-dipping nodal plane represents the fault plane (Figure 4.9). Nevertheless, this

event differs from nearby interface event because of its larger depth. Hirn et al. (1996)

suggested that the shallow dipping interface between the Ionian lithosphere and the over-

riding plate beneath the Ionian Islands is at 13 km depth. Other interface events marked

in Figure 4.9 corroborate Hirn et al.’s (1996) conclusion. However, according to Shaw
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and Jackson (2010), the depth of interface earthquakes can vary in a large-range, be-

tween 15 and 45 km. Therefore, we interpret this event as an interface earthquake, and it

accommodates the convergence between the Ionian lithosphere and the overriding Aegean.

4.4.4 Active deformation of the overriding plate

In this section we review recent deformation (that is, on a time scale of a few million

years) of the overriding plate with special emphasis on how differential motion between

the Epirus fragment and the Hellenic slab might be accommodated in the overriding plate.

In a classical and mature STEP fault system, this would involve strike-slip faulting, so

we will pay special attention to transcurrent fault motions.

Figure 4.10A shows crustal seismicity and surface projections of fault planes overlying

geographic regions and national boundaries of Balkan countries, modified from SHARE

project (Giardini et al., 2014; Basili et al., 2013, Figure 4.10A). Although earthquake

mislocations and distributed deformation prevents an ideal match, overall there is good

correlation between faults and the seismicity. Seismic moment rate increases significantly
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from the NW to the SE. Figure 4.10B shows active seismogenic faults (with their geo-

graphic names) overlying a large-scale zonation into compressional, strike-slip and exten-

sional deformation. This zonation is based on focal mechanism solutions, on the analysis

of seismicity patterns, and on the classification of mapped active faults (Basili et al.,

2013). Below, we discuss these tectonic zones.

We start with the southern Dinarides for context directly beyond the domain that we

focus on with our tomographic model. GNSS observations (Figure 4.3) show moderate

shortening (10-20 nano-strain per year) in the Dinarides (Metois et al., 2015). This is

likely caused by the ∼2-4 mm/yr northeastward motion of Adria and Apulia micro-plates

relative to the Eurasian plate (D’ Agostino et al., 2008; Nocquet, 2012). Focal mechanisms

of crustal events show significant components of strike-slip (Kiratzi and Dimakis, 2013).

Closer to the Adriatic Sea, focal mechanisms document distributed thrusting within the
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overriding plate (Baker et al., 1997; Pondrelli et al., 2006, 2011) with azimuths of re-

verse slip vectors that are consistent with GNSS-derived velocity directions (D’ Agostino

et al., 2008). The convergence is accommodated mainly by frontal low-angle thrusts and

shortening in the external Dinarides (Korbar, 2009; Biermanns et al., 2019). Seismicity

is correlated with surface faulting for the region close to the Adriatic (Figure 4.10A).

Our tomographic results (Figure 4.5) show that there is no slab in the uppermost mantle

below the southern Dinarides, suggesting that underthrusting has been limited and that

Apulia-Dinarides convergence was accommodated mostly by shortening in the External

Dinarides.

Figure 4.10B shows that active tectonics substantially change near the Scutari-Pec line at

the transition from Dinarides to Albanides. Volumetric strain rates from GNSS velocities

indicate that the region represents the boundary between compressional (N) to tensile

deformation (S), and that it involves moderate clockwise vertical-axis rotation rates, and

moderate bulk shear strain rates (Perouse et al., 2012; Metois et al., 2015). The absence

of active faults and seismicity along the boundary indicates that the transition is gradual.

The deeper structure (Figure 4.5) does not show lateral changes near Scutari-Pec.

Further to the SSW, neo-tectonic activity in the forearc is clustered along mapped thrust

faults in Albania (Figure 4.10A). Here, NE-SW directed compression in the external Al-

banides and Epirus caused the Mw 6.9 1979 Montenegro earthquake. Further away from

the plate contact, crustal earthquakes in the internal part of the Albanides show E-W

extension (Jouanne et al., 2012, Figure 4.10B). A significant horizontal dilatation rate is

inferred for the eastern Albanides from GNSS data (Metois et al., 2015). The Albanides

separate the region of NE-ward GNSS convergent motions in the W from the region in

the E with S- to SW-ward motions of the overriding plate. GNSS velocities increase in

magnitude towards E and S, but the overall motion is compatible with a clockwise rota-

tion pattern (Figure 4.3). The sub-lithospheric Epirus fragment (Figure 4.5) correlates

spatially with the southern Albanides in the overriding plate. Relative to the northern

Albanides, thrust activity may be more concentrated closer to the trench, signifying the

SE ward transition from head-on collision to underthrusting.

The southern Balkan crust moves southward toward the Hellenic subduction zone in a

Eurasian reference frame (McClusky et al., 2000) at a slow rate of 3 mm/yr (Burchfiel

et al., 2006; Kotzev et al., 2006) (Figure 4.3). GNNS-derived horizontal dilatation rates

(Metois et al., 2015) and neo-tectonic fault activity indicate transtension. The GNSS

velocity field within the Southern Balkan zone does not vary much resulting in slow ac-
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cumulation of slip deficit on regional faults. Earthquakes occur infrequently, like the Mw

6.1 1963 Skopje earthquake and the M 6.9 1904 Kresna earthquake (Dumurdzanov et al.,

2005). The zonation of active faults (Giardini et al., 2014, Figure 4.10) corroborates the

GNSS-derived deformation pattern; there is an abundance of normal faults which strike

ENE to ESE, and way fewer transtensional faults with NW-SE strikes.

The Aegean upper-plate extension zone is confined to the area south of the NAF Zone

and covers the majority of southern Peloponnesus. GNSS velocity gradients are rather

low (Figure 4.3), so as the resultant dilatation and shear strain rates (Chousianitis et al.,

2015). Principal extension axis changes within short distance, from E-W extension in the

center and south, to NE-SW in the west (Chousianitis et al., 2015). NNW-striking nor-

mal faults were mapped in the field (e.g., Papanikolaou and Royden, 2007; Papanikolaou

et al., 2007), which agree with the seismic zone delineated in Figure 4.10. The tomo-

graphic images show that from Messenia to western Crete, the Hellenic slab is connected

to the surface lithosphere, i.e., normal subduction takes place here. But to the west, the

Hellenic slab is not connected to the lithosphere in the Ionian basin between the KTF

and Messenia.

The near-trench forearc is characterized by shortening all along the Hellenic forearc zone.

Velocities reach up to ∼40 mm/yr here (Hollenstein et al., 2008), although the gradient

is low. The correlation of the western end of the Hellenic slab with the boundary of the

extending domain in the overriding plate supports the commonly held notion (Reilinger

et al., 2006) that slab roll-back is an important driver of overriding plate deformation.

Well-defined compressional tectonic structures (Brooks and Ferentinos, 1984) constitute

the boundary of the seismic zone to the north, between the Ionian islands and the Gulf

of Patras. Compressional interface earthquakes with P-axis perpendicular to the forearc

define the region as a zone of thrusting.

The transpressive KTF zone (Figure 4.10B) is seismically very active. The KTF and the

Lefkada fault accommodate dextral slip (Baker et al., 1997; Louvari et al., 1999) along the

northwest boundary of the KTF zone. The Achaia fault bounding the southwest of the

KTF zone also accommodates dextral slip (Ganas and Parsons, 2009; Vassilakis et al.,

2011; Kassaras et al., 2016). The KTF zone between these bounding faults is seismi-

cally much less active. Shallow seismicity (<30 km depth; Kassaras et al., 2016) along

the KTF shows differential motion between the crust of the Ionian basin and the crust

of the Hellenic forearc. Importantly, transpressional activity terminates abruptly to the

northeast, where the Lefkada fault comes onland. This means that there is no localized,
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seismically active shear zone within the overriding plate beyond the KTF. Seismicity along

the Achaia fault shows an opposite behavior; the seismically active fault is restricted to

the overriding plate, and does not continue into the forearc (Ganas and Parsons, 2009;

Kassaras et al., 2016). The northern end of the Achaia fault terminates near the GoC.

Below, we discuss the downward continuity of the Achaia fault into the Hellenic slab. So,

the KTF zone accommodates distributed dextral transpression between the Ionian basin

and the overriding plate. Our tomographic results show that the KTF zone is located

above the gap between the Epirus fragment and the Hellenic slab. Our interpretation

therefore is that tearing and rollback of the Hellenic slab results in a distributed shear

zone in the overriding plate, i.e., we interpret the KTF zone as a >100 km wide STEP

fault.

Durand et al. (2014) investigated the sequence of earthquakes, beginning with the in-

traslab Leonidio event (6 January 2018) followed by the Methoni megathrust event (14

February 2018), and finally the Mw 6.4 Movri (8 June 2008) dextral strike-slip earth-

quake along the Achaia-Elia faults in the upper plate. The distribution of aftershocks of

the Methoni earthquake clearly outlines the fault plane of the Movri earthquake. Hence

Durand et al. (2014) suggested there is a link between the slab fragmentation event and

overriding plate deformation. Sachpazi et al. (2016) extend the mechanical coupling ar-

gument of Durand et al. (2014) with the slab fragmentation pattern, in which coupling

between the adjacent slab panels transmit stresses to the overriding plate. The Movri

event coincides with the surface extension of their F2-fault. Slab fragmentation may thus

be coupled to strike-slip faulting in the KTF STEP fault zone of the overriding plate

(Achaia fault).

Very large strain rates (>40 nano-strain/yr) in the northern half of Peloponnesus, the

Gulf of Corinth, Patras and Evvia (Chousianitis et al., 2015) define the Gulf of Corinth

zone (Figure 4.10A). The whole region is extending (Chousianitis et al., 2015; Metois

et al., 2015). Focal mechanism solutions clearly show that normal faulting dominates

within mainland Greece (Kiratzi and Louvari, 2003) and the trend of the T-axes is consis-

tently N-S in central Greece (Baker et al., 1997; Kiratzi and Louvari, 2003). The region

is characterized by multitude of WNW to E-W striking normal faults (Figure 4.10; see

Goldsworthy et al. (2002) for detailed field evidence for normal faulting). The GNSS

velocity field is highly variable, resulting in a complex strain-rate field. The location of

the Gulf of Corinth zone correlates in the west with the gap between the Hellenic slab

and the Epirus fragment (Figure 4.5).
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The North Anatolian Fault (NAF) continues in the north Aegean as the distributed dex-

tral shear zone of the North Aegean Trough (NAT) and the Sporades (Dewey and Şengor,

1979; Lyberis, 1984; Taymaz et al., 1991). The NAT separates the southern Balkan ex-

tensional zone from the Aegean upper plate extension domain. Chousianitis et al. (2015)

report no geodetic evidence for the NAF Zone entering mainland Greece. Furthermore,

the focal mechanism solutions in mainland Greece exclusively show normal faulting (Ki-

ratzi and Louvari, 2003), no strike-slip. This is also demonstrated in the seismic zone

boundaries of Figure 4.10B, where the zonation shows that the shear deformation zone

does not reach the mainland.

Papanikolaou and Royden (2007) suggest that the dextral motion of the North Anato-

lian Fault/North Aegean Trough continues to central Greece through the transtensional

“Central Hellenic Shear Zone” (CHSZ), which includes the Gulf of Corinth and ultimately

joins with the Hellenic trench via the KTF. Royden and Papanikolaou (2011) proposed

that this pull-apart developed following tearing of the western Hellenic slab after 4 Ma.

The seismic moment release, geodetic strain rates, and faulting indeed clusters in their

CHSZ. Given that there indeed is evidence for dextral slip within the overriding plate in

the KTF zone, we therefore think that the CHSZ may actually form the connection to

the North Aegean Trough at present.

Our review of the active horizontal deformation of the overriding plate suggests that the

best candidates for accommodating the differential motion between the Epirus fragment

and the Hellenic slab are the 100 km wide KTF zone (Figure 4.10B) continuing into the

CHSZ in the overriding plate. The KTF STEP fault zones shares some similarities with

other STEP faults worldwide; the long-lived STEP fault that constitutes the eastern plate

boundary between the South America and Caribbean plates (Van Benthem et al., 2013)

also has major pull-apart basins in the Gulf of Paria and the Gulf of Cariaco. The STEP

fault of the Pliny-Strabo trenches also is very wide. However, because particularly the

KTF zone is rather wide, and slab fragmentation appears to migrate to the SE, we con-

sider it to be a proto STEP fault (or STEP fault in the making).

4.4.5 Recent vertical motions of the overriding plate

In this section we review Quaternary observations of uplift and subsidence. Vertical mo-

tions may result from frictional coupling along a subduction interface (earthquake cycle

effects as measured by kinematic geodesy), crustal thinning or thickening, and imprints
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of changes in the subducted slab like fragmentation. In our context of connecting the

imaged slab structure to overriding plate deformation, we are primarily interested in sub-

lithospheric contributions related to fragmentation of the Hellenic slab. One mechanism is

suggested by Le Pichon and Angelier (1981), which suggests underplating of the subducted

sediments below the overriding plate as a mechanism of uplift restricted to the Hellenic

forearc. So, it is noteworthy to document uplifted regions in the subsiding upper-plate

extensional domain. The other mechanism involves areas of active slab tearing, where the

joint effect of viscous stresses and buoyancy variations due to asthenospheric return flow

produce vertical motions on the surface. This is especially pronounced next to the STEP

faults, which can build kilometer-scale topography. We therefore opt to document vertical

motions close to the imaged slab gap. However, as we will see below, well-documented

evidence for vertical motions due to sub-lithospheric sources is scarce.

Studies of vertical deformation of the forearc region may yield opposite results depend-

ing on the time scale; short-term GNSS-velocities show subsidence of the Ionian islands

(Hollenstein et al., 2008), whereas paleo-bathymetry studies show uplift in Kefalonia, Za-

kynthos and Corfu (Van Hinsbergen et al., 2006). The difference reflects the superposition

of relatively fast vertical velocities during the seismic cycle (here; inter-seismic subsidence)

and slower vertical velocities on the long term. Our interest here is on the long-term ve-

locities (few Myr, Plio-Pleistocene and Holocene). These probably reflect compressional

tectonics, evidenced also from reverse focal mechanisms and compressive structures both

onshore and offshore (Monopolis and Bruneton, 1982; Brooks and Ferentinos, 1984) which

were primarily influenced by the plate contact.

One location where the plate boundary is far and the location of the slab gap is relevant

is the Gulf of Corinth. There have been many studies on vertical motions from hori-

zontal extension in the Gulf of Corinth domain. Its southern coastal region experiences

Pleistocene-Holocene rift flank uplift at rates between 0,7-1,3 mm/yr (Armijo et al., 1996;

Houghton et al., 2003; McNeill and Collier, 2004). Considering that the majority of Qua-

ternary marine terraces occupy foot-wall position today, it would be logical to assume

that the uplift regime is fault controlled here. Armijo et al. (1996) showed that, after ac-

counting for the uplift from extension, there remains a regional uplift rate of >0.2 mm/yr,

which they attributed as part of the uplifting Peloponnese hinterland. We think that the

required regional contribution and the location of vertical motions in the upper plate is

well-correlated with the imaged slab gap and originates from the mantle structure.

According to Papanikolaou and Royden (2007), Gulf of Evia is part of the Central Hellenic
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Figure 4.11: Vertical motions during A. the Pliocene; B. the Pleistocene. Panel C. shows the spatial
relation of the recent uplift, the slab gap, and the location of high-K volcanic rocks.

Shear Zone, whose activity also encompasses the GoC. Uplifted Holocene shoreline within

∼ 40 km of the normal fault bounded region (measured from Fig 3. of Goldsworthy et al.

(2002)) can be associated with rift flank uplift (Stiros et al., 1992). Although the distance

between faults suggests a short wave-length uplift, that is comparable with the effects

of elastic dislocation similar to the Xylokastro fault, the position of the uplifted region

over the upperplate extensional domain may indicate a sub-lithospheric regional uplift

component. Tomographic images indicate that the region is underlain by the slab gap

between the Epirus fragment and the Hellenic slab (Figure 4.11C). Furthermore, high-K

magmatism developed in this region during the Pleistocene provides an independent evi-

dence for the mantle origin of the uplift Pe-Piper and Piper (2007).

Dumurdzanov et al. (2005) correlated basin formation with late Pleistocene faulting in

North Macedonia, i.e., above the NE edge of the Epirus fragment (Figure 4.11). They

document that both the Pliocene and Pleistocene strata have been deeply incised and

preserved as terraces in the basins. This suggests that vertical uplift occurred in North

Macedonia during the Quaternary. So these vertical motions are recent, they occurred

on a broader geographical region to the north an northeast of the slab fragment. The

authors do not identify a possible cause of the uplift, but we suspect that it is related to

the break-off of the Epirus fragment from the Hellenic slab. High-K magmatism in the

uplifting region may support this conjecture (Figure 4.11; Boev and Yanev, 2001).
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The southern Balkans and Greece experienced uplift since the Pliocene. Vertical mo-

tions are controlled mainly by footwall uplift on steep normal faults, but regional uplift

component is prominent in the internal Hellenides, especially in North Macedonia, Mt.

Olympus and Evvia. This accelerated uplift away from the plate boundary zone lends

support to the mantle buoyancy origin for the vertical motions (Figure 4.11). The vertical

motions show an overall uplift for the entire Peloponnesus and Albania since the Pliocene

times, while the Aegean Sea experienced subsidence for a much longer period (Figure

4.11) (Le Pichon and Angelier, 1981; Aliaj et al., 2001).

4.4.6 Synthesis

The current kinematics of the overriding plate, deformation within the slab, and along

the plate interface, offer a qualitative understanding of the coupling between the Hellenic

slab and the upper plate. The KTF zone is a proto-STEP fault that is situated due east

of the gap between the Hellenic slab and the Epirus fragment. The KTF zone likely is

part of a large pull-apart system with the CHSZ and the North Aegean Trough. The

Hellenic slab may currently be in the process of fragmenting along NE-SW faults beneath

the Peloponnesus (Sachpazi et al., 2016). The overriding plate also deforms in response

to the fragmenting slab here.

Figure 4.12 shows a synoptic view of the imaged structure. The Epirus fragment is sepa-

rate from the Hellenic slab; the vertical separation is shown by our tomographic results,

and the downdip end of the Epirus fragment is also not connected to the deeper Hellenic

slab because it shows downdip compression, which contrasts with downdip extension due

to slab pull in the continuous Hellenic slab. The NW extent of the deeper (>300 km)

Hellenic slab to the northwest is limited to the Albanides (Van der Meer et al., 2018). We

estimate that the downward gap below the Epirus fragment is 30-60 km (Figure 4.7E).

The Epirus fragment is a roughly vertical feature below the southern Albanides. Its west-

ern edge correlates with the subducted contrast within the lithospheric mantle of the

Ionian Ocean basin, and its southern edge with the subducted projection of the Apulia

Escarpment. Subduction of these lithospheric contrasts may thus have contributed to

the separation of the Epirus fragment from the Hellenic slab. The Hellenic slab becomes

narrower with depth, and the gap with the Epirus fragment wider; the resulting change

in slab pull direction may contribute to rotated slip directions of interface earthquakes to

the south of KTF zone.
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Figure 4.12: Summary block diagram of our interpretation of the structure of the west Hellenic sub-
duction zone and the Epirus fragment (the eastern part is cut off here, and does not correctly display the
actual structure)

The vertical size of the gap between the down dip end of the Epirus fragment and the

deeper Hellenic slab can be estimated from Figure 4.7E and is 45±15 km. To estimate

the time that was needed to develop this gap we assume that the Epirus fragment was

connected to the deeper Hellenic slab prior to slab detachment, and that the shallow-

dipping Hellenic slab subsequently rolled back to its present location. We assume also

that the Epirus fragment stalled so that the slab gap was entirely caused by the roll-

back of the Hellenic slab (Figure 4.12). The average trench migration rate was mm/yr

during the Pliocene (taken from Royden and Papanikolaou (2011)). The average dip of

the Hellenic slab dip was ∼30◦ - 17◦ in the depth range 20-100 km (Pearce et al., 2012)

and 45◦ between 100 and 180 km (Papazachos et al., 2000). The time required for the

development of the observed slab gap would be 45±15
tan 30×20±3 = 3.9 ± 1.3 Myr.
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4.5 Evolution of the Western Hellenic Subduction

Zone

4.5.1 Geological evolution of the main tectonic elements in the

overriding plate

The arcuate subduction boundary of the Hellenic subduction zone evolved from an initially

straight geometry around ∼35 Ma (Barrier et al., 2008; Royden and Papanikolaou, 2011;

Van Hinsbergen and Schmid, 2012; Jolivet et al., 2013). The trench curvature increased

progressively as lateral variations in slab rollback became more important (Le Pichon

and Angelier, 1979; Royden, 1993). The associated backarc extension of the Aegean Sea

commenced in the Oligocene, as evidenced from the core-complexes (e.g., Gautier et al.,

1999), ocean-ward migration of the volcanic arc (Fytikas et al., 1984), the chronology

of high pressure rocks (Jolivet et al., 2003), magmatic activity and chronology of the

granitoids (Jolivet and Faccenna, 2000). Continued convergence and accretion led to the

foreland-propagating nappes in the Hellenides (Underhill, 1989). Oligocene to Miocene

development of a gap in the Hellenic slab below the northern and central Dinarides is

commonly argued based on the absence of fast seismic velocity anomalies (Wortel and

Spakman, 2000; Faccenna et al., 2014; Handy et al., 2015; Le Breton et al., 2017). Con-

sequently, there would have been some sort of lateral edge along the Hellenic slab to the

north of Epirus during the period prior to the fragmentation of Epirus. Importantly, there

is no evidence of STEP fault activity in the overriding plate during this period. As we

will discuss in section 4.7, the absence of STEP faulting during the Late Miocene may be

related to the predominantly dextral relative motion of Adria and Moesia.

In the northern Hellenides, tightening of the orogen continued as the Apulia continental

margin collided with the European margin in the northern Hellenides, whereas in south the

subduction beneath the Ionian zone continued (Royden and Papanikolaou, 2011). Paleo-

magnetic studies document ∼50◦ of clockwise rotation of the larger region from Albanides

and Hellenides with respect to the Dinarides (Kissel et al., 1995), of which 40◦ occurred

between the middle to late Miocene and the remaining 10◦ occurred after 4 Ma (Van Hins-

bergen et al., 2005; Van Hinsbergen and Schmid, 2012)(Figure 4.11). Furthermore, the

sense of shear and orientation of active faults in the Hellenides dramatically changed since

the Miocene. In the internal part of the Hellenides of mainland Greece, NW-SE striking

low-angle normal faults developed between the late Miocene, early Pliocene times, paral-

lel to and possibly using the inherited weakness zones of the earlier nappe emplacement
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(Papanikolaou and Royden, 2007). Since early Pliocene times, E-W striking high angle

normal faults obliquely cut earlier nappes and low-angle normal faults (Papanikolaou and

Royden, 2007). This sequence of events demonstrates that the regional stress field has

rotated from dominantly NE-SW extension to N-S extension during the Plio-Pleistocene

epoch (Meijer and Wortel, 1996, 1997). In the following subsections we discuss the timing

of activity of major tectonic elements of the overriding plate in order to constrain the

sequence of events.

Kefalonia Transform Fault

The age of KTF has been argued primarily on the basis of geological and paleomagnetic

data. One primary age constraint is that the fault post-dates the latest stage of nappe-

emplacement in western Greece. Thrust faults of Messinian age (∼5-7 Ma) are contin-

uous in mainland Western Greece (Royden and Papanikolaou, 2011). However, west of

the Ionian Thrust in Zakynthos, compressional deformation affected Messinian evapor-

ites, which are unconformably overlain by Pliocene sediments (Underhill, 1989). Early

Pliocene shortening near Lefkas, Kefalonia and Zakynthos likely reflect overthrusting of

Ionian units on the Pre-Apulian zone (Clews, 1989). Underhill (1989) restored structural

cross-sections in the island of Kefalonia and tentatively demonstrated that westward ad-

vancing thin-skinned tectonics continued well through the Pliocene and Pleistocene. All

these evidences lend support to the early Pliocene final emplacement of the Ionian unit.

Van Hinsbergen et al. (2006) reported a renewed uplift of at least several hundreds of

meters in the Pleistocene from paleobathymetry data and propose that the deformation

along the KTF is responsible for this second phase of uplift (Figure 4.11). Furthermore,

they relate ∼20◦ late-Pleistocene clockwise rotation (Duermeijer et al., 1999), to drag-

ging along the KTF (Van Hinsbergen and Schmid, 2012). In Zakynthos particularly no

significant rotation were recorded between 8.11 and 0.77 Ma, then the island underwent

a 21.6◦± 7.4◦ clockwise rotation between 0.77 Ma and Recent (Duermeijer et al., 1999).

No significant paleomagnetic rotation seems to have occurred since ∼1.9 Ma along the

SW coast of Kefalonia (Duermeijer et al., 2000). Onshore of Zakynthos in the NW edge

of the Peloponnesus, very large rotations similar in magnitude to that of Zakynthos were

demonstrated (Duermeijer et al., 2000).

This intensification of deformation may indicate that the localized fault should have

emerged in the Pleistocene. Consistent with this interpretation, Reilinger et al. (2010)
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suggest that ∼60 km offset on the KTF would put its age at 2 Ma, assuming present-day

geodetic rates. Royden and Papanikolaou (2011), suggest a post-Messinian or early-

Pliocene age for the inception of the KTF. Their geodynamic modeling results suggest

an age of 4 Ma. After this, the thrust front migrated to its present location between the

oceanic Ionian basin and the pre-Apulian continental shelf, thereby facilitating the latest

oceanic subduction phase.

Van Hinsbergen et al. (2006) and Van Hinsbergen and Schmid (2012) emphasized the role

of the dextral Thesprotiko fault zone, which has been considered now inactive on-land

continuation of the KTF. They suggest that the Thesprotiko fault zone accommodated

the deformation in western Greece relative to the stable northern parts, between 7 Ma

and pre-rifting in the Gulf of Corinth. Based on DEM analysis of Jordan et al. (2005) and

∼20 km dextral offset of lower Miocene sediments in the Botsara syncline, Van Hinsber-

gen et al. (2006) suggested Thesprotico Fault Zone in western Greece, to be linking the

strike-slip deformation of the KTF to the North Anatolian Fault via the transtensional

Aliakmon fault. The strike of Thesprotico Fault Zone seems compatible with the KTF,

but its continuation to Aliakmon fault places this tectonic boundary too much north of

the NAF and KTF.

The Gulf of Corinth and the North Aegean Trough

Distributed syn-rift sedimentation in the Gulf of Corinth began around ∼4 Ma, although

the localized deformation started after 0,6 Ma (Armijo et al., 1996; Nixon et al., 2016;

Gawthorpe et al., 2018). There is an asymmetry between the southeastern and southwest-

ern Gulf in terms of sedimentary facies, thickness, and the position of erosional surfaces

(terraces) (Papanikolaou and Royden, 2007). Moretti et al. (2003) concluded that the

current pattern of extension began later in the west than the east. Assuming the present-

day GNSS-derived slip rates as a proxy to the geological slip-rates, Reilinger et al. (2010)

estimate the inception of the activity in the Gulf of Evia to 3±1 Ma, the eastern Gulf

of Corinth to 2 Ma and the western gulf to 1 Ma. The Gulf of Corinth thus opened

simultaneous with, or shortly after the Epirus slab disconnected from the deeper Hellenic

slab.

Moving eastward, Armijo et al. (1999) suggest that the age of westward propagation of

the North Anatolian Fault into the Aegean domain is early Pliocene on the basis of an

offset anticline in the Dardanelles. Yaltırak et al. (2000) and Şengör et al. (2005) dismiss
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this early age due to lack of field evidence for the offset marker. Instead, Yaltırak (2002)

suggest that the dextral motion of the North Anatolian Fault transferred into the Aegean

domain since 4 Ma, using marine reflection studies and detailed geological mapping. This

synchronicity lends support to the interpretation that there is common cause for the for-

mation of the CHSZ-KTF proto-STEP fault system.

4.5.2 Our scenario for the recent evolution of the western Hel-

lenic slab

In section 4.2 we reviewed published structural models (Figure 4.4). The seismological

constraints which form the basis of these models may have been incomplete, but they have

been repeatedly used to verify subsequent evolutionary scenarios. Wortel and Spakman

(1992) proposed lateral migration of slab detachment from the Dinarides to Peloponnesus

(Figure 4.4A). A recent regional tomographic study based on P-wave delay times (Hansen

et al., 2019) confirms the existence of a horizontal gap/tear in the slab in the northern

Hellenic subduction zone. The scenario agrees with high/ultra-K Pleistocene magma-

tism beneath the Dinarides, North Macedonia, Voras mountains and Evia (Figure 4.11)

(Fytikas et al., 1984; Boev and Yanev, 2001; Pe-Piper and Piper, 2007; Handy et al.,

2015). Van Unen et al. (2019) attribute widespread extension to slab detachment at

∼30 Ma. Schefer et al. (2011) constrain the timing of the Dinarides detachment to 37-22

Ma. Given that our model also shows a vertical separation between the Epirus segment

and the Hellenic slab, our model is consistent with the inferences from these other studies.

Our evolutionary scenario therefore also involves lateral propagation of a horizontal slab

tear.

The STEP fault model for the KTF (Figure 4.4B; Govers and Wortel, 2005) involved a

free slab edge to the Hellenic slab. Royden and Papanikolaou (2011) modified the idea by

suggesting that the Hellenic slab was fragmented by a vertical tear. Suckale et al. (2009)

find seismological evidence for such tear. The scenario predicts magmatism above the

tear, which may be an explanation for the magmatism in Evia (Figure 4.11). Increased

rotations above the leading edge of the STEP fault agree with paleomagnetic studies

(Van Hinsbergen et al., 2006). We also identify a (semi-)vertical tear in our tomographic

model. The previous observations and inferences thus agree with our scenario.

In section 4.5.6 we estimated the time it would require for the deep Hellenic slab to

subduct deeper and create the vertical distance of ∼50 km to the base of the imaged
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Epirus fragment (∼4 Myr). Our interpretation is that this gap was created by (contin-

ued) slab detachment. In the previous section we noted that this timing agrees (within

uncertainty limits) with the initiation time of the KTF and CHSZ (∼4 Ma). The implica-

tion is that slab detachment and fragmentation would have occurred near-simultaneous. A

similar scenario was proposed by Wortel et al. (2009), who suggest that the southwestern

edge of the Calabria slab developed from fragmentation (vertical tearing) following slab

break-off beneath the Kabylies. Near KTF it is however unclear whether the fragmenta-

tion developed from slab detachment, like they propose. Slab fragmentation potentially

excites asthenospheric return flow, but seismic anisotropy around the west Hellenic slab,

shows no apparent imprint of such flow (Olive et al., 2014). This supports our inference

that the separation of the Epirus fragment from the Hellenic slab has resulted in limited

asthenospheric strain.

A continuous (smooth) transition of the Hellenic slab across the KTF was also suggested

by Royden and Papanikolaou (2011) (Figure 4.4C). Pearce et al. (2012) showed no appar-

ent change in slab dip between the distant seismic images and small amount of roll-back

induced offset. In the depth range where Pearce et al. (2012) and Halpaap et al. (2018)

have their best resolution (<100 km), the vertical offsets between the Epirus segment

and the Hellenic slab are probably small. This may be the reason for their discrepant

interpretation.

Our scenario combines the models associated with Figures 4.4A and B. The entry of con-

tinental Adriatic lithosphere in the WHSZ initiated slab detachment under the Dinarides

from the Oligocene onward (Wortel and Spakman, 1992; Handy et al., 2015; Van Unen

et al., 2019; Schefer et al., 2011). Pliocene detachment (Figure 4.13A) triggered slab frag-

mentation, thereby isolating the (likely more buoyant) Epirus fragment from the Hellenic

slab. The critical component for the development of the proto STEP fault may have been

the redistribution of the gravitational pull, which caused the Epirus fragment to stall, and

the Hellenic slab to roll back faster. This would have resulted in a significant subduction

velocity difference between the two segments since the late Miocene. Direct observational

constraints on this contrast in subduction rates are lacking, but in this rollback context

they can be proxied by extension in the overriding plate. Papanikolaou and Royden (2007)

document the change in the strikes of the normal faults from NW-SE to E-W during the

late-Miocene to Pliocene. Brun et al. (2016) documented a Pliocene change in the direc-

tion of stretching from NE-SW to N-S in the Southern Hellenides, and an increase in the

spreading rates. Meijer and Wortel (1996, 1997) discuss how tensile stress rotations can

be understood as a response to slab-detachment below the Dinarides and western Greece.
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Figure 4.13: Tectonic evolution of the Hellenic slab and the overriding plate deformation. Circular arc
with arrows indicate sagging/rotation of the subducted slab. Gray lines on 0 Ma show the plate boundary
geometry of the 5 Ma setting.

This supports our interpretation of a velocity contrast between detached on attached seg-

ments. Important was that the velocity contrast between the slab fragments persisted a

few Myr, long enough to initiate the proto-STEP fault in the overriding plate.

North-south extension in central Greece commenced synchronous with the isolation of the

Epirus fragment from the Hellenic slab. With the development of the KTF zone, the GoC

can be viewed as the feature that was necessary to connect to the already existing North

Aegean Trough, i.e., localization of upper plate extension in the GoC facilitated STEP

fault development.
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4.6 Under what conditions does a STEP evolve from

slab fragmentation?

Wortel et al. (2009) were the first to consider STEP fault initiation. These authors con-

sidered relatively simple cases of STEP fault initiation, where horizontal slab breakoff

developed relatively directly into vertical tears, slab edges and STEP faults. They discuss

the plate boundary reorganization that began around 20 Ma and eventually resulted in

the lateral northern edge of the Tonga-Kermadec slab, and the STEP fault along the north

boundary of the Lau Basin. In the Mediterranean context they discuss how Miocene slab

breakoff beneath the Maghrebides (northern Africa) may have evolved into the lateral

edge along the south end of the Calabria slab, and the STEP fault zone in northern Sicily

and in the west of the Ionian basin.

An important further insight came from Van Benthem et al. (2013), who pointed out that

the long-lived slab edge beneath Hispaniola (northern Caribbean) had not developed into

a STEP fault in the overriding plate. Here, the relative motion is mostly transpressive

with only a small trench-perpendicular motion. For the development of a STEP fault

in the context of a fragmented slab, this means that a significant trench-perpendicular

velocity contrast is required between the two adjacent slab fragments. The absence of

STEP faulting in the Dinarides margin during the Late Miocene may be related to the

predominantly dextral relative motion of Adria and Moesia.

Another step was taken by Govers and Fichtner (2016), following up on the work of Bartol

and Govers (2014), on uplift of Anatolia. These authors argue that slab fragmentation be-

low west Anatolia resulted in differential rollback between the Hellenic and Cyprus-Bitlis

fragments. No well-defined STEP fault zone seems to have developed within western Ana-

tolia during this period (35-16 Ma). Govers and Fichtner (2016) argue low mechanical

coupling of the slab fragments to the overriding Anatolian surface plate. Only after the

Cyprus slab rolled back from beneath the Anatolian crust did the modern Pliny-Strabo

STEP fault develop (Özbakır et al., 2013). The mechanical coupling of the slab fragments

to the overriding thus likely plays a significant role in the development of a STEP fault.

Van Benthem et al. (2013) propose that the long-lived STEP fault zone that constitutes

the plate boundary between the South America and Caribbean plates may have initiated

∼45 Ma due to the entry of North Andes continental fragment into the Greater Antilles

Subduction. They suggest that the STEP fault activity initiated along a pre-existing weak
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zone or material boundary that was inherited from the Paleocene collision. Pre-existing

weakness zones or contrasts may thus facilitate the development and localization of a

STEP fault. Their suggestion aligns with our inference that the North Aegean Trough

may have helped localizing the strain in the proto STEP fault.

The contrast in the subduction velocity, the amount of time over which it persists, me-

chanical coupling to, and the deformability of, the overriding plate play a role in the

initiation of a STEP fault once a slab is fragmented. These inferences should help us

understand better why STEP faults did not develop above the fragmented slabs that we

listed in Figure 4.1, with the idea that some of these conditions are not met here.

A lateral slab edge was identified beneath Hispaniola by Van Benthem et al. (2013) along

the North America - Caribbean plate boundary zone. The local relative motion direction

is approximately parallel to the plate boundary, and the subduction velocity is small.

The absence of a STEP fault in Hispaniola thus agrees with the above conditions for its

initiation.

Three distinct discontinuities have been identified within the Nazca slab; beneath the Juan

Fernandez ridge in the south (Portner et al., 2017; Lynner et al., 2017), Carnegie Ridge in

the north (Gutscher et al., 1999) and Mocha Fracture Zone (Pesicek et al., 2012). Beneath

Juan Fernandez Ridge, there is no imaged free slab edge, but a hole in the dipping slab

(Portner et al., 2017). Neither of these slab discontinuities are associated with a STEP

fault within the overriding plate. Within the overriding plate near Carnegie Ridge, there

is some indication of convergence velocity differences across the Carnegie ridge, parallel

to the proposed tear. Furthermore, the dextral Dolores-Guayaquil shear zone deforms the

upper plate (Gutscher et al., 1999), which might be a STEP fault candidate. Beneath the

Mocha Fracture Zone, tomographic evidence (Pesicek et al., 2012) confirms a free slab

edge. The dip angle of the slab segments does not change in tomographic model (Pesicek

et al., 2012). There are no observations to document contrasts in the subduction velocity

of the slab segments. There also are no observations that would suggest the existence of

a STEP fault in the overriding plate.

The southern edge of the subducting Juan de Fuca plate has an edge representing the

subduction of the Mendocino Fracture Zone (Furlong and Schwartz, 2004). STEP fault

initiation in the overriding North America plate is not expected, however, because the

region is part of the Mendocino Triple Junction so that deformation is not required from

a kinematic perspective.
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Levin et al. (2002) demonstrates the existence of a free slab edge in the Kamchatka slab

where slab normal trench retreat occurs. However, there is sound evidence for independent

Okhotsk and Amurian plates (Apel et al., 2006), which effectively places the Kamchatka

slab edge on the triple junction between Okhotsk, North America and Pacific plates. Like

the Mendocino triple junction along the southern end of the Juan de Fuca plate, subduc-

tion of a free slab edge does not require (STEP fault) deformation of the overriding plate

here.

Miller et al. (2004, 2005, 2006b) presented tomographic evidence for the Izu-Bonin slab

of a deep lateral tear or hole at the transition to the N Mariana slab. There are no obser-

vational constraints indicating a subduction velocity contrast between slab segments or

any transcurrent faulting on the overriding oceanic Philippine slab. For the southern end

of the Mariana slab, Gvirtzman and Stern (2004) suggested a N-S trending vertical tear

based on slab dip changes. Observational constraints on a subduction velocity contrast of

the slab segments are lacking. Fryer et al. (2003) suggested N-striking sinistral faults on

the overriding Philippine Sea plate west of Guam, which might be interpreted as a STEP

fault zone.

The Cocos plate subducts at the Middle America Trench. For the slab beneath the

Trans-Mexican volcanic belt, Dougherty et al. (2012) inferred a laterally discontinuous

low-velocity zone across the subducted Orozco Fracture Zone, where flat to normal sub-

duction transition occurs. The region is part of a diffuse triple junction of the Cocos,

Caribbean and North American plates. In terms of kinematics, no STEP fault is there-

fore required in the overriding plate.

Tearing along the south end of the Japan slab has been suggested by Kennett and Furu-

mura (2010) and Obayashi et al. (2009). However, the tearing occurs in the triple junction

region of the Pacific, Philippine Sea and Eurasian plates, and thus is not relevant in the

context of STEP fault initiation.

Lin et al. (2007, 2013) tomographic find evidence for vertical tearing of the Philippine

Sea slab along a N-S strike near Taiwan. The relative motion between the Philippine and

Eurasian plates is perpendicular to the proposed tear, which may explain the absence of

observations of a STEP fault along the western edge of Okinawa backarc basin.

Tomographic evidence (Widiyantoro et al., 2011) shows detachment of the Sunda slab
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near Timor in the easternmost Sunda arc. No slab edge is inferred from the seismic ve-

locity structure. This part of the trench retreats southward but the upper plate does not

seem to deform accordingly (Schellart et al., 2007).

Further to the north Spakman and Hall (2010) identified horizontal slab detachment. The

leading edge of the tear would currently be located beneath the Seram trench. However

the tomographic model does not allow the identification of Seram slab fragments.

In the eastern termination of the Makran subdution zone, global tomographic model of

Bijwaard and Spakman (2000) show a marked rectangular low velocity zone at 60km

depth. Earthquakes with hypocentral depths indicate pure down-dip and strike-slip focal

mechanisms (Dziewonski et al., 1981; Ekström et al., 2012) supporting STEP hypothe-

sis. At the northern edge of the fault (Becker and Faccenna, 2011) demonstrate a strong

positive residual topography that may be related to the vertical motions due to the prop-

agating STEP. Furthermore, the surface projection of the anomalous region corresponds

to the Chaman fault, which shows a gradient in the horizontal velocity field -that may be

interpreted as the STEP-fault.

Available information regarding the correlations of slab edges and vertical slab tears with

STEP faults in overriding plates globally is too scarce to rigorously verify the conditions

for STEP fault formation that we formulated on the basis of our inferences for the KTF.

The conditions appear to agree with the absence of a STEP fault in Hispaniola.

4.7 Conclusions

The western end of the Hellenic slab is fragmented near the Kefalonia transform fault.

The separate Epirus fragment is roughly vertical below the southern Albanides. Its west-

ern edge correlates with a newly identified major contrast within the lithospheric mantle

of the Ionian Ocean basin. The southern edge of the Epirus fragment correlates with the

subducted projection of the Apulia Escarpment. The Epirus fragment is laterally sepa-

rated from the Hellenic slab by a low velocity zone that we interpret as a semi-vertical

tear. Below 150 km depth, the Epirus fragment is separated by ∼50 km from the deeper

Hellenic slab by a semi-horizontal gap. We estimate that the Epirus fragment discon-

nected from the Hellenic slab around 5 Ma, at about the time of opening of the Gulf of

Corinth.
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The Kefalonia Transform Fault zone, bounded by the dextral Kefalonia and Lefkada

faults, accommodates strike-slip within the overriding plate. Together with the Central

Hellenic Shear Zone and the North Aegean Trough, we interpret the Kefalonia Transform

Fault zone as a proto-STEP fault that initiated simultaneous with Pliocene fragmentation

of the Epirus fragment.

In the NW part of the Ionian basin we image a sharp transition to low-speed velocity

anomalies that aligns with the strike of the KTF. The location of the transition coincides

with a gradient in free-air anomalies.

The contrast in the subduction velocity, the amount of time over which it persists, me-

chanical coupling to, and the deformability of, the overriding plate play a role in the

initiation of a STEP fault once a slab is fragmented. Particularly the absence of a con-

trast in the subduction velocity of slab fragments prevents the development of STEP faults

above currently fragmented slabs. These constraints likely determined the development of

the KTF proto STEP fault, and the development, or not, of other STEP faults worldwide.
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Figure A.4: Free-air gravity anomalies in our study area from the World Gravity Map (Bonvalot et al.,
2012). The location of the SW-NE oriented 50 mgal anomaly to the SW of the KTF in the Ionian basin
aligns with the velocity contrast within the Ionian lithospheric mantle (Figure 4.5B and C).





Summary

My thesis focuses on evolving and (geologically) short-lived plate boundary segments,

their segmentation processes and geological imprints in the eastern Mediterranean.

In Chapter 2, I investigate the nature/type of the plate boundary between the eastern

Aegean region and the Africa plate. The work involves an integrative analysis of geolog-

ical and geophysical information. I conclude that these surface observations document

that the “Pliny-Strabo trench” is a predominantly strike-slip plate boundary. My in-

terpretation is that this plate boundary represents an expression of slab tearing related

to an active STEP (c.f. Figure 1.1). The paper represents the first detailed account of

surface deformation related to a STEP fault, and constitutes a novel contribution to the

understanding of the relation between deep processes and (near-) surface deformation, a

key topic in geodynamic research.

In Chapter 3, I investigate the location and nature of currently active plate boundaries

and other major faults in the southern Anatolia-Aegean region, in the transition region

from the Hellenic Arc to the Cyprus Arc. The question is particularly relevant for access-

ing earthquake hazard. I use mechanical models based on the finite element method. I

explore various options for these faults, most of them proposed in the scientific literature,

to explore how they would affect the deformation at locations where there are actual ob-

servations. The (mis)fit between model predictions and observations allows us to conclude

that the active plate boundary is located offshore.

The research question that I address in Chapter 4 is what the cause is of deformation

in one of the seismically most active fault zones in Europe, the Kefalonia Transform

Fault. I present results from a recent full-waveform tomographic model which particularly

improves our understanding of the structure of the upper few hundred kilometers of the

Earth. The cause of the deformation along the Kefalonia Transform Fault is likely rooted

in a fragmented slab that we image for the first time. The geometry of the slab fragment

leads me to conclude that it became disconnected from the larger Hellenic slab around 5

Ma, at about the time of opening of the Gulf of Corinth in the overriding plate, which

suggests a highly interesting causal relation.
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Samenvatting

De tektonische platen bestaan uit koele en sterke lithosfeer, en daaronder bevindt zich

warme en stroperig vervormbare asthenosfeer. Mijn proefschrift gaat vooral over de lithos-

feer. Lithosfeer bestaat uit aardkorst en daaronder lithosfeermantel. Alle tektonische

platen bewegen ten opzichte van elkaar. Dit veroorzaakt aardbevingen en vervorming

van de korst rondom plaatgrenzen. Er zijn verschillende soorten plaatgrenzen. Subductie

plaatgrenzen zijn belangrijk in dit proefschrift. Dit betekent dat twee platen converg-

eren en dat één plaat onder de andere schuift bij de plaatgrens. Dit verloopt relatief

soepel wanneer één van de twee platen een hoog soortelijk gewicht heeft, zoals oceanische

lithosfeer. Twee convergerende platen “botsen” (vervormen) wanneer ze beiden een laag

soortelijk gewicht hebben, zoals continentale lithosfeer. Een ander soort plaatgrens die in

2005 opnieuw onder de aandacht kwam door een publicatie van Govers en Wortel is een

zogenaamde STEP breuk. Hier breekt en scheurt een plaat voortdurend.

Plaatgrenzen in het oostelijk Middellandse Zeegebied zijn het hoofdonderwerp van het

proefschrift. Hoe kan het dat dit nog het onderwerp kan zijn voor een proefschrift in

2019? Dit is opmerkelijk wanneer U zich realiseert dat de theorie van de plaattektoniek

sinds de zeventiger jaren wereldwijd geaccepteerd is, en de locatie van de plaatgrenzen

grotendeels bekend. De reden is dat het er lang op leek dat de bewegingen en de vervorm-

ing van de korst in het Middellandse Zeegebied zich niet liet beschrijven in de context

van plaattektoniek. Twee aardwetenschappelijke innovaties van de laatste twee decen-

nia hebben hierin grote veranderingen gebracht, GPS metingen van bewegingen van de

aardkorst, en CT-scans van de asthenosfeer en de diepere aardmantel. Bij deze CT-scans

worden seismologische gegevens gebruikt om de 3D-structuur van de inwendige aarde te

maken.

Zo is duidelijk geworden dat plaatgrenzen in het Middellandse Zeegebied veel veranderli-

jker zijn dan in andere gebieden op onze planeet. Dit komt omdat de (lichte) Afrikaanse

en Europese continenten elkaar dicht genaderd zijn, en vooral in het oosten al botsen. Het

Middellandse Zeegebied is daardoor één grote plaatgrenszone die zich in het laatste deel

van zijn levenscyclus bevindt. Gesubduceerde delen van de Afrikaanse plaat braken af,

en STEP breuken zorgden voor het fragmenteren van de lithosfeer, en dit zijn oorzaken

van veranderingen.

In hoofdstuk 2 gebruik ik gegevens van aardbevingen en vervorming van de oceaanbodem

in combinatie met CT-scans om de aard van de plaatgrens te bepalen ten osten van het
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Egëısch gebied, van Kreta naar Rhodos. We concluderen dat dit een STEP breuk is, en

het is voor de eerste keer dat de expressie van een dergelijk type breuk gedetailleerd in

kaart wordt gebracht.

In hoofdstuk 3 gebruik ik GPS metingen en geologische waarnemingen voor het recente

verleden om te bepalen waar de plaatgrenzen zich bevinden in het oostelijk Middellandse

Zeegebied, en wat voor soort plaatgrenzen dit zijn. Ik gebruik de eindige elementen

methode om de geomechanica van het gebied te modelleren. De conclusies zijn vooral

belangrijk omdat ze een betere inschatting van aardbevingsrisico geven.

In hoofdstuk 4 combineer ik recente CT-scans van de lithosfeer en asthenosfeer onder het

Adriatisch gebied en Griekenland met seismologische, geodetische en geologische gegevens.

De CT-scans werden verkregen met een innovatieve en data- en reken-intensieve methode

waarbij het merendeel van de informatie in seismogrammen werd gebruikt, en waardoor de

beeldvorming van vooral de lithosfeer en asthenosfeer beter is dan van klassieke CT-scans.

De onderzoekvraag draait om het breuksysteem met de meeste aardbevingen in Europa,

de Kefalonia breuk. Verschillende onderzoekers hadden het vermoeden geuit dat dit een

STEP breuk is, maar het bewijs hiervoor ontbrak. Wij hebben nu aanwijzingen gevonden

dat dit deels juist, maar ook deels onjuist is. Uit onze CT-scans blijkt namelijk dat de

gesubduceerde plaat gebroken is. Echter, de geologie van Griekenland en Albanië ver-

toont nog geen tekenen van een STEP breuk, en we kunnen dit verklaren doordat deze

verandering pas (geologisch) onlangs begon, ca. 5 miljoen jaar geleden.



Özet

Tektonik levhalar soğuk ve güçlü bir litosferden oluşur, ve bunun altında sıcak ve akışkan,

deforme olabilen bir astenosfer yer alır. Benim tezim temel olarak litosferle ilgilidir. Litos-

fer, dünyanın kabuğu ve kabuğun altında yer alan litosfer mantosundan oluşur. Tüm

tektonik levhalar birbirine göre hareket eder. Bu hareket levha sınırları boyunca deprem-

lere ve kabuğun deformasyonuna neden olur. Farklı tipte levha sınırları vardır. Bu tez

kapsamında dalma-batma tipi levha sınırları ön plandadır. Bu demektir ki, iki plaka

birbirine yaklaşır ve, plaka sınırı boyunca biri diğerinin altına dalar. Bu iki levhadan

birinin yoğunluğu okyanusal litosferde olduğu gibi daha fazlaysa nispeten sorunsuz ilerler.

Yakınsayan levhalardan her ikisinin de yoğunluğu kıtasal litosferdeki gibi düşükse, bunlar

“çarpışır”. 2005 yılında Govers ve Wortel tarafından yayımlanan bir makaleyle yeniden

dikkate alınan bir başka levha sınırı tipi de STEP fayı adıyla anılmaktadır. Burada bir

levha sürekli yırtılır ve parçalanır.

Bu tezin esas konusu Doğu Akdeniz’deki levha sınırlarıdır. Peki, nasıl bu konu 2019 yılında

hâlâ bir tezin konusu olabiliyor? Levha tektoniği teorisinin 1970’lerden bu yana dünya

çapında kabul edildiğini, ve levha sınırlarının konumunun büyük ölçüde bilindiğini akılda

tutarsak, bu şaşırtıcıdır. Bunun nedeni Akdeniz’de kabuk hareketleri ve deformasyonunun

çoktan beri levha tektoniği bağlamında tarif edilememesidir. Yerbilimlerinde son yirmi

yılda gerçekleşen iki teknolojik gelişme, kabuk hareketlerinin GPS ölçümleri ile astenosfer

ve daha derin mantonun bilgisayarlı tomografi (BT) görüntüleri sayesinde bu alana dair

bilgilerimiz de arttı. BT görüntüleri ile, sismolojik veri kullanılarak dünyanın üç boyutlu

iç yapısı oluşturuldu.

Böylece Akdeniz’deki levha sınırlarının gezegenimizdeki diğer alanlardan çok daha değişken

olduğu ortaya çıktı. Bunun nedeni (hafif) Afrika ve Avrupa kıtalarının birbirine yakın ol-

ması ve özellikle doğuda zaten çarpışması. Bu nedenle, Akdeniz bölgesi yaşam döngüsünün

son bölümünde yer alan büyük bir yerel levha sınır bölgesidir. Afrika levhasının dalmış

olan bölümü kırıldı ve litosfer STEP fayları ile parçalandı; işte meydana gelen değişimin

sebepleri bunlardır.

2. bölümde, Ege Denizinin, Girit ile Rodos arasında kalan doğu kesiminde levha sınırının

doğasını belirlemek için deniz tabanı araştırmaları sonucunda elde edilen deprem ve defor-

masyon verisi ile birlikte BT kesitlerini kullanıyorum. Bu bölgenin bir STEP fayı olduğu

sonucuna vardık. Bu tür bir fayın yüzeyde oluşturduğu izi ilk kez ayrıntılarıyla etüt ettik.
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3. bölümde, Doğu Akdeniz’de levha sınırlarının nerede olduğunu ve bunların ne tür levha

sınırları olduğunu belirlemek için yakın geçmişe ait GPS ölçümleri ve jeolojik gözlem-

leri kullanıyorum. Bölgenin jeomekaniğini modellemek için sonlu elemanlar yöntemini

kullanıyorum. Sonuçlarım özellikle deprem riskinin daha iyi değerlendirilmesi açısından

önemlidir.

4. bölümde Adriyatik ve Yunanistan’ın altındaki litosfer ve astenosfere ait bilgisayarlı

tomografi sonuçlarını sismolojik, jeodezik ve jeolojik verilerle birleştiriyorum. Bilgisayarlı

tomografi, deprem dalgalalarındaki bilginin büyük bir bölümünün kullanılabildiği veri

ve hesap yoğun yenilikçi bir yöntemle elde edildi, ve geleneksel tomografi yöntemlerine

kıyasla özellikle listosferi daha hassas görüntülememize yardımcı oldu. Araştırma alanı

ise Avrupa’da en fazla deprem olan fay sistemlerinden bir tanesini, Kefalonya Fayını konu

alıyor. Çeşitli bilim insanları buranın bir STEP fayı olabileceği şüphesini dile getirmişlerdi,

ancak ellerinde somut bir kanıt yoktu. Artık elimizde bu şüphenin kısmen doğru olduğuna

dair göstergeler var; ancak iddiaların kısmen yanlış olduğu da ortaya çıktı. Bizim topografi

sonuçlarımız dalan levhadaki yırtığı ortaya koyuyor. Ancak, Yunanistan ve Arnavutluk

jeolojisi, bir STEP fayı belirtisi göstermiyor. Bu farkı, değişimin başlangıcının jeolojik

olarak yeni olmasına (yaklaşık 5 milyon yıl öncesi) bağlayarak açıklıyoruz.
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